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Astronomy education is currently lacking in the secondary level classroom.  Many 
programs have been created to remedy this, including research opportunities for students 
and training workshops for educators.  These reach only a small fraction of the 
population however, while remaining students still lack the opportunity to learn 
astronomy at the secondary level.  This research addresses the creation of a program that 
will make astronomy education a recurring option for students across North Dakota 
through implementation of a two-week astronomy course at Grand Forks Central High 
School (GFCHS) in a class of 19 physics students.  During ten class periods from April 
16, 2012 through April 27, 2012, instruction included presentation of basic astronomy 
concepts and observational techniques as well as student participation in demonstrations 
and in-class activities.  Original lesson plans also included a group research project on the 
astrometry of an asteroid.  Students were given the option to visit the University of North 
Dakota (UND) Observatory the evening of April 20, 2012 for a public "star party" where 
they received a tour of the university's telescopes and research equipment.  Students also 
took a field trip to the John D. Odegard School of Aerospace Sciences to tour Aviation 
and Space Studies facilities at UND on April 25, 2012.  Students were given a pre-test at 
the start of the course, daily exit surveys at the end of each class period, and a post-test at 
the end of the two weeks.  These assessments were used to evaluate student enjoyment, 
xvii 
 
progress, and overall perception of the course.  The research also identified common 
misconceptions in astronomy held by the learners and the most effective teaching 
methods.  It was found that this course was overall successful in promoting the students' 
learning of astronomy.  This analysis has been used to make improvements in future 





 Today, the average high school graduate has not been exposed to any level of 
astronomy in the classroom.  Only three to four percent of adults today would have had a 
“stand-alone” astronomy course during their high school careers (Krumenaker, 2009).  
Both public and private schools throughout the United States fail to provide the same 
opportunities in astronomy education as are offered in other sciences such as physics, 
biology, and chemistry.  This however, was not always the case. 
It was common in the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries for basic astronomy 
concepts to be taught in the classroom; in 1838, a Philadelphia high school even saw the 
installation of an observatory on campus (Bishop, 1990).  A majority of the elementary 
school teachers at this time came from this schooling system which included astronomy 
as a key part of instruction, so the opportunity for astronomy education for future 
generations continued, but only until the end of the nineteenth century.  The reason for 
this change in astronomy education came in 1892, when ten college and high school 
instructors and administrators (called “The Committee of Ten”) came together to 
determine recommendations for the appropriate courses to be taught at the high school 
level in preparing students for college-level instruction.  No astronomy or natural 
philosophy instructors were invited to be a part of this decision process, so the 
requirement of astronomy for college admissions was dropped and the remaining 
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requirements included biology, chemistry, and physics (Bishop, 1990; Krumenaker, 
2009).  Their proposal was published in 1893 by the U.S. Bureau of Education as “The 
Report of the Committee of Ten” recommending that the subject of astronomy be 
included as merely a unit within a course or as an elective, if at all.  Because of this 
publication, Bishop (1990) concludes that the disappearance of astronomy from public 
education is largely due to the decisions of these educators, made more than a century 
ago. 
Purpose for Research 
The absence of astronomy subjects in kindergarten through twelfth grade (K-12) 
curriculum can not only lead to a shortage in the scientific workforce, but can also be 
seen as a contributing factor to common misconceptions on what are considered 
introductory astronomy concepts.  Failing to educate students in astronomy in the K-12 
education system, and even as college students, opens the door for flawed understanding 
of seasons, lunar phases, stars, and other objects in our universe. 
Astronomy instruction not only allows students to understand the processes 
involved in the world around them in their past, future, and everyday life, but lessons 
learned in astronomy can also be applied to other areas of education.  Scientific inquiry is 
a focus in astronomy education, a lesson applicable to all areas of science.  Relevance of 
astronomy also exists in subjects like physics and geology, in both measurements and 
calculations, like characteristics of planets and Newton’s Laws for example.  It should 
also be noted that although a large portion of astronomy topics rely on a coherent 
understanding of physics principles, physics remains a core subject in secondary 
curriculum, while astronomy does not (Gould, Dussault, & Sadler, 2007).   
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This crossover is not limited to the academic setting however.  Trumper (2006) 
cites astronomy as a topic in science able to generate the most public interest, when 
considering the number of astronomy clubs, journals, magazines, and other occurrences 
in public media.  In a survey given to high school juniors asking them to cite their 
favorite physics subjects, each topic chosen was also considered an astronomy topic.  
These included “black holes, weightlessness in space, supernovae, meteors, comets, 
asteroids, and disasters on Earth” (Trumper, 2006, p. 881).  Leading nightly news stories 
in the areas of science and technology in 2009 were all related to astronomy or space.  
Some of these included repairs of the Hubble Space Telescope, and National Aeronautics 
and Space Administration (NASA) shuttle missions or missions to the Moon (National 
Science Board, 2012).  The importance of astronomy education is not limited to its 
fascinating nature however.  The inclusion of astronomy topics in the K-12 education 
system allows for increased understanding of Earth’s fragile ecosystem, such as solar 
radiation and potential collisions with other bodies within our solar system.  This can also 
increase public awareness of policy decisions being made regarding the sciences 
(Trumper, 2006). 
Teaching methods in all subjects have yet to be perfected, and the more research 
that is conducted on the learning styles of students, the more effective the instruction 
itself can be.  Due to the nature of science involving concepts that require more hands-on 
interaction and demonstrations than other subjects, these topics can be difficult to help 
students understand if effective teaching methods are not utilized or even available.  This 
especially holds true in astronomy, as such large scale concepts cannot easily be recreated 
4 
in a classroom setting.  All of these reasons provide a foundation of support for ongoing 
Astronomy Education Research (AER). 
Statement of the Problem 
Although the inclusion of astronomy concepts in K-12 curriculum is significantly 
lacking in comparison with other science subjects worldwide, it is even less prevalent in 
American public schools.  It is not uncommon for international students or students at 
private schools in the United States to have the opportunity to not only learn astronomy, 
but to sometimes work with research grade telescopes and equipment as well. (Beare, 
2003; Gehret, Winters, & Coberly, 2005; Johansson, 2004; Johansson, Nilsson, Engstedt, 
& Sandqvist 2000; Trumper, 2006).  With the capabilities of the University of North 
Dakota (UND) Observatory, it is possible to provide secondary students at public schools 
in the state of North Dakota the opportunity to utilize the equipment for research in their 
classes. 
The absence of astronomy from secondary science curriculum nationwide not 
only stems from the decision of the Committee of Ten to omit it from requirements for 
college admissions at the end of the nineteenth century, but also from the continuing 
cycle of teachers being unable to teach what they were not taught when they were 
students themselves.  In order to increase the prevalence of astronomy in secondary 
curriculum, it is up to those with the scientific knowledge to implement astronomy 
programs that teachers can easily utilize in their classrooms.  The goal of this research 
was to do just that, as a two week course on observational astronomy was developed and 
taught to Grand Forks Central High School (GFCHS) physics students with the objectives 
of improving overall understanding of astronomy concepts, generating interest in the 
5 
subject, and eventually making astronomy education a recurring option for secondary 





Current Astronomy Education Research 
 Original AER was largely fueled by the decision of The Committee of Ten to cut 
astronomy courses from requirements for college admissions.  Wall (1973) found 58 
studies related to AER conducted between the years of 1922 and 1972.  These studies 
included elementary, secondary, and college-level achievement assessments as well as 
studies on the curriculum itself.  The recommendations of Wall (1973) have shaped AER 
today to include studies on effective teaching methods and the value of technology in the 
classroom.  Bailey and Slater (2004) credit Philip Sadler and Michael Zeilik as the 
“founding fathers” of AER.  Sadler’s research focuses on student understanding in the K-
12 education system and Zeilik studies the potential for improvements to be made in 
astronomy teaching styles.  Both individuals are directly impacting positive changes in 
astronomy education (Bailey & Slater, 2004).  AER done prior to 2003 was not likely to 
include students’ ideas about stars, galaxies, and the universe even though these topics 
are included in the high school level earth and space science standards (Bailey & Slater, 
2004; National Science Education Standards, 1996).  More recent AER programs and 
studies are described in subsequent sections. 
Astrophysics Summer Institute
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Etkina, Lawrence, and Charney (1999) describes the Astrophysics Summer 
Institute at Rutgers University in New Jersey, a program for 25 high school students to 
serve as apprentices to astrophysics professors.  This study examined the effects of the 
non-traditional learning environment on student learning and behaviors.  During the first 
two weeks of the program, tenth and eleventh grade students from the top 5% of their 
high school science classes received interactive instruction in astrophysics, physics, and 
computer operations necessary to be able to access and interpret X-ray images.  During 
the second two weeks of the program, students completed research in groups of three led 
by an astrophysics professor.  They analyzed light curves of NASA X-ray data from the 
satellites EXOSAT (of the European Space Agency) and ROSAT for periodicity (Etkina, 
Lawrence, & Charney, 1999). 
Students were tested before and after completing the four week program using 
Advanced Placement (AP) “Physics C” test questions.  (AP exams are given nationwide 
in multiple subjects to determine if a student will receive college credit for a course taken 
during his or her high school career).  The students’ average post-test scores on a 
question from the 1984 AP Physics C exam showed a 33.9% increase over their pretest 
scores.  On the 1992 AP Physics C exam, the average score of the high school students 
participating in the Astrophysics Summer Institute was 22% higher than the national pool 
of AP Physics C test-takers from that year.  Etkina et al. (1999) points out that these test-
takers are also the top physics students in the country, as only 1.5% of all high school 
physics students even take the AP Physics C exam.  This comparison of scores is seen as 
an indication that the application of knowledge greatly increases student understanding of 
material presented to them in a classroom setting (Etkina et al., 1999). 
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Students also kept journals of their experiences throughout the four-week program 
so that the researchers could more closely examine what the students learned, what 
remained unclear, what was liked, and what was disliked.  To gauge student perception of 
the course, there were also ten minutes allocated at the end of each session for a class 
discussion.  On surveys given regarding the program, 92% of the students agreed or 
strongly agreed that their physics knowledge improved and 96% agreed or strongly 
agreed that following the four-week course they had a better understanding of the process 
of scientific inquiry.  Eighty-three percent of the students would recommend the program 
to a fellow student and 71% of the students wished that their high school classes followed 
this model of instruction (Etkina et al., 1999). 
Etkina et al. (1999) also found that student behavior strongly mirrored that of their 
mentor professors in scientific inquiry, building models, and questioning existing models 
in their area of study.  In their exit questionnaires, students indicated that they enjoyed 
learning not just for the sake of doing well on a test.  The program itself generated more 
student questions on the topics, and students became comfortable with the idea that 
scientists are continually searching for answers in astronomy, as science is a field in 
which there is always more knowledge to be gained.  Many commented on the 
accomplishment they felt when completing research on their own.  From this research, it 
can be said that student-directed research paired with in-class instruction is effective in 
improving learning of astronomy (Etkina et al., 1999). 
Astronomy Lecture Tutorials 
 Prather et al. (2005) describes the development of lecture tutorials, in-class group 
activities given to students in an introductory college level astronomy course.  Developed 
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by the Center for Astronomy and Physics Education Research (CAPER) team at the 
University of Wyoming, these activities make standard lectures more interactive and they 
have been found to positively impact student learning.  Utilizing these group activities in 
promoting learning shortens the amount of time the professor spends presenting material 
and allows for the students to participate in group activities designed to improve 
conceptual understanding.  Bisard and Zeilik (1998) note that well structured and 
challenging 10-15 minute in-class group activities can be beneficial to student learning 
(as cited by Trumper, 2005). 
Common Misconceptions in Astronomy 
 The low number of students that are reached through astronomy education leads 
to common misconceptions regarding basic astronomy concepts such as the cause of the 
seasons.  A video created by Schneps (1989) titled A Private Universe documents this 
misconception by interviewing Harvard graduates and faculty members regarding the 
cause of Earth’s seasons.  It is expected that at this level of education, students should 
understand that it is the tilt of the Earth resulting in different levels of direct sunlight at 
varying latitudes that causes the seasons, and not the changing distance between the Earth 
and the Sun as the Earth revolves around the Sun.  This topic is covered in most K-12 
classrooms, usually at the middle school level, as recommended in the National Science 
Education Standards (NSES) (1996) (Agan, 2004).  The interviews done by Schneps 
(1989) revealed however that 21 of the 23 interviewed did not know the correct 
explanation for the cause of the seasons.  Those interviewed held the popular 
misconception that the Earth is at a greater distance from the Sun during the winter 
months, and the Earth is closer to the Sun during the summer (as cited by Agan, 2004). 
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Atwood and Atwood (1996) surveyed 49 pre-service elementary teachers 
studying at the University of Kentucky regarding the cause of Earth’s seasons.  These 
college students were asked for both written explanations and verbal explanations given a 
three-dimensional model of the Earth and the Sun to demonstrate their reasoning.  Only 
one of these 49 students’ descriptions included a scientific conception in both the verbal 
and written assessment.  There were three popular alternative conceptions among the 
remaining students.  The first was based upon the common idea of changing distance 
between the Earth and the Sun as Earth revolves around the Sun.  The second used the 
notion that the tilt of the Earth toward or away from the Sun decreases or increases the 
distance between the two bodies, causing summer and winter respectively.  The third was 
based upon the rotation of the Earth on its axis causing seasons, in that the side of the 
Earth facing the Sun will experience summer, and the side facing away will experience 
winter (Atwood & Atwood, 1996).  Some of these misconceptions regarding the cause of 
Earth’s seasons are included as part of a multiple choice question on the Project STAR 
Astronomy Concept Inventory.  This test was developed as an assessment instrument for 
a National Science Foundation-curriculum project (Sadler, 1998).  The question 
regarding the cause of the seasons on this test is as follows: 
“The main reason for its being hotter in summer than in winter is: 
A. The earth’s distance from the sun changes. (46%) 
B. The sun is higher in the sky. (12%, the correct answer) 
C. The distance between the northern hemisphere and the sun changes. (37%) 
D. Ocean currents carry warm water north. (3%) 
E. An increase occurs in “greenhouse” gases. (3%)” (Sadler, 1992, p.53). 
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 The percentages following the letter choices indicate the fraction of 1,250 
students grades 8-12 that chose the preceding letter choice when taking the test.  Only 12% 
of the students chose the correct answer ‘B’, which Sadler (1998) points out is a smaller 
percentage than if random guessing had been used.   
The 21 Harvard graduates and faculty surveyed in Schneps (1989) also described 
the cause of the lunar phases incorrectly.  These individuals used a flawed “interference 
model” description, in which the phases are explained as a result of Earth shadowing the 
Moon from the Sun’s light.  The correct explanation would make clear that although half 
of the Moon is always illuminated by the Sun, the phase that can be seen from Earth 
depends upon the changing relative positions between the Earth, Moon, and Sun, as the 
Moon revolves around Earth (Bailey & Slater, 2004).  This interference model is not the 
only existing model used to incorrectly describe the cause of the lunar phases however. 
Peña and Quílez (2001) examined the misconceptions concerning lunar phases 
that can arise from poorly constructed diagrams in primary and secondary level textbooks.  
Students in their third year of a university-training course were asked to describe the 
lunar phases using words and/or diagrams.  Some students thought of the lunar phases as 
changing throughout the night, as the Earth rotates, and others drew diagrams in which 
people on different parts of the Earth would be seeing different Moon phases 
concurrently, suggesting that four moons can actually exist at once (Peña and Quílez, 
2001). 
Lightman and Sadler (1993) distributed a 16-question test to students grades 8-12 
to determine levels of knowledge in astronomy before and after receiving instruction in 
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order to analyze the effectiveness of the teaching method used.  This test found that less 
than 30% of the students knew the correct reason for the lunar phases, and only 10% 
knew the correct cause of the seasons prior to instruction.  Improvements on the post-test 
were minimal, which suggested that teacher training in astronomy could be beneficial to 
students’ learning as well (Lightman & Sadler, 1993). 
Although misconceptions related to Earth’s seasons and lunar phases are the most 
common, many other misconceptions in astronomy exist as well.  In an effort to 
determine the effectiveness of astronomy education in reforming confused or incorrect 
beliefs that may have been the result of misinformation or observation, Agan (2004) 
interviewed 17 Massachusetts students with varying academic backgrounds in astronomy.  
Eight of the students were high school freshman with minimal astronomy instruction only 
as a part of a concurrent course in earth science, five were college freshman with no 
formal astronomy instruction, and four were high school juniors and seniors enrolled in a 
semester-long astronomy course as an elective.  These students’ misconceptions are 
directly quoted from Agan (2004) in Table 1.  The correct explanation regarding each 
misconception has been added directly to the right of each misconception listed. 
Table 1. Student Misconceptions Regarding Seasons and Correct Explanations. 
Student Misconception Correct Explanation 
“Stars really twinkle.” This is a result of light passing through the 
Earth’s atmosphere. 
“Polaris, the North Star, is the brightest star 
in the sky.” 
Polaris is merely the most popularly known 
star; Sirius is actually the brightest star as 
viewed from the Northern hemisphere. 
“A shooting star is actually a star falling 
through the sky.” 
This is commonly a dust particle entering 
Earth’s atmosphere. 
“The Sun is a unique object, not a star.” The Sun is a star; it is simply much closer 
than other visible stars. 
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Table 1 cont. 
Student Misconception Correct Explanation 
“The Sun/stars will last forever.” Stars experience a life cycle; they are born 
and they end their lives in finite periods of 
time. 
“The Sun shines by burning gas or from 
molten lava.” 
The Sun’s energy processes involve nuclear 
fusion. 
“The Sun doesn’t rotate.” The Sun completes one full rotation 
(differentially by latitude) roughly once a 
month. 
“The Sun is solid.” 
 
Stars are generally mostly made of 
Hydrogen and Helium. 
“All stars are yellow.” The color of a star depends on the mass 
and temperature of the star, meaning that 
different stars will be different colors. 
“There are many stars in the solar system.” The only star in our solar system by 
definition, is the Sun. 
(Agan, 2004, p. 78). 
 It was found that the earth science students relied most heavily on observable 
presuppositions in their answers to interviewers’ questions.  For example, the separation 
of day and night in observing the Sun and other stars can lead to the belief that the Sun is 
not a star or that it is physically much larger than the other stars.  Five of the eight earth 
science freshman also mentioned “fire,” “volcanoes,” or “lava” when answering the 
question, “What is a star?” (Agan, 2004, p. 89).  These are also physical ideas to which 
these students have been exposed to previously.  A majority of the third group 
interviewed (the astronomy students), answered that stars were made of gases and 
produced energy through nuclear fusion.  When asked about the formation of stars, earth 
science students incorrectly said that they are born out of collisions.  Yet a majority of all 
students interviewed actually declined to answer this question, perhaps because this 
process is not easily relatable to everyday experiences, which was the means by which 
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these students had answered the other questions asked.  The astronomy students were 
aware that stars are born out of clouds of gas and dust (Agan, 2004). 
The astronomy students also understood the concept of large distances between 
stars in our galaxy, seen when asked to explain distances in a scale model, while one 
undergraduate with no astronomy instruction and four earth science students said that 
there were stars disbursed throughout our own solar system.  Some of these same 
students responded that stars are “far away” or “light years away” indicating that they do 
not have a firm grasp on the definition of a light year (Agan, 2004, p. 91).  The earth 
science students’ and undergraduates’ responses to the questions in general indicate that 
stars were thought of as small and nearby objects, rather than large objects at great 
distances from the Earth and Sun (Agan, 2004). 
The astronomy students overall had the most correct answers in their ideas about 
stars and used the most scientific language in their responses, but did not necessarily 
seem to understand the terminology or did not appear confident in using these terms.  
Overall this study shows that even minimal instruction can be beneficial at shaping 
student understanding in astronomy.  Because this study was such a small sample size 
however, Agan (2004) states that “Rather than offering definitive conclusions, the results 
of this study invite continued research into students’ understanding of stars, galaxies, and 
the cosmos, and encourage teachers and educational researchers to consider topics 
beyond the realm of the solar system” (Agan, 2004, p. 95). 
The Need for Teacher Training in Astronomy 
The identification of these misconceptions in multiple studies and throughout 
various age groups calls attention to the need for improved methods of promoting 
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effective learning in the classroom. It is not uncommon for teachers and students alike to 
hold the same misconceptions regarding astronomy concepts (Plummer & Zahm, 2010).  
Trumper (2001) found that future elementary school teachers scored lower on a test 
regarding common astronomy misconceptions than current middle school students taking 
the same test (as cited by Trumper, 2006).  The specifically-designed multiple choice 
Astronomy Diagnostic Test was given to K-12 Wisconsin science teachers to determine 
their levels of conceptual understanding of various astronomy topics such as distance and 
size scales, gravity, and motion.  The general trend seen was that the high school teachers 
scored the highest and the elementary school teachers scored the lowest on the test 
questions, yet the mean score for each group of teachers (grades K-4, 5-8, and 9-12) was 
lower than that of non-science majors taking a college course in astronomy (Brunsell & 
Marcks, 2005).  The teachers’ overall low levels of proficiency regarding introductory 
level astronomy concepts suggests that more teacher training workshops in astronomy are 
necessary to ensure that students are receiving the best instruction possible on astronomy 
topics (Plummer & Zahm, 2010). 
Slater (1993) assessed elementary and middle school teachers’ opinions on best 
practices for astronomy instruction in their classrooms through their participation in a 
constructivist in-service course.  (The constructivist method of learning employs the 
learner’s own construct in knowledge attainment through discovery and experience, 
rather than simple presentation of material by the educator.)  It was found that teachers’ 
avoidance of astronomy topics can be attributed to the lack of confidence in the subject 
matter and “access to high-quality teaching materials - consistent with their school’s 
curricula” (as cited by Bailey & Slater, 2004, p. 31). 
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Krumenaker (2009) sent surveys to 300 teachers of astronomy via email asking 
for their perspective on astronomy instruction.  The reason Krunemaker (2009) uses the 
term “teachers of astronomy” rather than “astronomy teachers” is to emphasize the fact 
that a majority these instructors are not teaching astronomy full-time.  This trend is also 
seen in other AER, so this is the terminology used here as well.  Respondents reported 
feelings of isolation in teaching astronomy, as 68% of the time, they were the only 
teacher of astronomy in their respective schools, and they were unaware of methods of 
getting in touch with others in similar positions.  These educators admitted that they still 
need training in astronomy instruction, as many astronomy education organizations are 
not reaching the teachers surveyed through common channels like NASA workshops or 
science education association conferences.  This nationwide survey of the small number 
of high school teachers that include astronomy in their classrooms revealed that 28% of 
respondents had taken no astronomy course during their college careers, and 15% had 
never taken an astronomy course at any level.  A majority of astronomy teachers had 
taken between one and two astronomy courses in college.  Only one in seven of these 
educators taught astronomy full time.  Others taught physics and geosciences as their 
main courses as 65% of the teachers surveyed had undergraduate majors in science fields 
(usually biology or geosciences).  Only 8% of the astronomy teachers were actually 
astronomy majors in college.  This is extraordinarily low in comparison with the 33% of 
physics teachers with a physics major or minor, and 61% of biology teachers with a 
biology major or minor (Krumenaker, 2009). 
A similar email survey was sent to both middle school and high school teachers in 
the Philadelphia region by Plummer and Zahm (2010).  Ninety-five teachers responded, 
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but only 60 teachers reported the inclusion of astronomy in their curriculum, so these 
were the educators focused on in the study.  It was revealed that 81% of teachers of 
astronomy felt prepared to teach the subject.  61% of respondents had taken one or more 
college astronomy courses, and 32% had participated in professional development in 
astronomy, such as workshops, conferences, or an educator space camp.  A majority of 
these teachers expressed interest in partaking in professional development opportunities 
in astronomy in the future (Plummer & Zahm, 2010). 
If astronomy is to be added to curriculum as units within courses, or full courses 
on its own, teachers confident in astronomy concepts will be needed to accomplish this.  
It is therefore important that teachers receive the assistance necessary in astronomy 
instruction so that they can pass this knowledge on to their students.  While the 
opportunity for certification in earth/space sciences, physics, and biosciences all exist, 
there is no certification available at the state level in astronomy (Krumenaker, 2009).  
Trumper (2005) notes the lack of astronomy training for teachers as an explanation for 
the topic to be so rarely taught in the K-12 levels as well. 
Learning Processes and Teaching Methods in Astronomy 
Lightman and Sadler (1993) asked teachers to predict the success of their students’ 
understanding in astronomy before and after including astronomy in the curriculum.  
Teachers’ predictions aligned closely with student scores prior to students having 
received lessons in astronomy, yet teachers greatly overestimated the gains in student 
knowledge on the test after they had received some form of astronomy instruction.  This 
revealed the tendency of teachers to believe the students were absorbing more 
information than in actuality.  This especially held true on the test’s conceptual questions, 
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meaning that methods of teaching must be examined in order to increase levels of 
effectiveness in learning (Lightman & Sadler, 1993).  Plummer and Zahm (2010) found 
that many students entering college astronomy courses still hold misconceptions in 
elementary astronomy concepts suggesting that their K-12 instruction has not been 
effective in these areas.  It is also suggested that teachers receive inquiry-based training 
to help them understand how scientists work and allow for incorporation of these 
methods into their classrooms (Plummer & Zahm, 2010). 
Information gathered from the video A Private Universe also helps to portray 
students’ learning processes involving the incorporation of new ideas into preexisting 
constructs rather than simple replacement (Bailey & Slater, 2004).  Vosniadou (1991) 
found that instruction that addresses the methods of student construction of preexisting 
ideas must be taken into consideration when developing effective astronomy curriculum.  
In order to successfully reform student beliefs held based on observation and everyday 
experience, a constructivist teaching style is recommended (Vosniadou, 1991).  Findings 
presented in Haney and McArthur (2002) reveal that the constructivist theory of teaching 
holds the power to allow for student negotiation, relation to students’ personal 
experiences, and exposure to scientific uncertainty without sharing an instructor’s 
“control” of the classroom with the students.  This teaching method is designed to make 
the students feel more involved with their learning, but also to maintain a balance 
between the learner and the instructor (Haney & McArthur, 2002; Plummer & Zahm, 
2010). 
Visual Aids in Astronomy Education 
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Images of Astronomy Concepts.  Peña and Quílez (2001) found that both in-class 
and observational activities were key in reforming third year college students’ 
misconception models of planetary motion and lunar phases, but the effectiveness of 
textbook images in aiding student understanding of astronomy concepts was the main 
focus of this research.  Students were given a questionnaire regarding lunar phases before 
and after working with various forms of textbook printed material on the subject.  It was 
found that diagrams offer more utility than photographs in understanding lunar phases, 
yet text explanations or diagrams alone are not sufficient in promoting learning (Peña & 
Quílez, 2001). 
The Effectiveness of Animations in PowerPoint Presentations.  Miller and James 
(2011) discuss results from a two-semester study on the level of effectiveness of 
animations in PowerPoint presentations in undergraduate astronomy courses at Sam 
Houston University in Texas.  There were three different groups of students defined by 
the class and term they were enrolled in, and the general style of instruction they received.  
The first group of students included three sections of PHY 133 (an introductory 
astronomy course) in the spring of 2010.  Class time was mainly spent reviewing 
PowerPoints with simple animations, bulleted text, and images provided by the textbook 
publishers.  The second group of students included two sections of PHY 134 (second 
semester of the astronomy course, but without PHY 133 as a prerequisite) in the fall of 
2009.  These classes were specifically structured around student questions, and students 
were given more assessments and quizzes than PHY 133 students.  The text was 
animated in the PowerPoint presentations (incrementally introduced, rather than showing 
the entire slide’s text at once), while the pictures remained static.  During each class 
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period there were one or two simulations, animations, or videos shown.  This was a more 
interactive class than PHY 133, as students’ questions from previous class periods were 
also answered.  The third group of students included two sections of students in PHY 134 
in the spring of 2010.  These classes included a 15 - 20 minute PowerPoint presentation 
with animated figures and text, and students completed lecture tutorials in class as well, 
described in Prather et al. (2005).  To rule out any potential biases brought up by the 
make-up of a specific section when making comparisons between the research results, 
different units within one class sometimes included animated PowerPoints, and 
sometimes included static PowerPoints, meaning that one class did not always receive a 
certain style of instruction (Miller & James, 2011). 
Students in all groups were given a pre-test at the beginning of the semester, a 
post-test following the semester of instruction, and multiple choice tests throughout the 
semester.  Concept inventories were also given throughout the course without warning to 
the students so that in-class instruction could be tested more accurately with these 
specific inventories, as students would not be studying in advance.  Likert scale surveys 
regarding the use of animations in the class PowerPoints were also given at the start and 
end of the semester, as well as before each exam (Miller & James, 2011). 
Miller and James (2011) found no statistically significant differences in exam 
scores between students receiving instruction from an animated presentation as compared 
to a static presentation set for a given astronomy unit, yet there were differences seen on 
the concept inventory scores.  This finding supports the idea that animations aid in long-
term retention of material.  In the attitude surveys, students were substantially more likely 
to appreciate the animated presentations as opposed to the static ones.  So although exam 
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scores were unaffected by the use of animations in the PowerPoints, “students also 
ranked the animated slides higher than the static slides, stating that they found them to be 
more engaging, allowing students to learn the material more quickly and improving their 
performance and productivity,” meaning that the students held a more positive perception 
on learning with the inclusion of animations in the class PowerPoints (Miller & James, 
2011, p. 12). 
Students enrolled in PHY 134 ranked the inclusion of animations in the 
presentations as being of higher importance than did the PHY 133 students.  This is 
thought to be due to the type of student enrolled in PHY 134, as it is the second semester 
of the introductory level astronomy, meaning that more in-depth concepts are included, 
and students enrolled in this class are more likely to have a general interest in astronomy.  
It is noteworthy however that not all students enrolled in PHY 134 had also taken PHY 
133, so this assumption does not necessarily apply to all students in PHY 134. 
It was also found that the animation of pictures is more beneficial than the 
animation of text.  Bullet points were found to be more effective than text represented in 
paragraph form, as this is similar to completing a reading assignment and does not 
emphasize the main points the instructor wishes to convey to the students.  Animating 
this information with one bullet point at a time allows the students to focus more closely 
on the material, rather than be overloaded visually.  Animated presentations were also 
more likely to engage the students, as it is common for students to lose interest in a 
subject within 10 -18 minutes of the start of class (Johnstone & Percival, 1976: as cited 
by Miller & James, 2011).  Excessive amounts of animation can actually detract from a 
student’s learning, so it is important to find a suitable balance in the method of 
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presentation.  Overall, the research completed by Miller and James (2011) reveals the use 
of animations in PowerPoint presentations to be beneficial to the learners, especially in 
long-term retention of material, and to students with an interest in the subject. 
Traditional Versus Reform-based Teaching 
Survey questions created by Plummer and Zahm (2010) comparing the use of 
traditional teaching methods with the use of the newer reform-based style of teaching in 
astronomy classrooms reveal that on average, teachers remain neutral in their preferences.  
The study included 56 teachers of astronomy.  There is however a bias in the survey, as 
these teachers may be more likely to be open to new methods of teaching, as they 
themselves are including topics in their classes (astronomy topics) that are not as 
common as other subjects taught at the secondary level.  The survey also revealed that 
both teaching styles are currently present in astronomy classrooms (Plummer & Zahm, 
2010). 
Adams and Slater (2002) studied the role of mathematics in college courses in 
introductory astronomy.  It was found that the emphasis of mathematical reasoning skills 
in comparison with simple arithmetic should be employed, as this is a more rewarding 
activity for students and more appropriate in modeling real astronomy (as cited in Bailey 
& Slater, 2004).  This suggests a transition away from traditional teaching methods into a 
more student-oriented classroom. 
Constructivist Learning 
Challenges seen in science education are generally due to learning processes 
involving the restructuring of old ideas with the incorporation of new concepts rather 
than replacement.  Stahly, Krockover, and Shepardson (1999) interviewed four third 
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grade students regarding lunar phases after they had participated in six lessons over the 
course of three weeks in an effort to understand student learning processes in reshaping 
preconceptions of the cause of lunar phases.  These four students were chosen by their 
teacher to best represent the composition of the class as a whole.  Through interviewing 
these students with three dimensional models of the Earth and Moon, as well as written 
responses and diagrams, it was found that the students’ ideas concerning lunar phases 
were not consistent with the scientific perspective, and the participants sometimes created 
complex explanations to align with preconceptions.  For example, one of the students 
explains the changing phases as a combination between the changing distance between 
the Earth and the Moon, and different vantage points from the surface of the Earth (as in 
a full Moon will be seen when Earth is close to the Moon and the observer is on the same 
side of Earth as the Moon).  Although significant improvement in understanding was 
demonstrated by the students (in including the Sun’s role in illuminating the Moon for 
example), the preconceptions were not replaced with exposure to new material; instead, 
the students attempted to incorporate the information into their preexisting explanations 
for lunar phases (Stahly et al., 1999). 
Kikas (1998) interviewed fifth grade students in Estonia longitudinally to 
determine knowledge retention in astronomical concepts.  Researchers interviewed the 
students two months after they received instruction on the topics, and again four years 
later.  The traditional instruction style was teacher-centered with focus was placed on the 
textbook, and students were asked to memorize definitions rather than discuss the 
material as a class.  There was minimal correlation made between everyday experience 
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and the science taught in the classroom.  For example, the rising and setting Sun was not 
discussed in connection with the rotation of the Earth (Kikas, 1998). 
After two months had passed since instruction, the students’ answers closely 
resembled the textbook material presented to them in class, and a majority of the students 
gave correct answers when interviewed.  After the passage of four years however, on 
each of the five questions asking for definitions of the Earth’s equator, axis, and orbit, 
and explanations of the cause of day and night, and seasons, the number of students with 
correct answers decreased.  Interviewing these students as ninth graders, researchers 
noticed more pauses and uncertainty in coming up with answers, as students tried to 
utilize everyday experience to rationalize their answers, because it had been too long 
since they had been exposed to the concepts in the classroom (Kikas, 1999).  As this type 
of instruction failed to obtain deeper insight into the mental models of the learners, it was 
unclear to the teacher whether or not the students were actually understanding the 
material, or simply reciting what they had been taught in class.  Kikas (1999) concludes 
that traditional methods of teaching may be effective in short-term knowledge retention, 
but not in promoting long-term understanding. 
Vosniadou and Brewer (1994) describe children’s progression through mental 
models in explaining astronomical concepts.  In giving a 13-question qualitative survey 
to first, third, and fifth grade children (60 students total) to explain the day/night cycle 
and the shape of the Earth, Vosniadou and Brewer (1994) were able to define three 
models children employ in learning: 
1. Initial Model – This model is based on the individual’s observations and 
experience, and is found commonly in young children. 
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2. Scientific Model – This model agrees strongly with current scientific 
theory and is held by a small number of the oldest students. 
3. Synthetic Model – This model is generally a combination of the initial and 
scientific model, and is held by many older children. 
This study determined that further exposure to material allows for reformation of 
preexisting models, but does not foster replacement of ideas (Vosniadou & Brewer, 1994).  
In some cases, when students gain more experience with astronomy instruction, this can 
strengthen prior convictions even when these are misconceptions (Sadler, 1998).  If 
constructivist teaching methods are exercised, the transition in learner models from initial, 
to synthetic, to scientific, may be made smoother and more likely, and their conceptual 
understanding may become more permanent. 
Current State of Astronomy in United States Schools 
 Approximately 2500 public and private schools have astronomy in their 
curriculum, which amounts to only 12-13% of all schools (Krumenaker, 2009).  Sadler 
(1992) found that a majority of teachers who included astronomy in their classes did so 
due to personal interest, and that existing courses in astronomy are created by the current 
teacher 66% of the time (as cited by Krumenaker, 2009).  One sixth of astronomy courses 
are inherited from previous teachers and one sixth are introduced as an elective course by 
the school’s administration.  The median length of an astronomy course was seven years 
within the school system, as course cancellations occur and teachers move or retire 
(Krumenaker, 2009). 
Sadler (1992) also found that only 11% of Boston high schools had a stand-alone 
astronomy course, and that 80% of the teachers for these courses wrote their own 
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curriculum.  Fourteen percent of the teachers used college textbooks to do so, and only 35% 
of these courses ran the length of the school year.  When an astronomy class was offered 
in one of the reviewed high schools, a mere 5% of the school’s students were enrolled in 
the course (as cited by Krumenaker, 2009).  This number is even lower when surveying 
the entire nation; 3.5% of all high school students are enrolled in an astronomy course.  
This number can be attributed most causally to the lack of opportunity to even take an 
astronomy course at the high school level, as 35% of all high school students have had a 
physics course, 60% have had a chemistry course, and 90% have had a biology course 
(Hehn & Neuschatz, 2006; as cited by Krumenaker, 2009). Those that do take astronomy 
are usually eleventh or twelfth grade students (Krumenaker 2009). 
 Krumenaker (2009) surveyed 300 teachers across the nation about astronomy in 
their respective schools and classrooms.  Of the schools that did offer astronomy to their 
students, most were in suburban areas as compared to rural areas (the latter of which had 
an average of only five kids in the classroom).  Through a survey of Philadelphia area 
educators from 24 school districts offering some form of astronomy to students, it was 
found that only 11% of the time was the material included in actual astronomy courses 
(Plummer and Zahm, 2010).  The remaining astronomy curriculum was found as a part of 
other science courses.  The length of coverage of astronomy in the schools varied greatly.  
Thirty-eight percent of the schools that reported having astronomy education as an 
opportunity for its students covered the material for less than two weeks.  Twenty-four 
percent covered astronomy between two weeks and one month, and 24% covered 
astronomy for a duration of between one and two months.  Only 15% of the schools 
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reported covering astronomy material for duration longer than two months (Plummer & 
Zahm, 2010). 
Nine curriculum directors were also interviewed by Plummer and Zahm (2010).  
As six of these nine required astronomy at the middle school level, the majority of 
astronomy coverage occurred in grades 6-8.  Only two of the nine districts required 
astronomy at both the middle school and high school levels.  The other high schools 
offered astronomy as an elective course.  Three of the nine districts represented by the 
curriculum directors had no requirements regarding astronomy in the curriculum at any 
level (Plummer & Zahm, 2010). 
Astronomy in the Standards 
 The minimal inclusion of astronomy in the K-12 education system might be 
thought of as a result of the lack of astronomy in both state and federal education 
standards, yet there is rarely a direct correlation seen between the recommended topics of 
instruction and what is actually taught in the classroom.  Teacher respondents of 
Plummer and Zahm (2010) that taught astronomy at the middle school or high school 
levels commonly included topics in their classes like lunar concepts, the Sun-Earth-Moon 
system, spectral analysis, and seasons.  All of these apart from spectral analysis are 
included in Pennsylvania state education standards at the fourth grade level, but are 
instead covered in the higher grades by these particular educators (Plummer & Zahm, 
2010). 
The most commonly covered standards in survey-participating Pennsylvania 
schools were (in order of frequency of occurrence in curriculum) gravity, basic star types, 
astronomical equipment, stellar evolution, planet characteristics, and nuclear fusion in 
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stars.  The least common standards in the curriculum included the space program, stellar 
magnitude and distances, the multi-wavelength universe, and special relativity (Plummer 
& Zahm, 2010).  Following from the trends seen in levels of teachers’ education in 
astronomy and low confidence levels regarding astronomy topics, it makes sense that the 
topics of higher complexity are more likely to be excluded from instruction, while the 
more basic astronomy concepts are focused on instead.  Plummer and Zahm (2010) also 
noted that the seventh grade Pennsylvania science standards were taught more often than 
the tenth and twelfth grade standards.  Only 4 of the 11 Pennsylvania state science 
standards regarding astronomy are required to be taught at more than half of the districts 
represented by the administrators interviewed.  These four standards required were the 
characteristics of planets; comets, asteroids, and meteors; solar system motions, and 
gravity to explain motion (Plummer & Zahm, 2010). 
 There exists a discontinuity between national science standards and state science 
standards as well.  The National Science Education Standards (NSES) (1996) includes 
predictable motions such as Earth’s day and year, lunar phases, eclipses, and seasons at 
the 5-8 grade levels, while Pennsylvania standards include these as a fourth grade 
benchmark (National Science Education Standards, 1996; Plummer & Zahm, 2010). The 
NSES also includes the formation of the solar system in the 9-12 grade levels; whereas 
this concept is completely absent from Pennsylvania state science standards.  The 
exclusion of these astronomy standards in these classrooms is partially due to the teachers’ 
needs to fit as many topics as possible into their allotted class time, and this also leaves 
less time for inquiry-based learning, a teaching method that has been found to be 
beneficial to student learning (Plummer & Zahm, 2010). 
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 It is interesting to note that in the Science and Engineering Indicators of the 
National Science Foundation (NSF), the physical sciences are listed with the subject of 
astronomy last, “physics; chemistry; earth, atmospheric, and oceanic sciences; and 
astronomy”  (National Science Board, 2012, p. O-20).  Also, there is no mention of 
astronomy in regards to its inclusion in curriculum in either the K-12 education system or 
at the college level.  The only discussion of astronomy deals with its presence in 
academic papers or doctoral degrees (National Science Board, 2012).  This indicates that 
astronomy is still not a valued topic in science in terms of education requirements. 
North Dakota State Science Standards 
Starting at the eighth grade level and continuing through grade 12, included in the 
North Dakota state science standards are topics in which astronomy concepts are included, 
yet they are not always a part of the curriculum itself.  Outlined here are some of the 
standards that can be covered in astronomy courses.  The concept of “Forces and Motion” 
falls under the standard of Physical Science and includes benchmark expectation 8.3.3 
which states that students should be able to “interpret the effect of balanced and 
unbalanced forces on the motion of an object (e.g., convection currents, orbital motion, 
tides) “ and 8.3.4 states that students should be able to “explain how all objects exert 
gravitational force and this force is affected by the distance between the masses of the 
objects” (North Dakota Department of Public Instruction, Grade 8, 2006, p. 4).  Under 
the standards of Earth and Space Science falls one benchmark expectation in the category 
of “Characteristics of the Earth.”  8.5.8 states that students should be able to “explain 
how phenomena on Earth (i.e., day, year, seasons, lunar phases, eclipses, tides) are 
related to the position and motion of the Sun, Moon, and Earth.”  The category “The 
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Universe” also falls under the standards of Earth and Space Sciences and includes two 
benchmark expectations: “identify characteristics of stars (e.g., color, size, temperature, 
life cycle)” and “identify the composition (e.g., stars, galaxies) and scale of the universe” 
(North Dakota Department of Public Instruction, Grade 8, 2006, p. 7). 
 Again at the freshman and sophomore high school level, there is only one 
benchmark expectation included in “The Universe” category; 9-10.5.1 calls for students 
to be able to “explain the relationship between the Big Bang Theory and the origin and 
evolution of the universe.”  Under the category of “Energy in the Earth System” 
benchmark 9-10.5.3 calls for students to be able to “explain how energy in the Earth 
system is governed by convection, conduction, and radiation (e.g., heat moves in the 
Earth’s mantle by convection, conduction occurs along the mid-oceanic ridges, energy 
from the Sun reaches the Earth through radiation)” (North Dakota Department of Public 
Instruction, Grades 9-10, 2006, p. 11). 
 At the high school junior and senior level, 11-12.3.8 states that students should be 
able to “identify the principles and relationships influencing forces and motion (e.g., 
gravitational force, vectors, velocity, friction)” under the category “Force and Motion” 
within the Physical Science standards (North Dakota Department of Public Instruction, 
Grades 11-12, 2006, p. 6).  Under this same set of standards, within the category of 
“Vibrations and Waves” benchmark expectation 11-12.3.12 states that students should be 
able to “relate wave energy to wavelength and frequency” (North Dakota Department of 
Public Instruction, Grades 11-12, 2006, p. 7).  In these grade levels of the North Dakota 
state science standards there is only one benchmark expectation that is aimed specifically 
at astronomy; 11-12.5.1 calls for students to be able to “explain how the Sun and other 
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stars are powered by nuclear reactions (e.g., the fusion of hydrogen to form helium, 
formation of elements)” under “The Universe” category within the Earth and Space 
Science standards (North Dakota Department of Public Instruction, Grades 11-12, 2006, 
p. 9).  Many of these standards were included in the curriculum designed for the research 
described in this thesis.  After the two weeks teaching the GFCHS students an analysis 
was completed to determine if the course was effective in improving the students’ 
understanding of a subset of topics included in the North Dakota state science standards. 
Standards in the Classroom 
Schwartz, Sadler, Sonnert, and Tai (2009) examines teaching methods as they pertain to 
standards, and notes that the most effective student learning occurs when fewer topics are covered 
in depth rather than a higher number of topics being covered for briefer periods of time.  Plummer 
and Zahm (2010) also review this topic through an online survey of science teachers and 
interviews with curriculum directors.  The instructional intensity (the ratio of the length of time 
spent on a subject to the number of the standards taught in that time period) is defined in this 
research to describe the classroom strategies of covering the standards.  It was found that 61% of 
teachers cover between one and three standards per week (Plummer & Zahm, 2010).  Plummer 
and Zahm (2010) discuss the need to reform Pennsylvania state science standards to 
focus on the big ideas rather than numerous small learning objectives.  This would not 
only allow teachers to go more in depth on science topics, but would be conducive to a 
learning environment in which inquiry-based learning would be easier to utilize in the 
classroom, as big picture benchmark expectations give educators more freedom in 
designing their curriculum, and students could benefit from this (Plummer & Zahm, 
2010). 
International Astronomy Education 
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 Astronomy benchmarks are not just included in educational standards in the 
United States.  The European Association for Astronomy Education (EAAE) outlines 
goals for astronomy in their primary and secondary school system from the “Teaching of 
Astronomy in Europe’s Secondary Schools” Workshop (1994): 
1. Astronomy education should be started as early as possible in the primary 
school and progress in the following years. Through the media, students are 
nowadays exposed to a multitude of mainly unstructured impressions from the 
space sciences and associated areas: the teaching of astronomy in schools will 
establish the structure and the desirable organizational concepts. 
2.  By the end of compulsory education, students should have been involved in 
observation, experimentation, and discussion of the following ideas from 
astronomy: (a) our place in the solar system, progressing to our place in the 
universe; (b) the nature of objects we see in our sky, such as planets, comets, 
stars, and galaxies; and (c) examination of thinking from the past ages and 
more recent times to explain the character, origin, and evolution of the Earth, 
other planets, stars, and the universe. 
3. In initial training of teachers and their subsequent in-service training, these 
ideas should be introduced and reinforced. Recent studies of students’ 
misconceptions and ideas in astronomy provide a useful basis for the further 
development of teaching methods. 
4. Because astronomy can provide a unique opportunity for fascinating, whole-
school activity, support should be provided for optional courses and 
extracurricular work in astronomy. 
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5. Astronomy locates our niche in space and time. Students should be aware of 
threats, from light pollution and radio interference, to our ability to observe 
the night sky. 
6. Astronomy teaching conveys the fundamentals of the scientific method, 
including the associated doubt and lack of answers and the interplay between 
experiment and theory, thereby forcing students to adopt a critical attitude 
toward the many pseudosciences. 
7. Astronomy knows no national frontiers—the sky is the same above all—and 
the teaching of astronomy therefore contributes to international collaboration 
between students and teachers everywhere.  (Pickwick, 1996; as cited by 
Trumper 2005) 
Following the structure set up with these aims, educators abroad are utilizing 
teaching methods that are student-centered or take place outside the classroom, and these 
practices are the basis for international AER.  Internationally, the drive to improve 
science education stems largely from their decreasing science and technology workforce.  
In order to increase scientific literacy within the population and reignite interest in 
positions such as engineers, scientists, and high school science teachers, focus is being 
placed on science education, and curriculum reform is currently being examined.  The 
report of Sir Gareth Roberts’ Review is an analysis that searches for problems in the 
methods used to provide scientific skills to citizens of the United Kingdom.  The Roberts 
Report notes a 21% decrease in the number of students in the United Kingdom taking a 
physics course between 1991 and 1999 and this is a trend educators would like to see 
reversed for the reasons outlined by the EAAE (Roberts, 2002). 
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Astronomy Teaching Methods in Israel 
Trumper (2006) examines different teaching methods in astronomy and involves 138 
college students in Israel taking an astronomy course for the first time.  These students 
were either current or future teachers themselves, and were split into four semester-long 
classes.  Three of these classes received traditional instruction (lecture style with 
occasional animations and demonstrations), while the fourth group experienced 
constructivist learning. The constructivist learning style considered that specific class of 
students’ preconceived notions regarding astronomy, and used this knowledge to 
structure the course in order to best improve student understanding (Trumper, 2006). 
The constructivist learning class was assigned observational activities both in class 
and outside of class, such as tracking the Sun’s path in the sky over time.  Student 
progress was measured through pre-tests and post-tests, and although each class showed 
improvement, the average post-test scores showed that constructivist learning class 
performed better than each of the other three traditionally taught classes.  They also 
showed the greatest improvement as an individual class.  The results from this study 
suggest that constructivist teaching methods are more effective at promoting learning 
than traditional methods (Trumper, 2006). 
House of Science in Stockholm 
 Johansson (2004) describes another effort to increase interest in astronomy; the 
House of Science (a university laboratory devoted entirely to schools) exists with one of 
its goals being to bridge the gap between schooling and post-secondary positions in 
science and technology.  Founded in 2001, the House of Science in Stockholm, Sweden 
is a part of the Royal Institute of Technology and Stockholm University, but is not itself a 
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school.  Its facilities are open to class field trips (mostly 12-19 year old students) and on 
these tours the students are allowed to lead activities or assist undergraduate students 
with their research.  More than 14,000 students and teachers visited the House of Science 
in 2003, almost double the number of the previous year (Johansson, 2004).  This number 
has continued to increase, and in 2011 about 40,000 students and teachers visited the 
House of Science (Elisabet Bergknut, personal communication, October 14, 2012). 
The House of Science also offers week-long summer programs for pre-college 
students to complete their own research, and sees about 300 participants each year.  
Examples of past research include students working with particle collision data from 
CERN (the Large Hadron Collider, a particle accelerator in Europe) and studying the 
Milky Way galaxy using radio telescopes.  Shorter courses throughout the school year are 
offered as well.  As a requirement is Swedish schools, students must complete a 100-hour 
project during their “senior year,” and the number of students choosing to do this 
research through the House of Science is continually increasing (E. Bergknut, personal 
communication, October 14, 2012).  The reason for the House of Science’s growing 
popularity can be seen in student evaluations.  Out of 150 evaluation participants, the 12-
15 year old students most appreciated the experiments, and 30% of 16-18 year olds most 
remember their “new experiences and concepts they were confronted with” along with 50% 
in this age category most remembering the “interesting experiments” (Johansson, 2004). 
Stockholm University Program for Secondary Students 
The Department of Physics at Stockholm University offers a 10 day program for 17-
18 year old students to use its Science Laboratory for research.  Of the 150 participants, 
20 students chose to do the astronomy project in the summer of 1999, learning Big Bang 
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cosmology from actual scientists during the first week of instruction, and making 
measurements of differential rotation of the Milky Way galaxy using radio telescopes 
during the second week.  This program offers opportunities for the students to learn 
material and get hands-on experience with research equipment, experience that they 
would not receive in the classroom.  Student evaluations revealed that participants were 
proud of their work and surprised that they could accomplish so much in such a short 
time period.  The participants became familiar with the scientific method, learned about 
uncertainties in calculated values, and became aware of motion outside of our own solar 
system (Johansson et al., 2000). 
Remote Observing 
Beare (2007) also expresses concern with the qualification of future generations 
for science and technology jobs and notes the importance of making research 
opportunities available to students who may not have immediate access to this equipment.  
Through the use of the Internet and computers, today this is possible.  Remote access 
astronomy is becoming more widespread as technology improves and becomes more 
accessible.  Starting around 2003, remote access astronomy created opportunities for 
students and the public to complete observing projects, even if they were not trained 
professionals on telescopic equipment.  This emerging technology allows for 
inexperienced students to complete astronomy projects, as “little to no prior knowledge 
of astronomy is needed” (Beare, 2003).   Remote access astronomy helps students to 
understand actual processes in scientific research and gives students an “inspirational 
insight into what being a real scientist doing real research would be like” (Beare, 2007).  
Gould, Dussault, and Sadler (2007) describe the benefits of remote observing to students 
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as introducing the ability to “explore the entire night sky from the convenience of their 
classrooms, transforming a once remote subject into an exciting, inquiry-driven 
laboratory science” (Gould, Dussault, & Sadler, 2007). 
Gould, Dussault, and Sadler (2007) outline the main advantages of remote 
observing, describing specifically the MicroObservatory program, which allows both 
students and the public access to telescopes across the United States.  Through programs 
like this one, remote observing is moving in the direction of offering equity of access.  
Some facilities are available to anyone with access to an Internet connection, while others 
are only open to students, or those able to pay for their observing time (Beare, 2007; 
Gehret, Winters, and Coberly, 2005; Gould, Dussault, & Sadler, 2007).  Efficiency of 
access is an advantage; MicroObservatory telescopes are available to be used all year 
long, and their automated operation keeps costs minimal.  Remote observing is 
convenient; students do not have to be onsite, or awake in the middle of the night when 
targets are visible.  Remote observation allows for students anywhere in the world to 
complete astronomy projects that might not have been possible from their location on 
Earth due to light pollution or poor weather conditions (Gould, Dussault, & Sadler, 2007).  
Beare (2003) notes that students in the United Kingdom use a telescope in Hawaii for 
research, and can observe during the school day due to the difference in time zones 
(Beare, 2003).   Some astronomical phenomena are only visible from certain regions of 
the Earth; lunar and solar eclipses appear over finite surface areas, and come celestial 
objects are only visible in the Northern or Southern hemispheres due to the rotation of the 
Earth (Gould, Dussault, & Sadler, 2007).  Remote observing is also beneficial to 
educators, especially because astronomy is a subject that is least familiar among teachers 
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out of all science subjects.  Through continued use of remote observing programs like 
MicroObservatory, teachers are able to “begin to serve as mentors for students as they 
actively investigate the night sky” (Gould, Dussault, & Sadler, 2007). 
The crossover between science, technology, education, and mathematics (STEM) 
subjects is also seen in remote astronomy.  Using online telescopes also improves 
students’ math skills, inquiry skills, and their understanding of core concepts like the 
nature of light (Gould, Dussault, & Sadler, 2007).   
Various projects are in operation around the world, each utilizing this technology 
to bring astronomy research into the classroom.  The Liverpool Telescope (LT), with a 
two meter aperture primary mirror, is one of the largest robotic telescopes in the world.  It 
is located in the Canary Islands and shares its time between professional astronomers and 
students alike, and is cited as for “the first time making practical, experimental astronomy 
possible in the classroom using the highest quality apparatus.”  The National Schools 
Observatory (NSO) is the website created to allow students access to the LT, and 
provides resources for both students and teachers who wish to connect the astronomy 
projects to their current curriculum.  The NSO was developed with the goals of 
promoting learning and sparking interest in science and technology for United Kingdom 
(UK) students (Beare, 2003). 
Faulkes Telescope Project 
 In order to revive interest in science, Dr. Martin Faulkes donated money to start 
the Faulkes Telescope (FT) project.  This project includes two-meter aperture telescopes 
in Hawaii and Australia, available to students in the UK to control remotely, originally 
intended to be an extra-curricular activity (Beare, 2007), but increasing interest called for 
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an expansion in its availability for multiple uses.  Initially, the use of the FT and LT 
required an annual fee, but as of 2005, they have been made freely available to UK 
students (Beare, 2003; 2007).  Potential research topics for students of different age 
groups are suggested by actual astronomers at universities and include topics like: near 
earth asteroid (NEA) orbit determinations and rotation rates, open star clusters (stellar 
ages, masses, and classification), planetary nebulae (chemistry, structure, and evolution), 
and gamma-ray burst detection (assisting the NASA Swift mission) (Beare, 2003). 
There is also a partnership between the FT NEA research and Spaceguard UK 
involving follow-up observations of newly discovered NEA for student projects who will 
submit their images to the Minor Planet Center for further investigation.  Beare (2003) 
states that if students discover new main-belt asteroids, their school may have the 
opportunity to name them.  The main goal of the Faulkes Telescope project is focused on 
improving the attitude toward science itself and generating interest, rather than simply 
learning astronomy.  The FT project can be described well with its motto, “Real time, real 
science, real scientists” (Beare, 2007). 
Examining the Effectiveness of the Faulkes Telescopes 
Beare (2007) examines a class of 17 college juniors studying to become primary 
teachers, generally with no physics background, participating in the FT project.  These 
students were taught an introductory astronomy course by Richard Beare which included 
an observing project completed in pairs, of the surface brightness of galaxies, using the 
FT in Hawaii.  Students examined features of galaxies like central bulges and spiral arms, 
and related their observations to the Hubble Classification scheme of galaxies.  They also 
made surface brightness plots using imaging software.  Students were allowed to pursue 
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certain aspects of the project that interested them the most.  Students were also given a 
questionnaire with response possibilities on the five-point Likert Scale, ranging from 
“strongly disagree” to “strongly agree” to gauge their attitudes toward the use of the FT. 
To allow for accurate and thorough answers, students were given these questionnaires at 
the start of the last class period rather than the end (Beare, 2007). 
 All students who used the telescopes “agreed” or “strongly agreed” that the use of 
the FT was beneficial to the course and a majority of the students felt it was important 
that they were the ones able to control the telescope.  Some students even mentioned that 
the use of the FT would be beneficial to primary and secondary classrooms.  Overall, the 
student responses were enthusiastic; “amazing,” “inspiring,” “fascinating,” and 
“motivating” were some of the common adjectives used when describing their 
experiences.  One student claimed that “this has been the most exciting thing I have done 
on this degree so far.”  Using the telescopes in real time was also a positive aspect for the 
students (due to the difference in time zones), as it made the project more “meaningful,” 
“personal,” and “real.”  The first-hand experience gave the students a “sense of 
ownership.”  These students were proud of the work they had done, and there was general 
consensus that the telescopes would be easy for teachers to use in their classrooms.  
Students found the project challenging, but rewarding.  The project sparked interest in a 
majority of the students, as many claimed that they wanted to learn more on various 
astronomy topics, and some even sought additional information outside of class on their 
own (Beare, 2007). 
 The open-ended nature of the project and the teamwork style of analysis were 
both appreciated by the students, and they enjoyed spending class time working on the 
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project rather than the traditional in-class lectures.  An interesting point made by Beare 
(2007) is that the newfound enthusiasm in astronomy following the project was not 
correlated with individual academic ability in science.  Through this analysis of the 
Faulkes Telescope project, it can be said that it has been effective in generating interest in 
astronomy, and science in general.  The Faulkes Telescope project is also used by 
secondary students and training days for teachers are also available (Beare, 2007). 
MicroObservatory 
 MicroObservatory is a network of five telescopes used by middle and high school 
students, teachers, and the public, in all 50 states (Gould, Dussault, & Sadler, 2007).  It 
was developed by scientists, engineers, and educators at the Harvard-Smithsonian Center 
for Astrophysics and allows anyone with access to a computer to utilize the capabilities 
of its telescopes.  The six-inch aperture telescopes are weather proof by design and are 
currently located in Cambridge, Massachusetts and near Tucson, Arizona.  Like similar 
programs, it not only makes astronomical data available to students and the public, but 
also helps teachers gain confidence in astronomy subject areas and physical sciences 
through professional development (Gould, Dussault, & Sadler, 2007). 
MicroObservatory can be used in three different modes, depending on the needs 
of the user.  Full Control mode allows the user selection of the telescope, target, filters, 
and observing time.  One class is allowed a maximum of 20 three-minute observing slots 
per night, meaning that 10 different classes have the potential of controlling one telescope 
in an evening.  Guest Observer Mode allows the user to choose a target from a list of 
possibilities, but the software chooses the observing slot as similar requests from multiple 
users are grouped together.  This mode allows for more people to retrieve images from 
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MicroObservatory.  Research Mode is initialized when the NASA Swift mission detects a 
gamma-ray burst, and the telescopes will begin imaging the burst.  Students will also 
have access to these images.  Within 48 hours of the observing session, students are 
emailed links to download their images, and they can also choose to download others’ 
images from the archive as well.  The capabilities of MicroObservatory can be seen 
simply through its abilities to capture images: over half a million were taken for students 
from 1997 to 2007.  The MicroObservatory webpage also has multiple activities 
developed specifically for students grades 5-12 and each are designed to supplement 
secondary schooling curricula in astronomy and physical sciences so that teachers or 
students are not required to come up with their own projects.  These activities are 
designed to be meaningful to get students excited about astronomy (Gould, Dussault, & 
Sadler, 2007). 
Examining the Effectiveness of MicroObservatory 
The MicroObservatory project receives feedback from thousands of users to 
determine its effectiveness and identify areas in which it can improve.  Just like with the 
research presented in Beare (2007), users claimed the motivating factor behind their 
initial and continued participation was that they felt ownership over their images, and this 
made the research much more rewarding and “real.”  This aspect of the research is 
emphasized on the MicroObservatory website with the page titled: Observing With NASA 
(OWN).  Analysis of student results posted on the website is one method used to 
determine the value of MicroObservatory.  Written-response tests are also given to 
groups of students before, and several months after using the telescopes, and any changes 
seen in their responses are also used in determining the success of MicroObservatory.  
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Less than half of the 90 students surveyed were able to list four or more factors that could 
affect the outcome of a hypothetical experiment before participating in MicroObservatory, 
which increased to 88% of students when taking the test the second time around (Gould, 
Dussault, & Sadler, 2007). 
Improvement was also seen in the students’ math skills, understanding of size and 
distance scale, and abilities to describe light accurately in how it affects the objects 
visible to us, and its involvement with how telescopes work.  Written reports from 
teachers revealed that working with MicroObservatory was beneficial to students with 
dyslexia, and improved the academic confidence of girls in an Honors class who 
completed research on galaxies.  Online comments from students include claims that they 
have been inspired to study astronomy at the college level, while others are simply 
grateful for the experience.  Students also become familiar with the scientific process 
with their research. It is emphasized with the students that research results that vary from 
published values by 5-10% are excellent, even though students may be used to achieving 
exact values for other problems in the classroom.  MicroObservatory also calls attention 
to the amazing feat of telescopes allowing us to make measurements of objects trillions of 
miles away, meaning that coming within an order of magnitude of a value is something of 
which to be proud.  Due to the fact that MicroObservatory itself is based on an online 
network of telescopes however, students are not able to acquire hands-on experience with 
the telescopes and equipment, and there is less focus on the instruments themselves 
(Gould et al, 2007). 
Astronomy Course at the Latin School of Chicago 
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 The Latin School of Chicago (LSC) is a college preparatory day school that offers 
high level classes in its core subjects, including many that are not seen in a majority of 
public schools, such as astronomy, cosmology, and physics.  A unit on the history of 
astronomy is also included in the eighth grade science curriculum, during which students 
have the opportunity to image a Messier object (a celestial body cataloged by French 
astronomer Charles Messier) controlling a telescope at the New Mexico Skies 
Observatory (NMSO) for a class presentation (Gehret et al., 2005). 
 More in-depth astronomy research occurs at the high school level.  Juniors and 
seniors at the LSC enrolled in the year-long astronomy course not only receive in-class 
instruction, but complete research using telescopes at the NMSO remotely as well.  
Students can work in teams, or individually, and choose their own observing projects, 
which in the past have included generating light curves to determine the rotation period 
of an asteroid or creating colorful pictures using different filters on the cameras at the 
NMSO.  These projects are chosen in the fall of the school year, when the students 
research their potential targets, acquiring background information on them as well as 
determining if they will be visible during their allotted observing times.  The LSC 
purchases observing time at the telescopes each year for its students for $50 per hour in 
100 hour packages (Gehret, Winters, & Coberly, 2005). 
Starting in 2000, astronomy students at the LSC have also had the option to take a 
week-long spring trip to the NMSO to gain hands-on experience with the telescopes as a 
part of their astronomy course.  Prior to the trip students visit the Adler Planetarium in 
Chicago to familiarize themselves with the position of objects in the sky.  This trip 
usually includes between 6 and 10 students ages 14 to 18, each with varying backgrounds 
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in astronomy.  Astronomy concepts are taught in-class before the trip, but students learn 
observing techniques and image processing on-site.  Students are able to control a 25” 
and 30” Dobsonian telescope at the telescope consoles in the domes, and also with 
computers from the NMSO Library within view of the equipment to see “how electronic 
commands translate into physical movements” (Gehret, Winters, & Coberly, 2005, p.172).  
Working directly with the telescopes at the NMSO has proved beneficial to the students 
as their initial expectations differed from what they actually experience.  Some students 
thought that they would be able to “see” through the telescope in real time, instead of 
waiting a few minutes for the image.  Others didn’t realize that the colors of the celestial 
objects were not visible without the proper filters (Gehret, Winters, & Coberly, 2005). 
The astronomy instructors at the LSC, Lor Gehret and Wayne Winters, both have 
a history of education in astronomy, making it possible for them to confidently include 
this caliber of an assignment in their high school curriculum.  Gehret, Winters, and 
Coberly (2005) points out that allowing the students as much freedom as possible when 
conducting their research is important to allow them to feel accomplishment and 
ownership; “most importantly, students are self-directed” (Gehret, Winters, & Coberly, 
2005, p.173).  This program has allowed students direct access to professional 
astronomers, national observatories, and research equipment to both challenge and inspire 
them (Gehret, Winters, & Coberly, 2005). 
Recommendations for Future AER Projects 
In terms of teaching styles, Bailey and Slater (2004) cite the effectiveness of 
active learning.  A teacher’s use of the Socratic Method, (asking students questions to 
guide them toward desired answers) paired with other interactive lecture techniques 
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improves student learning significantly as compared to traditional style teaching (Bailey 
& Slater, 2004).  The National Science Education Standards (NSES) emphasizes inquiry 
in its reform documents stating that the inclusion of inquiry-based activities is essential to 
promoting learning (NSES, 1996).  Through studying collaborative learning of 
undergraduate non-science majors enrolled in an astronomy course, Adams and Slater 
(2002) found that students felt that their learning had benefited from the group work and 
in-class activities, more so than if they had completed tasks individually. 
There is also a disconnect seen in today’s education standards concerning 
astronomy topics, as certain subjects are taught at various grade levels, and are present as 
benchmarks in some state standards, while others omit them completely (National 
Research Council, 2003).  This disconnect adds to the difficulties educators face when 
attempting to include astronomy concepts in their curriculum.  These studies suggest that 
in order to put an emphasis on the necessity of the inclusion of astronomy in secondary 
curricula, more AER needs to be done that focuses on the most effective teaching styles 




OVERVIEW OF UND OBSERVATORY 
Brief History of the UND Observatory 
 The University of North Dakota (UND) Observatory was established in 1992 and 
was originally named the Planetary Sciences Observatory (PSO).  It is located 
approximately 17 kilometers west of the University of North Dakota, and southeast of the 
city of Emerado, on the Oakville Prairie Field Station managed by the University of 
North Dakota Biology Department.  The first telescope installed in 1992 was an 18-inch 
Newtonian housed in a hemispherical dome.  While some students attempted to use this 
telescope for research projects, these were few and far between, and its primary use was 
for star parties (telescope viewing nights open to the public).  Years 1996-1997 saw the 
installation of the first Internet controllable telescope, called the Asteroid and Comet 
Internet Telescope (ACIT), a 16-inch Schmidt-Cassegrain telescope, housed in a roll-off 
roof structure partially underground.  All of these efforts were led by the Space Studies 
Department at the University of North Dakota, but due to the facility being underfunded 
and understaffed, a low level of activity at the observatory followed this installation until 
around year 2002. 
With the hiring of new faculty in the Space Studies Department in 2001, as well 
as the enrollment of new graduate students with backgrounds in astronomy, interest in the 
observatory was regenerated and funding was received for renovations and new 
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equipment.  In 2004, an underground T1 network line was installed allowing for 
high speed Internet access to the observatory.  In 2005, the John D. Odegard School of 
Aerospace Sciences provided $20,000 to renovate the ACIT, which involved the 
replacement of all computers, interior structures, astronomical equipment, and software.  
This funding also allowed for the elevation of the roll-off roof by about six inches.  The 
only remaining equipment after these renovations was the original telescope and mount.  
These renovations allowed students to remotely observe starting in 2005.  In 2006, the 
University of North Dakota received North Dakota NASA Experimental Program to 
Stimulate Competitive Research (ND NASA EPSCoR) funding to build a small radio 
telescope with a 1.42 gigahertz receiver to conduct educational studies of the Sun, Milky 
Way galaxy, and bright radio astronomical sources. 
 In the summer of 2007, a 10-inch Schmidt-Cassegrain telescope was installed in a 
newly built Internet-controllable observatory with a roll-off roof.  In May of 2008, the 
third Internet-controllable observatory was built, housing a 16-inch Schmidt-Cassegrain 
telescope with funding from ND NASA EPSCoR, the Space Studies Department, and the 
John D. Odegard School of Aerospace Sciences at the University of North Dakota.  With 
a Paramount ME German Equatorial Mount, research capabilities were significantly 
improved.  In the summer of 2008, the radio telescope was used for student research in 
SpSt 529 - Introduction to Radio Astronomy (a course that is no longer offered). 
 In 2009, a local wireless network was installed, along with a meteor camera and 
all-sky camera.  In the fall of 2009, both Internet Observatory #1 and #2 became 
operational and were used in SpSt 425 – Observational Astronomy.  In the fall of 2010, a 
new control trailer was installed, as the previous trailer lacked heat and indoor plumbing.  
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During the summer of 2011, the fork mount in Internet Observatory #1 failed, and a new 
Paramount ME German Equatorial Mount was installed in its place in September of the 
same year.  During the spring of 2012 the decision to discontinue efforts in radio 
astronomy was made and the radio telescope was uninstalled due to its inactivity in recent 
years. 
The UND Observatory Today 
Current Equipment 
 Today, there are three Internet-controllable roll-off roof observatories and a 
control trailer installed at the UND Observatory.  From the trailer, it is possible to control 
each of the computers in the three observatories through remote desktop capabilities.  
Each observatory uses ACP Observatory Control Software for telescope control and the 
writing and uploading of observing plans/scripts which send directives to the telescope 
and equipment regarding specifics on the targets to be imaged for the evening.  The 
observatories also use Maxim DL software for camera control, and TheSkyX for accurate 
telescope pointing to objects in the sky. 
Internet Observatory #1 
 Internet Observatory #1 houses a 16-inch LX200 Schmidt-Cassegrain optical tube 
on a Paramount ME German Equatorial Mount and fixed-height pier.  The current 
charge-coupled device (CCD) camera installed is a Santa Barbara Instrument Group 
(SBIG) STL-6303e model.  Filters include BVRI (blue, visual, red, and infrared) for 
photometric measurements and RGB (red, green, blue) for color imaging.  Internet 
Observatory #1 is also home to the all-sky camera and virtual weather station that 
monitor local weather and sky conditions. 
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Internet Observatory #2 
 Internet Observatory #2 is currently undergoing a major renovation with the 
installation of a new telescope mount and new astronomical imaging equipment.  Until 
October 2012, this observatory housed a 10-inch Meade LX2000 Schmidt-Cassegrain 
telescope and fork mount with an SBIG STL 1301e CCD camera situated atop a Pier 
Tech 2 pier.  The CCD camera included BVRI filters for the photometric study of bright 
objects.  Prior to the summer of 2012, this observatory was used in support of SpSt 425 – 
Observational Astronomy for both campus and distance students.  During the summer of 
2012, UND Space Studies M.S. student Rakesh Nath commissioned a Daystar 0.4 
angstrom H-α filter (along with a Finger Lakes PL16803 CCD camera and Schott filter) 
for observations of the solar chromosphere (Nath, 2012).  September 2012 provided the 
UND Observatory with additional funding opportunities to purchase a Paramount MX 
German Equatorial Mount, an Apogee U2000 interline CCD camera, an Astro-Tech 
AT111EDT f/7 refracting telescope, and associated equipment, to expand the capabilities 
of Internet Observatory #2.  Renovations are expected to be complete in November 2012 
with full operations resuming in the spring of 2013. 
Internet Observatory #3 
 Internet Observatory #3 houses a 16-inch LX200R Schmidt-Cassegrain optical 
tube on a Paramount ME German Equatorial Mount, with a Pier-Tech 3 adjustable height 
pier.  Elevation of the pier facilitates observations of objects at lower altitudes by raising 
the telescope above the height of the surrounding walls.  The equipment is housed within 
an automated roll off roof built by Pier Tech Inc.  Imaging equipment includes an Apogee 
U9000 CCD camera with BVRI filters for broadband photometry, and an SBIG Self-
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Guiding Spectrograph (SGS) for the acquisition of visible-wavelength stellar spectra.  
The SGS was commissioned by Space Studies M. S. student Darren Grau during the 
summer and fall of 2012 using Internet Observatory #3. 
Research Capabilities 
 Current research capabilities of the UND Observatory are diverse due to the 
different equipment installed in each of the three observatories.  These capabilities 
include astrometry projects, daytime solar observing (H-α imaging), broadband 
photometry projects, color composite imaging, and visible wavelength stellar 
spectroscopy.  Future research goals include long-term asteroid photometry to obtain 
light curves for asteroids with poorly determined rotation rates, variable star photometry, 
and undergraduate research funding for the UND Observatory to serve as a training 
facility in telescope operation and basic research projects.  Once renovations of Internet 
Observatory #2 are complete, this observatory will be able to obtain simultaneous full-
disk and high-resolution H-α solar chromospheric images during the daytime while 
conducting nighttime photometric observations.  With the installation of the SGS in 
Internet Observatory #3, simultaneous photometry-spectroscopy projects are also 
attainable. 
UND Observatory Mission 
 The popularity of the UND Observatory is continually growing, as its research 
capabilities increase with the installation of new equipment, and it becomes more visible 
to the public with more regularly scheduled outreach events, such as bi-weekly star 
parties.  The June 4, 2012 Transit of Venus was also a huge success for the UND 
Observatory.  Roughly 300 guests attended the event (making it the largest public 
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outreach event to date), which included artistic and educational activities for adults and 
children, tours of the facilities, and NASA Internet-streaming of the transit as well as  
live viewing on site.  Events have also been arranged for specific groups, such as 
educational star parties for students from Devils Lake Public Schools and Boy Scout 
troops.  The overall mission of the UND Observatory revolves around the attainment of 
new knowledge; “the primary objectives that the UND Observatory pursues to 
accomplish its mission include: 1) maintaining and operating a multi-telescope, multi-
wavelength facility for the conduct of research and education projects; 2) conducting 
complementary research projects that assist research programs at the larger national 
observatories, 3) offering research and education opportunities for the study of asteroids, 
variable stars, and the Sun, and 4) promoting science, technology, engineering, and 
mathematics (STEM) education in North Dakota’s colleges and K-12 schools.”  The 
research described in this thesis also aims at attaining these goals laid out in the UND 
Observatory’s mission statement. 
 The UND Observatory efforts to attain these goals include utilizing the power of 
the Internet and social media.  The UND Observatory has its own website containing 
information on the facilities, current research, a gallery of images, and links to further 
astronomy research and education resources.  The UND Observatory also has a facebook 
and twitter account to keep the public updated about fundraising and educational outreach 
events, all aimed at accomplishing the mission of improving our knowledge of astronomy 




Justification for Research 
Although it seems that a significant amount of AER has been done, it is still a 
new field of research; in fact, the first online journal dedicated to AER (Astronomy 
Education Review) was not launched until late 2001 (Bailey & Slater, 2004).  There is 
always much more to be learned in terms of effective methods of teaching astronomy, as 
well as research supporting justification for its inclusion in curriculum.  Yet the lack of 
secondary teachers’ knowledge in astronomy topics nationwide makes it difficult to 
implement astronomy in the curriculum even after its importance has been validated. 
These reasons form the foundation for the purpose of the research outlined in this 
thesis.  In order to increase the prevalence of astronomy in secondary science curriculum, 
observational astronomy material was presented to a class of 19 high school juniors and 
seniors during their physics class time over the course of two weeks in April 2012.  A 
major goal of this research is to identify any underlying misconceptions held by the 
GFCHS students and to address these as effectively as possible over the course of the two 
weeks of instruction in an attempt to not only improve the students’ understanding and 
bring them closer to an accurate view of the world around them, but to also spark general 
interest in astronomy.  Effective teaching methods will also be examined through student 
evaluations and in-class observation.  Knowledge gained from this research will be used 
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for refinement of the course for future implementation with the overall goal of 
making astronomy education at the secondary level a recurring option for students across 
North Dakota. 
Incorporation of Past Research in GFCHS Course 
Methodology, course content, and strategy for evaluation of the course were all 
developed taking into consideration past research.  Gould et al. (2007) notes that 
collaboration in program development is crucial to a successful educational project.  The 
cooperation between the Grand Forks Public Schools and the University of North Dakota 
in designing and implementing this program was essential to its initial success. 
From the increasing popularity with programs run at the House of Science, trips 
taken to the New Mexico Skies Observatory by students at the Latin School of Chicago, 
and high school student participation in the Astrophysics Summer Institute at Rutgers 
University – all due to the research experience they offered to the students, it was decided 
that the two-week program at GFCHS would also include astronomy research for the 
physics students (Etkina et al., 1999; Gehret et al., 2005; Johansson, 2004).  The success 
of previous work done specifically in remote observing with secondary students called 
for its inclusion in the astronomy curriculum for the GFCHS students as well (Beare, 
2007; Gehret et al., 2005). 
The interest generated through the ownership the students felt in past research 
projects was another driver for the choice to include research using the UND Observatory 
for students at GFCHS (Beare, 2007; Etkina et al., 1999; Gehret et al., 2005; Gould et al., 
2007; Johansson, 2004).  As it was noted that students participating in the 
MicroObservatory project were unable to have hands-on experience with the telescopes 
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and equipment when doing their research, and students at the Latin School of Chicago 
benefited from this, an optional trip to the UND Observatory was added to the two-week 
curriculum for the GFCHS students so that they could become more familiar with the 
equipment they were to use for their research (Gehret et al., 2005; Gould et al., 2007). 
Beare (2007) states, “Studies have shown that many students prefer the challenge 
of investigative work which involves them making decisions and thinking scientifically 
for themselves, as opposed to the sort of formalised set experiments that have 
traditionally characterised science teaching” (Beare, 2007, p. 282).  It is noted however 
that this statement applies to curious students, those whom take initiative in their learning 
(Beare, 2007).  Knowing that the GFCHS physics students were enrolled in their physics 
class by choice and not due to a core requirement, these students were considered to fall 
into the category of motivated learners in general and served as additional support to 
include research using the equipment at the UND Observatory as a part of the two-week 
course.  The likelihood of the students to be self-motivated also supported the decision of 
including animations and videos in the course PowerPoints, as students interested in the 
subject are more likely to benefit from this higher level of engagement (Miller & James, 
2011).  The method of using lecture tutorials in the classroom was also a model used to 
design the lesson plans for the two week course, as this was found to be effective in 
promoting students’ conceptual understanding of astronomy topics (Prather et al., 2005). 
In designing the course content and in-class activities for the GFCHS students, the 
successes and shortcomings of previous programs were examined to create the best 
possible two-week observational astronomy curriculum.  In creating the PowerPoint 
slides and handouts to be used during the two-week course, the animations and diagrams 
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included followed the research of Miller and James (2011) and Peña and Quílez (2001) in 
order to best inform and engage the students.  The decision to include in-class activities 
rather than adopt the full class period lecture style teaching was supported by many years 
of research on student learning (Adams & Slater, 2002; Etkina, Lawrence, and Charney, 
1999; Lightman & Sadler, 1993; Prather et al., 2005; Trumper, 2005; Vosniadou, 1991). 
Following from the analysis of the MicroObservatory program, the in-class activities 
were designed to be meaningful to the students personally, in order to generate interest 
(Gould et al., 2007).  For example, when describing the activities available to teachers 
and students on the MicroObservatory webpage, Gould et al. (2007) points out a lesson 
titled, “Could we communicate with an alien star system?” which focuses on newly 
discovered exoplanets and uses potential communication with another intelligent life 
form as the motivation for students to complete the astronomy research.   
The Astrophysics Summer Institute at Rutgers University was also used as a 
model for testing the high school students before and after instruction, as well as 
administering daily exit surveys throughout the course (Etkina et al., 1999).  In an 
attempt to gain more information regarding the students’ views of the two-week course, 
free-response daily exit surveys were given in place of the traditional Likert Scale style 
questions.  Following from Beare (2007), students were given the post-test at the 
beginning of the last class period rather than the end, to ensure that students had adequate 
time to answer the questions as thoroughly as possible so that end analysis could reflect 
student improvement in understanding accurately. 
Development of Course Content 
The Learners 
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 The student participants in this study included 19 physics students from Grand 
Forks Central High School.  One student was a junior, while the rest were in their senior 
year at GFCHS.  This included two classes of Mr. Sean Allan’s physics students – his 
first and second period classes.  Fourteen students were enrolled in the first period 
physics class and five were enrolled in the second period.  The make-up of the classes 
included four female students and 15 male students.  These learners were academically 
successful, and considered self-motivated in general, through discussions with Sean Allan 
before the two week course, and based upon the fact that they were enrolled in physics by 
choice, which at GFCHS is a higher level option in science courses.  The development of 
the course content was based upon these factors, in order to best suit this group of 
learners. 
Overall Design Method 
 The design of the two week course began in the fall of 2011, with a literature 
review in order to determine best practices in astronomy education.  Emails to Grand 
Forks area secondary science teachers were sent out to determine if there was any interest 
in the community in terms of including observational astronomy in their classrooms.  
Sean Allan of GFCHS was the only educator who responded favorably to the idea. 
 In the spring of 2012, meetings were held with Mr. Sean Allan to discuss the 
logistics of the astronomy curriculum such as the timeframe available for instruction, as 
well as the students’ academic backgrounds in order to properly design the course to meet 
the needs of the GFCHS physics students.  It was determined that two weeks of class 
time would be allotted for observational astronomy instruction, student research, and trips 
to both the UND Observatory and John D. Odegard School of Aerospace Sciences at the 
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University of North Dakota.  The trip to the UND Observatory was to remain optional to 
the students, as it was not possible to reserve transportation from GFCHS to the UND 
Observatory using resources of Grand Forks Public Schools or the University of North 
Dakota, and this visit was scheduled for the Friday evening following the first week of 
instruction.  The class field trip to the John D. Odegard School of Aerospace Sciences 
was scheduled for the Wednesday of the second week of instruction during the students’ 
first and second hour class periods. 
 PowerPoint presentations were the main method of conveying information to the 
students each class period, and included multiple pictures, diagrams, animations, 
simulations, and videos.  There were usually between one and three videos included in 
one class period, and each video was between one and five minutes long on average.  In-
class activities were included to reinforce this information and engage the students with 
hands-on learning.  Development of this course content took place prior to the start of the 
two week instructional period.  Many modifications were made to the curriculum 
throughout the two weeks as well, as students’ specific interests and backgrounds in 
astronomy were revealed through the pre-test, in-class discussions, and daily exit surveys. 
 Overall, content for the two week course came from Internet sources, astronomy 
textbooks, and previous slides created by University of North Dakota professors in the 
Space Studies Department Dr. Paul Hardersen and Dr. Michael Gaffey for their 
respective courses.  One of the astronomy textbooks referenced for class material is titled, 
Handbook of CCD Astronomy, and is used in SpSt 425 – Observational Astronomy.  The 
reference text used for proper teaching methods in astronomy is titled, Learner-centered 
astronomy teaching: strategies for ASTRO101.  The third textbook referenced was used 
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in the introductory astronomy course (AST 1001) at the University of Minnesota – Twin 
Cities (U of M – TC), and is titled, The Essential Cosmic Perspective.  The laboratory 
manual for the U of M – TC’s AST 1001 was also used for material included in the two 
week astronomy curriculum for the GFCHS students.  All of this literature can be found 
in the additional reference list in Appendix B. 
 PowerPoint slides from SpSt 425 – Observational Astronomy, developed by Dr. 
Paul Hardersen, served as a starting point for course content development.  The content 
of many of these slides was considered to be too “high-level” for the student participants 
in this study, but were referenced for the observational portions of the instruction.  
Material used from PowerPoint slides created by Dr. Michael Gaffey included 
information and images contained in slides created for SpSt 501 – Survey of Space 
Studies, and SpSt 521 – The Planet Mars, on topics like minor bodies, impact processes, 
and life in the universe.  Specific instances of inclusion of these resources as they pertain 
to each class period’s design are discussed below. 
 The following astronomy topics were not the original ten topics chosen to be 
included during the two weeks of course instruction.  There were eight presentations 
instead of 10 because one of the class periods was devoted to time in the computer lab for 
the students to learn about remote observing (Day Six), and the class field trip to the John 
D. Odegard School of Aerospace Sciences took place during another class period (Day 
Eight).  The final order and choice of topics is a result of specific student interest.  For 
example, the last class period, Day Ten – Life in the Universe, was not chosen until the 
second week of instruction, as students expressed curiosity in topics like the search for 
exoplanets and the potential for the existence of intelligent life elsewhere in the universe.  
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In addition to the specific resources listed for each presentation developed, there were 
also numerous online resources utilized in each presentation for images, animations, 
diagrams, and information on subjects specific to that particular class period. 
 The inclusion of handouts or worksheets for the students to complete each class 
period was discussed with GFCHS teacher Sean Allan before the start of the two weeks.  
A “fill in the blank” style handout was common when he taught the students physics 
topics throughout the school year, so this was taken into consideration in the design of the 
worksheets to not only keep the students engaged in the class periods, but to maintain a 
familiar classroom setting.  Activities chosen were sometimes based on labs included in 
the curriculum taught in the U of M – TC introductory level astronomy course.  The 
handouts used in the course are included in Appendix D. 
 In designing the two week course it was also important to remember that many of 
the topics that were chosen to cover a 50 minute time slot were topics that could 
themselves be focused on for an entire semester. This presented a challenge in that 
selective processes had to be used in ranking the level of importance of a subject for the 
class period, as topics included at the end of a presentation might not be covered due to 
time constraints.  The same challenges were seen in designing the handouts and in-class 
activities as well.  Time at the end of each class period also had to be set aside for the 
daily exit surveys, and the first and last class periods also had time allotted for the pre-
test and post-test.  These time constraints also had to be considered when designing each 
class period’s course content. 
Designing Day One – Navigating the Night Sky 
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 It was decided that the PowerPoint presentation developed for the first class 
period would include a small introduction of the author of this thesis, so students could 
become familiar with their instructor, as well as a description of the study in which the 
students would be participants if they so chose.  Course goals were also outlined.  Topics 
covered included coordinate systems, orbital precession, proper motion, constellations, 
and seasons.  Retrograde motion was also included at the end of the presentation, to be 
covered if there was time left in the class period. 
 The pre-test was to be given at the beginning of the first class period.  The 
handout created for the first class period was designed with a “fill in the blank” format, 
and followed closely with the information presented in the PowerPoint slides.  Simple 
mathematical definitions were also included.  The in-class activity for the day was 
designed to enhance the students’ understanding of the definition of altitude and azimuth 
used to describe positions of objects in the sky.  
Resources Used in Designing Day One 
Slides were partly designed using content from SpSt 425 presentations.  Videos 
shown included one of the changing night sky to spark student interest and encourage 
them to start asking questions regarding observational astronomy, and one was an excerpt 
of A Private Universe (1989), showing interviews of Harvard graduates explaining the 
cause of seasons on Earth.  Online simulators were also used to demonstrate orbital 
precession and the cause of the seasons. 
Designing Day Two – Astronomical Distances 
 Topics of the second day of instruction included solar system distance and size 
scales, stellar parallax, and the Doppler Effect.  Time (solar versus sidereal and 
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timekeeping as it relates to astronomy) was also included at the end of the presentation, to 
be covered if there was time left in the class period.  The handout created for the second 
class period was also designed with a “fill in the blank” format, and followed closely with 
the information presented in the PowerPoint slides.  Simple trigonometry was included 
on the handout regarding the calculation of distances to objects in our solar system.  A 
multiple choice section was also a part of the handout, for students to predict size and 
distance scales of planets in the solar system which were included in the presentation.  
The in-class activity for the day was designed to make students aware of the great 
distances between objects in the solar system. 
Resources Used in Designing Day Two 
Slides were partly designed using content from SpSt 425 presentations.  Videos 
shown included the opening scene of the science fiction movie Contact to depict distance 
scales of our universe, an animation of the different sizes of the planets in our solar 
system as compared to other stars throughout the Milky Way galaxy, an excerpt from an 
episode of the television show Bill Nye the Science Guy with a distance-scale solar 
system, and one describing the Doppler effect using motorcycles.  A link to a video 
describing the Doppler Effect using the popular television show, The Big Bang Theory 
was also included at the end of the presentation, to be covered if there was extra time left 
in the class period. 
Designing Day Three – Our Moon and Rules of the Solar System 
 Topics of the third day of instruction included Kepler’s Laws, the formation of the 
Moon, lunar phases, planetary phases, and eclipses.  The physics of tides was included at 
the end of the presentation, to be covered if there was time left in the class period.  The 
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handout created for the third class period was designed with a “fill in the blank” format, 
and followed closely with the information presented in the PowerPoint slides.  Along 
with general points from the presentation, two diagrams were included on the handouts in 
order to improve students’ understanding of the cause of the Moon phases.  The in-class 
activity for the day was designed to help students physically see a three-dimensional 
model of the Sun, Earth, and Moon in order to understand the processes involved in the 
cause of lunar phases.  Extra emphasis was placed on this topic due to the literature 
review revealing it to be a common misconception in astronomy. 
Resources Used in Designing Day Three 
Slides were partly designed using content from SpSt 425 presentations, 
information from the AST 1001 Lab Manual from the U of M – TC, and The Essential 
Cosmic Perspective.  Videos shown included one of an individual drawing of an ellipse 
with a string and pencil to show the physical nature of foci in elliptical orbits, as well as 
an animation of the formation of the Moon.  The formation of the Moon video has since 
been removed from the web, but fortunately a new video has been found to be used in 
future installments of the course. 
Designing Day Four – Telescopes 
 Topics of the fourth day of instruction included a brief history of the evolution of 
the telescope, common telescope types, characteristics of telescopes, and an overview of 
the UND Observatory.  The handout created for the fourth class period was designed with 
a “fill in the blank” format, and followed closely with the information presented in the 
PowerPoint slides.  Along with main points of the PowerPoint presentation, the handout 
included a basic diagram of the mechanics of a telescope.  No in-class activity was 
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designed for this class period in order to examine the students’ feelings regarding a full 
class period lecture style of instruction. 
Resources Used in Designing Day Four 
Slides were partly designed using information from the AST 1001 Lab Manual 
from the U of M – TC, content from slides used for SpSt 425, material from The 
Essential Cosmic Perspective, and information and images from the UND Observatory 
website.  Some of these images were taken with the telescopes and equipment at the 
UND Observatory in order to expose students to the capabilities of the facilities they 
were to use over the course of the two weeks. 
Designing Day Five – Asteroids, Comets, and Their “Impacts” 
 Topics of the fifth day of instruction included the formation of the solar system, 
asteroids, comets, craters, momentum, and kinetic energy.  The handout designed for the 
fifth class period did not include a “fill in the blank” format following the in class 
presentation, but instead served as the in-class activity for the day.  It followed 
mathematical formulas regarding impact processes with the end goal of the students 
calculating the diameter of the asteroid that caused the demise of the dinosaurs.  This 
activity was developed to engage the students, as the extinction of the dinosaurs was seen 
as an exciting topic and allowed students to understand astronomical principles as they 
relate to a potential threat to life on Earth. 
Resources Used in Designing Day Five 
Slides were partly designed using content from slides used in SpSt 501, and slides 
from a presentation by Dr. Paul Abell of NASA Johnson Space Center (Abell, 2012).  
Videos to be shown included one from the Star Wars films of a spacecraft maneuvering 
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through a field of asteroids, and one of the Peekskill meteor of 1992 streaking across the 
sky (to be shown if there was enough class time to cover this topic).  The scene from Star 
Wars was used to show students that the asteroid belt in our solar system differs greatly 
from “Hollywood” portrayals, but has since been removed from the web unfortunately.   
Designing Trip to the UND Observatory 
 The choice to schedule the trip to the UND Observatory at the end of the first 
week of instruction was made for multiple reasons.  A Friday night would be best for the 
students as this was not a school night, and was the only Friday that fell within the two 
weeks of instruction.  The trip to the UND Observatory actually served as the first step in 
determining which two weeks of class time would be scheduled for the course itself, as 
the availability of GFCHS teacher Sean Allan was taken into consideration.  Due to 
unfortunate circumstances with logistics in transportation, and the inability of GFCHS or 
the University of North Dakota to hold responsibility in transporting the students from 
GFCHS to the UND Observatory, it was decided that the trip would remain optional to 
the students.  The trip included a tour of the facilities previously described, led by both 
the author of this thesis, and Dr. Paul Hardersen, the director of the UND Observatory. 
Designing Day Six – Remote Observing 
The sixth day of instruction did not include a presentation.  Instead the class 
period was conducted in the school’s computer lab.  Students explored the methods used 
by professional astronomers in observing asteroids, as class content for the day included 
the use of astronomical databases, writing observing plans/scripts, and using remote 
observing software.  The handout for the sixth class period included instructions on 
remote observing, links to helpful websites and instructions for writing observing 
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plans/scripts.  The design of this class period was motivated by the fact that student 
research was intended to be a part of the two week course based on its success at the 
secondary level in the literature survey. 
Resources Used in Designing Day Six 
 The handout was designed using material from slides used in SpSt 425, 
information from the UND Observatory website, and instructions from the remote 
observing software website: ACP Observatory Control Software, created by Robert 
Denny. 
Designing Day Seven – Astrometry and its Applications 
 Topics of the seventh day of instruction included impacts and modern society, 
asteroid detection agencies, the basics of astrometry, and CCDs.  The handout designed 
for the seventh day of instruction served as that class period’s in-class activity.  Given 
two images of an asteroid taken with a CCD camera attached to a telescope, 
mathematical equations were used to determine the distance to the asteroid, and 
ultimately the plausibility of sending a mission to that asteroid.  This activity was 
developed because it was considered to be exciting for the students to see that simple 
images taken from a ground observatory could eventually support the design of a mission 
to an asteroid, and also to expose them to real challenges being dealt with both at NASA 
and within commercial space agencies in popular issues of space policy. 
Resources Used in Designing Day Seven 
The PowerPoint presentation was partly designed using content from slides used 
in SpSt 501 and SpSt 425.  The video from the Peekskill meteor sighting of 1992 was 
also included in this presentation as there was not enough time in the previous class 
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period to include this video.  Images taken using equipment at the UND Observatory 
were also used in the presentation to demonstrate its capabilities and explain processes 
used in astrometry. 
Designing Day Eight – John D. Odegard School of Aerospace Sciences Tour 
 The development of Day Eight required planning prior to the start of the two 
week course.  Coordination between GFCHS and the John D. Odegard School of 
Aerospace Sciences at the University of North Dakota was necessary to plan this field 
trip for the students and Mr. Sean Allan.  Two hours were allotted for the field trip, from 
8am to 10am, encompassing the students’ first and second periods of their school day.  
To fill this time, the first tour scheduled of Space Studies facilities was led by Space 
Studies graduate student Timothy Holland, and included a tour of the spacesuit lab, 
spacecraft simulators, lunar rover, and lunar habitat, all research projects of University of 
North Dakota students.  The second portion of the tour was led by Aviation students and 
included a tour of various aircraft simulators and the high altitude chamber, all used in 
aviation classes at the University of North Dakota. 
Designing Day Nine – Stars 
 Topics of the ninth day of instruction included star formation, nuclear fusion, 
stellar classification, types of stars, the HR Diagram, supernovae, and black holes.  The 
handout created for the ninth class period followed the “fill in the blank” format 
following closely with the PowerPoint presentation.  Simple mathematical equations 
were also included on the handout regarding apparent brightness of the Sun as seen from 
different locations in the solar system.  The in-class activity was one in a series of 
previously developed astronomy lecture tutorials (Prather et al., 2005).  The one used in 
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this class period described the HR Diagram to enhance student understanding of the 
classification and evolution of stars. 
Resources Used in Designing Day Nine 
Slides were partly designed using information from the AST 1001 Lab Manual 
from the U of M – TC, content from slides used for SpSt 425, material from The 
Essential Cosmic Perspective, and an activity from Lecture-tutorials for Introductory 
Astronomy.  A video was also shown describing the life cycle of a star. 
Designing Day Ten – Life in the Universe 
 Topics of the tenth and final day of instruction included the big bang, galaxy 
formation, life on Earth, the Search for Extraterrestrial Intelligence (SETI), and the 
Kepler mission search for extrasolar planets.  The handout for the tenth class period 
served as the in-class activity for the day.  It was entirely devoted to the Drake Equation, 
a mathematical equation used to determine the probability of the existence of another 
intelligent life form in our universe.  This activity was chosen due to student interest 
expressed during previous class periods, and the thought processes it sparks in students.  
A similar subject was mentioned as an activity used by the MicroObservatory project, 
and was described as an exciting research area for students (Gould et al., 2007).  This 
activity was adopted using a lab from the AST 1001 Lab Manual from the U of M – TC. 
Resources Used in Designing Day Ten 
Slides were partly designed using information from the AST 1001 Lab Manual 
from the U of M – TC, content from slides used for SpSt 501, and material from The 
Essential Cosmic Perspective.  Videos shown include one of a NASA astrobiologist 
describing extremophiles on Earth, and one of a theatrical trailer for the science fiction 
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movie Contact, used to depict the goals of SETI.  Links were also included to the NASA 
Exoplanet Archive website (which lists an up-to-date number of planetary candidates 
identified by the Kepler mission), and to the homepage of the NASA New Horizons 
mission to Pluto, to illustrate current capabilities as well as limitations of interstellar 
travel. 
Designing the Student Research Project 
 In designing the student research project, the main challenges that needed to be 
addressed were time constraints and varying levels of background in astronomy 
knowledge.  A project had to be developed that would not require extensive background 
information or training, and could be completed in a short period of time.  It was decided 
that the students would complete a group astrometry project on the main belt asteroid 326 
Tamara.  This asteroid was chosen because it was going to be visible during the two 
weeks of instruction from the UND Observatory, and it is not yet a well studied asteroid. 
 The visit to the UND Observatory the evening of the fifth day of instruction was a 
component of the student research project, so that the students would be able to 
physically see the equipment they would be working with and controlling via the Internet.  
The sixth day of instruction, involving the trip to the computer lab was also a component 
of the student research project, so that students would learn how to write their own scripts, 
and use these when observing remotely using Internet Observatory #1 or Internet 
Observatory #3, during the second week of instruction.  Once the students downloaded 
their images, the goal was to have them analyze the images to accurately define the 
position of the asteroid in the sky using software MPO Canopus.   
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 In designing the two week course, it was understood however that as the initial 
implementation of the observational astronomy course, limitations can arise due to North 
Dakota weather potentially preventing observation, and that this research plan for the 
students might not come to fruition.  It was nevertheless included as a part of the initial 
curriculum for the course due to the success of student research projects in previous 
secondary education astronomy programs. 
Designing Student Evaluations 
 The reason for including student evaluations was to examine the effectiveness of 
the course by measuring the students’ perceptions of each class period, as well as their 
academic progress overall.  Evaluations used in other research were examined in order to 
determine the best approach for determining the understanding of astronomy topics of the 
learners involved in this study (Etkina, 1999; Gould, 2007; Johansson, 2004).  Although 
many of these tests included multiple choice questions and Likert scale surveys, it was 
determined that allowing for as many open ended questions as possible in the pre-test, 
post-test, and daily exit surveys was going to be most revealing in the overall successes 
and shortcomings of the two week observational astronomy course from the student 
perspective.  The researcher also met with Dr. Mark Guy of the Department of Teaching 
and Learning at the University of North Dakota as well as the GFCHS teacher of the 
physics class, Mr. Sean Allan in order to determine the most effective design for the pre-
tests, post-tests, and daily exit surveys. 
Design of the Pre-test and Post-test 
 The overall goals of the design of the pre-test and post-test were to identify any 
misconceptions held by the GFCHS students before the start of the course as well as 
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examine the effectiveness of the course in improving their understanding of specific 
topics as well as their academic improvement in general.  The pre-test and post-test were 
exactly the same, in order to rule out any biases in the wording of questions or inclusion 
of different content in potentially contributing to the way a student will answer the 
question.  The questions included on the pre-test and post-test were aimed at analyzing 
student understanding of the main astronomy concepts to be reviewed over the course of 
the two week curriculum.  Etkina (1999) uses written response questions from AP 
Physics C exams to evaluate student progress after being enrolled in the Astrophysics 
Summer Institute in New Jersey, and as these are open-ended questions that require more 
than student guessing, this particular approach supported the style of questions used in 
the pre-test and post-test for GFCHS students as well. 
 In order to be able to connect students’ pre-test and post-test responses, each of 
the students were to be randomly assigned a letter of the alphabet and to be used as an 
identifier on both the pre-test and post-test.  This would maintain each of the learner’s 
anonymity in reporting the findings of the study. 
Design of the Daily Exit Surveys 
 In creating the daily exit surveys for the course, it was decided that each day’s 
questions would differ slightly from previous exit survey questions.  This was in an 
attempt to eliminate the potential student tendency to answer each exit survey the same 
way after different class periods.  Each daily exit survey included questions regarding the 
positives and negatives of the class for the day, and included space for the students to 
provide any additional comments on that day’s class.  Comments regarding trips to the 
UND Observatory and John D. Odegard School of Aerospace Sciences were to be 
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included on subsequent exit surveys, as students were only to be given these assessments 
in the classroom setting. 
The Likert scale style commonly used in past research was altered into a form 
which allowed students to describe why they felt a certain way about a class period, rather 
than a simple ranking system.  This was done so that the researcher could gain insight 
into the reasoning behind the student point of view of particular class periods to better 
allow for improvements to be made in the course for future installments.  This approach 
was seen in the MicroObservatory project, where teachers and students were allowed to 
leave their feedback in many forms on the MiroObservatory website (Gould et al., 2007).  
Johansson (2004) also describes student evaluations containing open-ended questions as 
helpful in evaluating the effectiveness of the design of student research projects. 
Course Implementation 
 Included in the two week observational astronomy course for the physics students 
at GFCHS were 10 classes taught by the researcher from Monday April 16, 2012 through 
Friday April 27, 2012 during the first and second school class periods.  Following the 
fifth day of instruction the researcher and Dr. Paul Hardersen led the optional tour of the 
facilities at the UND Observatory.  The sixth day of instruction was held in the GFCHS 
computer lab, and on the eighth day of instruction, students took a field trip to the John D. 
Odegard School of Aerospace Sciences.  Most class periods included a presentation, an 
in-class activity lasting approximately 15 minutes, and three to five minutes at the end of 
each class period designated for the students to complete the daily exit surveys.  During 
the first and last class periods, 10-15 minutes were set aside at the start of class for the 
students to complete the pre-test and post-test, respectively.  Each class period was 50 
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minutes long.  The following is a detailed description of the implementation of each 
segment of the two week course. 
Teaching Day One – Navigating the Night Sky 
 The first day of instruction included an introduction of the course itself and its 
overall goals, the administration of the pre-test, the presentation specific to that class 
period, the in-class activity, and the first daily exit survey.  The researcher introduced 
herself and her background in space sciences and education.  She described the nature of 
the course and the study to be conducted. 
 In order to be able to connect a student’s pre-test responses to his or her post-test 
responses, each of the students randomly selected a letter of the alphabet to serve as their 
identifier when taking the pre-test and post-test.  All 26 letters of the alphabet were 
printed out on small slips of paper and folded in half for the students to choose from 
when making this selection.  As there were only 19 learners total, not all letters of the 
alphabet are represented in the results section of this thesis.  After an introduction to the 
course, students were given the pre-test.  This took roughly 10 minutes for a majority of 
the class to complete. 
 The presentation of the first class period began with a video of the night sky.  
Created by Randy Halverson of DakotaLapse, the video was made up of multiple nights 
of long exposure photography of the sky, and the combination of these 20-30 second 
exposure photographs showed the changing sky as the Earth rotates with classical music 
playing in the background (Mosher, 2012).  This video was included to capture the 
interest of the students for the two week course.  Following the video, topics of the class 
period included connecting coordinate systems of the sky with coordinate systems used 
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on the surface of the Earth, and discussion about the means of measuring positions in the 
sky today, and how it was done using things like star maps and armillaries in the past.  
Analogies were drawn between declination and right ascension in describing the position 
of bodies in the sky.  The celestial coordinate system was also discussed and defined.  At 
this point in the class, students completed the activity described in the following section. 
 Next, the concept of orbital precession was introduced and a simulation was 
shown to illustrate this process (NASA Earth Observatory, 2000).  This concept was 
connected with proper motion, and the changing position of the North Star, Polaris, 
through time, was also used to illustrate this.  Circumpolar constellations were also 
defined, and a few examples of these were given.  The idea of astrology and zodiacal 
constellations predicting human behavior and personality characteristics was also 
addressed as an object separate from the science of astronomy.  The cause of the seasons 
was also touched on, including a video on common misconceptions showing Harvard 
graduates interviewed on the subject (Harvard, 2009).  Students were shown this video so 
they would understand that although these alternative ideas are incorrect, there are also 
common, even among college graduates.  The researcher also used a seasons simulator 
demonstrating the changes in the level of direct sunlight reaching the surface of the Earth 
at different latitudes and throughout the year, so that students would be able to better 
visualize this process, and understand the flaws in the misconceptions (The Nebraska 
Astronomy Applet Project, 2012).  Students were then given the first daily exit survey of 
the course.  Although retrograde motions were included in the presentation, there was not 
enough class time to review this concept. 
In-Class Activity: Understanding Altitude and Azimuth 
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 Students were given directions to stand at their desks and use their arms to define 
positions in the sky.  The researcher gave examples of the altitude and azimuth of 
imaginary objects in the sky (as students were in a classroom and not outside), and 
students were asked to designate that direction with their bodies.  Students were also 
asked to define the position of objects in the classroom as if they were objects in the sky.  
For example, using the correct cardinal directions of the students’ position on Earth, the 
researcher asked the students to define the position of the classroom clock in both altitude 
and azimuth.  As the clock was roughly west in “the sky”, and high up on the wall, the 
altitude of the clock was defined as 45 degrees (as an object at the horizon would be at an 
altitude of zero degrees), while the azimuth was defined as 270 degrees (as this is 
measured as the angle the object is “east of north”).  This familiarized the students with 
simple definitions of objects’ positions in the sky.  The handout for the first day of class 
was fill-in-the-blank style, and followed closely with the presentation given.  Information 
included terminology regarding definitions of positions of objects in the sky and 
conversions between units of measure, like degrees, arcminutes, and arcseconds. 
Teaching Day Two – Astronomical Distances 
 The second day of instruction included the presentation specific to that class 
period, the in-class activity, and the second daily exit survey.  The presentation of the 
first class period began with an overview of the topics to be included in that class period, 
and followed with a video of the opening scene of the movie Contact to introduce 
students to the concept of astronomical distances in an appealing way (Contact Intro, 
2006).  Students then completed an activity described in the following section calculating 
the physical distance of one astronomical unit (the distance from the Earth to the Sun), 
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connected with descriptions of specific telescopes capable of radar imaging.  It was also 
explained how stellar parallax is used to find distances to “nearby” objects and a simple 
example of this was shown. 
 A video illustrating the difference in sizes between the planets in our solar system, 
our Sun, and other stars was then shown to expose students to the vast differences in sizes 
in our universe and to transition to the concept of scale models (Planets, Sun and star 
sizes compared, 2012).  The next part of the presentation required class participation, and 
students were asked to mark their predicted answers to questions regarding a size and 
distance scale on their handout.  This group participation in predicting the sizes and 
distances to Earth, Jupiter, and the nearest star Proxima Centauri also served as an 
introduction to the in-class activity, so this part of the class is described in the subsequent 
section. 
Following this activity, the students watched a video from the popular Bill Nye the 
Science Guy television show, as Bill rode a bicycle through a scale solar system model 
with the Sun as one meter in diameter (Bill Nye Demonstrates Distance Between Planets, 
2008).  This video was shown to expose students to a different scale model of the solar 
system, as this one was larger than the one presented in the previous activity and included 
all the planets of the solar system, and to generate interest in the subject as episodes of 
Bill Nye the Science Guy are created for both entertainment and educational purposes. 
 After the students were shown this video, the Doppler Effect was reviewed, and 
another video was shown of motorcycles circling a racetrack, as the changing pitch of the 
passing motorcycles was used as an example to illustrate this concept (The Doppler 
Effect, 2008).  Another video on the Doppler Effect (a clip from the sitcom The Big Bang 
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Theory) was also included in the presentation but was not shown due to time constraints.  
Hubble’s Law and receding galaxies were briefly touched on as they pertain to Doppler 
shift, but there was not enough class time to go over the concept of time and how it 
pertains to astronomical measurements, although this topic was also included at the end 
of the presentation.  Students were then given the second daily exit survey. 
In-Class Activity: Predicting Sizes and Distances 
There was a section on the handout for day two listing “A, B, C” for the students 
to circle as the researcher asked the students, “If the Sun were seven centimeters in 
diameter, what would be the size of the Earth and Jupiter, and what would be the distance 
to the Earth, Jupiter, and the nearest star Proxima Centauri?”  A brief overview of 
conversion of units was given (for example kilometers to centimeters).  Multiple choice 
answers were given for each question in the presentation and students marked these 
answers on the handouts.  This activity generated discussion among the students in trying 
to determine what scale they each thought was accurate.  After asking the students these 
questions, the correct answers were revealed, and some students were surprised at the 
large distances and small sizes of the planets, while other students guessed or knew the 
correct answers. 
To demonstrate these distances, a ball seven centimeters in diameter was used to 
represent the Sun, and a ball .7 centimeters in diameter to represent Jupiter.  After 
revealing the answer to each question, student volunteers stood at correct distances away 
from the Sun as they pertained to the scale model.  Because the Earth would be so small 
on this scale (six millimeters), it was described as a freckle on the student’s hand standing 
where Earth would be (7.5 meters away) on this scale.   Students were asked where the 
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class should go if we were to model the distance to Jupiter (39 meters), and answers 
included the hallway, as well as outdoors.  As on this scale, the nearest star Proxima 
Centauri would be roughly 2000 kilometers away from the seven centimeter Sun, a map 
was shown with a line from Grand Forks, North Dakota to Dallas, Texas to illustrate this.  
This activity was very interactive and instead of directly giving the students answers to 
each of the questions, the researcher waited for input from the students and allowed them 
to discuss their predictions as a class before and after the correct answers were revealed. 
 The handout for the second day of class was fill in the blank style, and followed 
closely with the presentation given.  It included the definition of an astronomical unit, 
conversions between degrees, arcminutes, and arcseconds, and definitions of terminology 
like stellar parallax and Doppler shift.  There was also one section comparing the sidereal 
day to the solar day at the end of the handout, but this material was not covered in class. 
The handout for day two also included a mathematical equation used to calculate 
one astronomical unit using radar techniques, trigonometry, and principles of physics.  
The process of bouncing radar signals off of the planet Venus when it is at its greatest 
elongation east or west (meaning that Earth, Venus, and the Sun will form a right triangle 
when viewed from above the ecliptic plane) and measuring the time it takes for the signal 
to come back to Earth was described in order for students to be able to use this 
information to ultimately calculate the distance between the Earth and the Sun.  This 
problem was done as a class with the researcher’s guidance. 
Teaching Day Three – Our Moon and Rules of the Solar System 
 The third day of instruction included the presentation specific to that class period, 
the in-class activity, and the third daily exit survey. The presentation of the third class 
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period began with an overview of the topics to be included in that class period, and then 
went into Kepler’s Laws.  In describing Kepler’s First Law of all orbits being ellipses, a 
video was shown of an individual drawing an ellipse using a string, a marker, and two 
toothpicks anchored into a sheet of paper to serve as the physical foci of the ellipse 
(Draw A Perfect Ellipse, 2007).  This video was shown to help students visualize 
gravitational foci as they pertain to ellipses, and how these also define planetary orbits.  
To illustrate Kepler’s Third Law, students completed a math problem as a class 
calculating characteristics of the orbits of both Mercury and Neptune using the law that 
the square of the orbital period is equal to the cube of the semi-major axis of the orbit. 
 Following the description of Kepler’s Laws, students watched a computer 
simulated video of the formation of the Moon.  The video shown at the time of 
instruction is no longer available on the web.  The transfer of angular momentum 
between the Earth and the Moon was also described in being responsible for the 
increasing distance between the two bodies with time.  Students were asked to think back 
to the time of the dinosaurs, and how the Moon would have appeared in the sky more 
than 65 million years ago. 
 The Moon’s orbital inclination was then described, and this served as the 
introduction to the explanation of the cause of lunar phases.  It was explained through the 
use of diagrams both in the presentation and on the handouts, that one half of the Moon is 
always dark, and one half of the Moon is always lit up, similar to day and night 
experienced on Earth.  It is simply the relative positions between the Earth, Moon, and 
Sun that determines the phase we will see.  The common misconception of the shadow of 
the Earth on the Moon causing the phases of the Moon was directly addressed through 
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discussion with the class before and during the completion of the in-class activity.  
Students then completed the in-class activity for the day, described in the following 
section. 
 After the in-class activity, comparisons were made between lunar phases and 
planetary phases and it was described that these are caused by the same physical 
processes.  The topic of lunar and solar eclipses was then discussed, and the differences 
between the two: including the differing geometry of the Earth, Sun, and Moon for each 
types of eclipse, and the rate of occurrence for each.  Students were then given the daily 
exit survey for the day.  The subject of the Moon’s involvement with Earth’s tides was 
included at the end of the presentation, but there was not enough class time to cover this 
material. 
The handout for the third day of class was fill in the blank style, and followed 
closely with the presentation given.  It included definitions of Kepler’s Laws, information 
regarding the history of the Moon, and two diagrams of the different phases of the Moon: 
one showing the Earth, Moon, and Sun, with all eight phases of the Moon represented. 
In-Class Activity: Modeling Lunar Phases 
 The in-class activity for day three involved the class splitting into two different 
groups.  During the first part of the activity, the groups were each given one ball, seven 
centimeters in diameter to represent the Earth, and a superball, roughly one fourth of the 
diameter of the Earth ball to represent the Moon.  Students were then asked to estimate 
the distances between the Earth and the Moon on this scale.  This was done to revisit 
some of the principles covered in the second day’s class period.  This was also a friendly 
competition between the two groups, as the group with the distance closest to the 
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accurate value would be the winner. After revealing the accurate distance in this scale 
model, the class moved on to Part Two of the in-class activity. 
To model each of the phases of the Moon, both groups were given a flashlight to 
represent the Sun and a stress ball shaped like the Moon to represent the Moon.  In this 
activity the student holding the flashlight would be the Sun, and student holding the 
Moon ball would be the observer on Earth.  The student holding the Moon ball took 
direction from his or her group members to rotate to recreate certain phases of the Moon.  
First, each of the eight phases was specifically defined in the order of revolution of the 
Moon, and then phases were randomly asked to be modeled by each of the groups.  
Different students took turns holding the flashlight or being the Earth observer in each of 
the groups.  The time of day that certain phases of the Moon could be seen was also 
discussed.  The tilt of the orbit of the Moon was also pointed out to students, as the 
phases of the Moon could not be recreated if the Moon were in the same orbital plane as 
the Earth and the Sun.  To complete this activity, students had to work together to 
recreate the phases, and understand the geometry involved in the lunar phases we see in 
real life. 
Teaching Day Four – Telescopes 
The fourth day of instruction included the presentation specific to that class period 
and the fourth daily exit survey.  There was no in-class activity scheduled.  The 
presentation of the fourth class period began with an overview of the topics to be 
included in that class period, and then a brief history of the telescope was presented, from 
its invention in 1609 to the types of telescopes that are around today.  The next topic 
included the main characteristics of telescopes.  The first of these was light collecting 
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area, and the Keck Observatory in Hawaii was used as an example to illustrate this, due 
to its telescopes’ large aperture mirrors, and its connection to the University of North 
Dakota, as professors and students in the Space Studies Department regularly conduct 
asteroid research using these instruments.  A video of the Hubble Telescope and the 
making of the Ultra Deep Field Image was shown to introduce the concept of angular 
resolution (The Hubble Ultra Deep Field in 3D, 2009).  A description of the equation 
used in calculating angular resolution using the wavelength of light and the diameter of 
the telescope was also included to help students understand the mathematics behind the 
capabilities of telescopes.  The topic of “seeing” as it pertains to observational astronomy 
was also addressed, and comparisons were made between space telescopes, the Keck 
Observatory, and the UND Observatory in the limitations of observations introduced by 
Earth’s atmosphere. 
The basics of telescopes were then reviewed, starting with the definition of “focal 
length” and how it relates to the placement of the objective lens of the telescope as well 
as the eyepiece.  This was introduced so it could be used in helping to describe the 
magnification of a telescope, as the focal length of a telescope determines the focal ratio, 
and this is used to calculate the magnification of the telescope.  The design of both the 
refracting and reflecting telescope was reviewed, and examples of famous telescopes of 
these designs were shown, such as the one-meter refractor at the University of Chicago 
Yerkes Observatory.  Because it is the type of telescope used at the UND Observatory, 
the design of the Schmidt-Cassegrain Telescope was also reviewed.  The researcher 
showed images taken with equipment at the UND Observatory as well as gave a brief 
overview of its history, its current equipment, and research capabilities as students had 
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the option to visit it the following evening.  The students were then given the daily exit 
survey for the day. 
The handout for the fourth day of class was fill in the blank style, and followed 
closely with the presentation given.  It included descriptions of the main characteristics of 
telescopes as well as telescope types.  The equations for both angular resolution and 
magnification were included, along with a diagram defining the focal length of a 
telescope. 
Teaching Day Five – Asteroids, Comets, and Their “Impacts” 
The fifth day of instruction included the presentation specific to that class period, 
the in-class activity, and the fifth daily exit survey.  The presentation of the fifth class 
period began with a description of asteroids, and a discussion asking students to think of 
reasons that made asteroids both an important and interesting topic to study.  As one of 
these reasons is for scientists to learn more about the early solar system, the video shown 
next was one animating the formation of the solar system (Stephen Hawking - Formation 
of the Solar System, 2011).  The asteroids’ location in our solar system was then 
described, and a video of a scene from Star Wars was shown of a spacecraft maneuvering 
through a field of asteroids, in order to contrast that setting with the one of our own solar 
system’s asteroid belt as well as keep the students interested in the topic.  The video 
shown at the time of instruction is no longer available on the web. 
Following the theme of “Why are asteroids interesting?” the next topic addressed 
was their contribution to impacts in our solar system.  The effects of impacts in terms of 
both momentum and energy were discussed, and comparisons were made between 
impacts observed in our everyday lives and hypervelocity impacts.  The mathematical 
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connection between characteristics of an asteroid or meteoroid that impacts another solar 
system body and the crater that results was described as an introduction to that day’s in-
class activity, which dealt with the extinction of the dinosaurs.  This activity is described 
in the subsequent section.  Following the activity, the students were given the daily exit 
survey for the day.  There were also topics included in the presentation on impacts in 
modern society and comets, but there was not enough class time to cover these topics.  
The handout for the day served as the in-class activity described below. 
In-Class Activity: The Asteroid That Killed the Dinosaurs 
 Students were given a worksheet with which they had to ultimately calculate the 
size of the asteroid that killed the dinosaurs.  They were given a map of the Gulf of 
Mexico, with a circle representing the size of the Chicxulub Crater, the estimated density 
of the asteroid, and its velocity.  Measuring the diameter of the crater, students worked 
individually or in groups to use the equations on the handout to calculate the energy 
involved in the impact, the mass of the asteroid, and eventually the diameter of the 
asteroid.  The researcher guided students with the activity, and then reviewed the steps 
with the class, comparing students’ answers after each student had worked through the 
problems to reinforce understanding of the process. 
Visit to UND Observatory 
 The evening of Friday April 20, 2012 approximately 6-8 students visited the 
observatory, along with a few of their friends who were not taking the two week course, 
and Mr. Sean Allan, and his family.  It was originally scheduled as a public star party, but 
because it turned out to be a cloudy evening, no telescopes were set up for observing.  
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Those who did show up still received a tour of the facilities lasting approximately 90 
minutes. 
 Attendees were shown the control trailer and equipment, and operating 
procedures were described.  The attendees also toured each of the three observatories, 
and learned about the equipment, the basic operations that would be carried out on a night 
of observing, and saw how the telescopes worked. 
Teaching Day Six – Remote Observing 
The sixth day of instruction took place in the GFCHS computer lab, and did not 
include a presentation.  Instead students were given handouts with instructions on various 
tasks related to remote observing.  The class started off with a brief introduction of the 
goals for the class period.  At the end of the class period, students would be able to: 
search for information regarding minor planets in online databases, write their own 
scripts/observing plans, and use ACP Observatory Control software to successfully 
observe remotely and download images for research.  The beginning of the class period 
was guided by the researcher, as she went through the steps included in the handout with 
the students as they completed each one. 
 The first task of the class period was for the students to write a script.  The 
researcher went through the steps as a class so that everyone would understand the 
process.  After understanding the steps used in writing a script, including things like 
specifying a target, filters, and exposure time, students then learned how the ACP 
Observatory Control Software web interface worked.  To understand what it would be 
like when they were to observe, students explored a simulation put together by ACP 
Observatory Control Software called Red Mountain Observatory as the class periods took 
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place between 8am and 10am, so logging into the UND Observatory website would only 
show the students that the telescopes were currently unavailable for use during daytime 
hours. 
Students were then allowed to explore the resources included in the handouts.  
Some students chose to watch tutorials on how to use ACP Observatory Control Software.  
Some looked at past research that has been done on asteroid 326 Tamara, the asteroid 
they were to complete their research on, using websites like the Simbad Astronomical 
Database, the NASA Astrophysics Data System Abstract Service, the International 
Astronomical Union (IAU) Minor Planet Center, and the NASA Jet Propulsion 
Laboratory (JPL) Horizons Ephemeris Generator (shows positions of objects in the sky 
from specific locations on Earth).  During the second half of the class period, there was 
not much direction given by the researcher.  Instead, she walked around the computer lab 
assisting students when needed.  Near the end of the class period, students were given the 
daily exit survey for that day, and any students that may have participated in the tour of 
the UND Observatory the previous Friday evening were asked to describe that experience 
in the additional comments section if they chose to do so. 
 The handout included information on resources that could be used when planning 
an observing run, with links to both websites and tutorials.  It also included step by step 
instructions for creating observing plans, as well as the routine the student would go 
through when remotely observing using the equipment at the UND Observatory. 
Teaching Day Seven – Astrometry and its Applications 
The seventh day of instruction included the presentation specific to that class 
period, the in-class activity, and the seventh daily exit survey.  The presentation of the 
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seventh class period began with an overview of the topics to be included in that class 
period, and then covered the topic of impacts and modern society, as time did not allow 
for these to be included in the fifth day of instruction, as originally intended.  The 1908 
Tunguska event was reviewed to illustrate that impacts are not a thing of the distant past, 
and that they can have devastating consequences.  A comparison of the forest of trees 
flattened was made to the Grand Forks area.  A global map was also shown with the 
location of small near earth object impacts on Earth in the early 2000’s.  The story of the 
Peekskill meteor was told, as this meteorite happened to fall on a car belonging to a high 
school senior in New York back in 1992, something to which these students could easily 
relate.  A video was also shown of this meteor streaking across the sky, as it could be 
seen from a large portion of the East coast (Peekskill Fireball Meteor, 2008). 
 Characteristics of comets were then described and the impact of Comet 
Shoemaker-Levy 9 was mentioned to illustrate that impacts can be huge, and can happen 
anywhere in the solar system.  This led to a discussion of asteroid detection, and the main 
goal of the class period: understanding astrometry.  A description of astrometry was 
given as well as different asteroid detection agencies around the world.  Charge-coupled 
devices were also described, as these tools have been invaluable in recent years in vastly 
improving capabilities of astronomers to observe fainter objects.  Examples of CCD 
images were shown, and students were asked to find the asteroid between two images 
when the researcher “blinked” the images, meaning that she switched between the two 
images quickly so that students could attempt to find the object that moved with respect 
to the background stars.  After understanding the reasons that astrometry research is done 
and the basics behind how it is done, the students were prepared to complete the in-class 
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activity described in the following section.  After the in-class activity, students were 
given the daily exit survey for the day. 
In-Class Activity: Mission to an Asteroid 
 Students were given a worksheet to complete individually or in groups that started 
out with two images of an asteroid taken on the same night, and were asked to ultimately 
calculate the likelihood of NASA sending a mission to this particular asteroid.  The CCD 
images of the activity were taken 30 minutes apart, and a scale on the images was given 
so that the students could measure the distance traveled by the asteroid in a given period 
of time and convert this distance from arcminutes to kilometers, and eventually determine 
its velocity.  Once its velocity was known, students were asked if NASA were to send a 
spacecraft to rendezvous with the asteroid at a given velocity and trajectory, would the 
spacecraft make it to the asteroid? 
 The students were given all of the necessary information and equations to 
complete this activity and it was emphasized that although they were using simple 
trigonometry, in reality, missions to bodies in our solar system require curved paths that 
follow orbital patterns, to use the gravitational pulls of other bodies to conserve fuel.  On 
the other hand, it was pointed out to students, that two simple images taken with a CCD 
attached to a telescope could provide astronomers with almost enough information to 
plan and execute a mission to that body.  After the students had completed the activity, 
the researcher reviewed the steps taken to calculate an answer, which led a discussion 
among the students regarding whether or not NASA’s spacecraft would make it to the 
asteroid.  This was dependent on the number of significant figures used by some of the 
students, as differences in values led some students to believe that perhaps a landing on 
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the asteroid would not be possible, while an orbit of the asteroid would.  Students were 
also shown a NASA created video of an animated manned-mission to an asteroid at the 
end of the class period (Abell, 2012).  Following the in-class activity, students were given 
the daily exit survey for the day. 
Day Eight – John D. Odegard School of Aerospace Sciences Tour 
 The eighth day of instruction included the field trip to the John D. Odegard 
School of Aerospace Sciences.  This tour lasted approximately two hours and included 
visits to Space Studies facilities as well as Aviation facilities. 
Tour of Space Studies Facilities 
 The first part of the tour was led by Space Studies graduate student Timothy 
Holland who was participating in a majority of the engineering research projects in the 
Space Studies Department.  Students first saw the spacesuit lab, where UND students and 
professors are studying the design of spacesuits for both Mars and lunar missions.  
Students were then allowed to use the spacecraft simulators to attempt take-off and 
docking procedures.  The simulators include an Apollo Capsule Prototype and a 
Horizontal Launch Simulator.  Students were then shown the lunar rover and lunar 
habitat being developed. 
Tour of Aviation Facilities 
 The second part of the tour was led by two Aviation students.  The GFCHS 
students toured some aircraft simulators: flight simulators, a jet simulator, and a 
helicopter simulator.  Some of the simulators were being used for training so the students 
saw what it was like when the simulators were in use.  They were also shown the high 
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altitude chamber where UND Aviation students practice situations while experiencing 
low levels of oxygen. 
Teaching Day Nine – Stars 
The ninth day of instruction included the presentation specific to that class period, 
the in-class activity, and the ninth daily exit survey.  The presentation of the ninth class 
period began with an overview of the topics to be included in that class period, and then 
described stellar formation.  This was related to the formation of our Sun, and 
connections were made back to topics presented in previous class periods.  These 
included the formation of the solar system, the importance of studying asteroids, impacts, 
and the formation of the Moon.  This led to a discussion of the basics of nuclear fusion 
powering our Sun and other stars.  The difference between fusion and fission was also 
noted.  Einstein’s famous equation relating energy, mass, and the speed of light was used 
to describe the processes involved in nuclear fusion. 
The next topic included was the classification scheme of stars.  An image was 
shown with many different stars in the field, and students were asked to describe what 
made these stars different from one another to get them thinking about the different 
characteristics that might be used to identify stars. The difference between luminosity and 
apparent brightness was described, using the appearance of the Sun from the surface of 
Earth versus the surface of other planets in the solar system to illustrate this.  Students 
worked out the given equation as a class relating distance to apparent brightness to 
determine the apparent brightness of the Sun at Mars and at Pluto.  Absolute and apparent 
magnitude were also defined, using the Sun’s values for reference. 
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The Hertzsprung Russell (HR) Diagram was then introduced, and topics of 
surface temperature, color, and the OBAFGKM sequence in classification were all 
presented as they pertain to the HR Diagram.  Different types of stars were then described: 
main sequence stars, red giants and supergiants, planetary nebulae, and supernovae.  The 
burning of different fuels in each phase of a star’s life (such as Hydrogen shell burning) 
was also covered.  The next part of the class involved a description of the density of both 
white dwarf stars and neutron stars using analogies of large objects on Earth fitting into 
small spaces.  For example, students were asked how much a teaspoon of a white dwarf 
would weigh on Earth, and the comparison was made to the weight of an entire elephant 
fitting in this same confined space.  The same was done with a neutron star, but this time 
the weight of the teaspoon was about 900 pyramids of Egypt.  These analogies were used 
so that students could relate information presented to them to their past knowledge.  The 
topic of black holes was then described, and the class period concluded with a video 
summarizing the lifecycle of a star, which included information from the entire 50 minute 
class period (A Star's Life Cycle, 2008). 
 There was no explicit in-class activity for the day separate from the presentation.  
The nature of the class included a lot of interaction between the researcher and the 
students in answering questions using mathematical equations and making predictions, 
both as a class and individually.  The handout for the ninth day of class was fill in the 
blank style, and followed closely with the presentation given.  Definitions of 
characteristics of stars were included, along with the equation for the calculation of 
apparent brightness. 
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There was also an in-class activity designed to reinforce the students’ conceptual 
understanding of the HR Diagram.  This handout described the relationships between a 
star’s surface temperature, magnitude, luminosity, and spectral type, but there was not 
enough time left in the class period for the students to complete this. 
Teaching Day Ten – Life in the Universe 
The tenth and final day of instruction included the presentation specific to that 
class period, the in-class activity, administration of the pos-test, and the final daily exit 
survey.  The students were given the post-test at the beginning of the class period to 
allow for them to have as much time as necessary in answering the questions thoughtfully 
and thoroughly.  The students took about 10-15 minutes completing the post-test.  A list 
was kept of the identifying letters chosen at the start of the two week course for the 
potential of a student forgetting his or her identifying letter.  This identifying list has 
since been destroyed to maintain the anonymity of the students involved in the study. 
The presentation of the tenth class period began with the Big Bang Theory, 
referring back to information regarding Hubble’s Law and receding galaxies, meaning 
that if we could go back in time all matter would be confined to an infinitely small space.  
The formation of galaxies was briefly discussed, along with the start of life on Earth.  
Students were then asked to list the conditions for life to exist.  Following this discussion, 
a video of a NASA astrobiologist who studies extremophiles (creatures who live in what 
humans consider to be extreme environments) was shown to help students understand 
that what we think of conditions essential for life to exist might not always be necessary 
(Extremophile Hunter, 2009). 
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Students were then told the anecdote about the misconception of intelligent life 
existing on Mars based on the description of channels on Mars as “canali,” and this 
incorrectly translating into “canals” back in the late 1800s and early 1900s.  Goals of the 
Search for Extraterrestrial Life (SETI) Project were also described and a video of the 
trailer for the movie Contact was shown to illustrate radio telescopes and their possible 
uses ("Contact" Theatrical Trailer (1997), 2009).  Students were also presented 
information regarding the Kepler Mission and its goals in detecting extrasolar planets and 
were shown the NASA Exoplanet Archive webpage listing the current number of 
exoplanets discovered (Welcome to the NASA Exoplanet Archive, 2012).  Missions 
discussed intended to leave the solar system included: Pioneer 10 and 11, Voyager 1 and 
2, and the New Horizons mission to Pluto, as a brief introduction to interstellar travel and 
the current capabilities of humans, partly setting up the final in-class activity described in 
the subsequent section.  Following the in-class activity, students were given the final 
daily exit survey. 
In-Class Activity: Drake Equation 
 Students were given a brief background and explanation of the Drake Equation.  
This is an equation used to calculate the number of civilizations in the Milky Way galaxy 
capable of interstellar communication.  Depending on the value chosen for each variable 
involved, this equation can return a very wide range of values.  On the students’ 
worksheets for the day, this equation was included along with a description of each of the 
variables.  For example, one of the variables is the average number of Earth-like planets 
in a stellar system.  The choice for this value is completely dependent on the views of the 
mathematician.  Students could assume that our solar system is typical, and choose one 
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(Earth), or two (Earth and Mars) for this value.  They might assume that our solar system 
is atypical in that Earth-like planets are not at all common, and choose a fractional value 
like one in five.  Students were allowed to work individually or in groups. 
 As this was a fairly simple mathematical equation (all that was required of the 
students was multiplication once the variables were chosen), the main goal of this activity 
was to ignite discussion, and get students thinking about the possibilities.  When the class 
had completed their calculations, a group discussion was held comparing answers and 




 The overall effectiveness of the course was measured using student assessments 
given in class and observations made of student behavior throughout the two week course.  
These observations and results are reported below as they pertain to each class period, the 
daily exit surveys, the pre-tests, and the post-tests. 
Student Evaluations 
Student evaluations were the main mode of analysis of the effectiveness of the 
course.  Following each class period, the researcher compiled and analyzed the students’ 
comments from the daily exit surveys in order to determine the best approach for the 
style of teaching and content included for the remainder of the course.  Students’ pre-test 
responses were also used in shaping the course content.  The identity of each of the 
students in completing the evaluations was kept anonymous.  Students did not identify 
themselves in any way on the daily exit surveys.  On the pre-test and post-test, students 
only identified themselves by a randomly assigned letter of the alphabet in order to 
connect pre-test responses to post-test responses.  The anonymity of the students was also 
protected by combining the evaluations of both classes together, as the students were 
participating in the same presentations and in-class activities each day, so a statistically 
significant variance between the two classes on student assessments was not expected.  
This was also done due to the small number of students involved in the study.   
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As some students were absent on the final day of the course, and it was necessary 
to have a complete set of pre-tests and post-tests, Student E, I, N, and W took the post-test 
during regular class time less than one full week after the other students had taken the 
post-test.  Some students were absent multiple times throughout the two-weeks, and this 
was to be expected.  For example, on the sixth day of instruction, an academic 
competition was held out of town, and as many of the students participated in this event, 
nearly half of the 19 students were absent that day.  The attendance of each student was 
not specifically recorded, unless a student revealed his or her absence on an assessment.  
As student attendance throughout the two week course does not seem to significantly 
skew results as a whole, when students do not explicitly state their absences on their 
evaluations, this issue is ignored. 
Daily Exit Surveys 
 At the end of each class period students were given roughly 3-5 minutes to 
complete a daily exit survey regarding that specific day’s class period.  Each daily exit 
survey was comprised of four questions: one referring to a potential positive aspect of the 
class period, one referring to a potential negative aspect of the class period, one referring 
to the possibility of receiving additional information on a topic presented in class, and 
one asking the student to feel free to add any other information or comments regarding 
the course in general or regarding previous class periods.  This fourth question was 
included to allow students to add thoughts that may not have related to the first three 
questions, as well as permit them to include thoughts on previous class periods that they 
may have forgotten to add on previous daily exit surveys.  The daily exit surveys were 
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kept completely anonymous to allow students to freely and honestly reveal their thoughts 
and opinions regarding the course. 
 The results of the questions included on each daily exit survey are described in the 
following tables.  In each of these tables, the left hand column includes the responses of 
the students, and in the right hand column lists the frequency of occurrence.  These are 
ordered by popularity of the responses, as the most popular responses to the questions are 
listed near the top of the table, and the least popular (meaning that only one student 
answered with this response) are listed near the bottom of the table.  When a portion of 
the student response is placed in parentheses, this indicates that the frequency of 
occurrence of that response does not apply to this portion of the comment, as these are 
specific to one individual’s response, but still relate to response in that section of the table.  
For example, on Day One, when four students included “constellations” in their response 
to Question #1, not all students described them as: something that can be seen in the sky, 
included that they change with time, or that they enjoyed the history behind them.  These 
three descriptions are specific to three individual responses, but still relate to the common 
response, constellations.  When a response is listed in quotation marks, this indicates that 
this is an exact answer given by the student.  When text is included in square brackets 
following a response, this is a clarification provided by the researcher as it pertains to the 
student response. 
Day One – Navigating the Night Sky 
 The questions included on the first daily exit survey were: 
1. What did you find most interesting in class today?  Why? 
2. What did you find least interesting in class today?  Why? 
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3. Would you like a better explanation of any topic presented in class today? 
4. Please feel free to add any additional comments about today’s class or previous 
class periods.  (Please specify which class periods you are referring to.) 
The responses to these questions are listed in Table 2., Table 3., and Table 4.  
Responses to Question #4 are described in paragraph form following the tables. 
Table 2. Student Responses to Day One Exit Survey – Question #1: “What did you find 
most interesting in class today?  Why?” 
Student Response Frequency of Occurrence 
in Daily Exit Surveys  
Constellations (you can see them in the sky, how they 




Orbital Precession (26,000 year cycle was new information, 
“How we didn’t have the same North Star in the past” 
 
3 
Inspirational Video (“shows the realness of what we’re 
learning”) [Time lapse video of sky] 
 
2 
“How things in space are coordinated, because I thought it 
would be more complicated.” [Coordinate systems] 
 
1 
The common misconception of the cause of seasons because 
it shows a lack of scientific study in school districts 
 
1 
Animation of the cause of seasons 1 
Proper motion – new information 1 
“Just about the entire lecture.  It was very interesting” 1 
“Polaris.  Didn’t know it was part of the Little Dipper” 1 
Table 3. Student Responses to Day One Exit Survey – Question #2: “What did you find 
least interesting in class today?  Why?” 
Student Response Frequency of Occurrence 
in Daily Exit Surveys 
Seasons [Most of the students who included this in their 
response indicated that they were already aware of the cause 
of the seasons.] 
8 
Altitude and Azimuth 4 




Table 4. Student Responses to Day One Exit Survey – Question #3: “Would you like a 
better explanation of any topic presented in class today?” 
Student Response Frequency of Occurrence 
in Daily Exit Surveys 
Seasons 3 
Altitude and Azimuth 2 
Formation of the constellations 1 
Celestial Sphere 1 
 In the additional comments section, students had varying responses.  Two 
students commented that the speed of the class was a little too fast for them to fully 
understand the material.  One student said that more pictures and examples would be 
helpful rather than having the researcher explaining concepts with physical motions or 
words.  (This comment was most likely referring to the researcher’s explanation of using 
altitude and azimuth coordinates to explain the position of an object in the sky, or the in-
class activity for the day.)  One student wrote, “Hour long lectures are not, in my 
experience, effective for conveying information.  If you [the researcher] could find more 
ways to mix it up, class would go faster and we’d be more involved.”  Another student 
wrote, “I learned more about astronomy today, than in the rest of my educational life so 
far.” 
 Overall, the students found various subjects to be the most interesting: including 
seasons, proper motions, and constellations.  Eight of the students responded that they 
were already familiar with the cause of the seasons on Earth, while there were still some 
students that found this to be the most interesting part of class, and others still, wanted a 
better explanation of the cause of the seasons.  The responses on the first daily exit 
survey indicated that the class composition was diverse; students had varying 
backgrounds in astronomy knowledge, and held different levels of interest in different 
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topics.  This was taken into consideration when designing and teaching the following 
class periods. 
Day Two – Astronomical Distances 
The questions included on the second daily exit survey were: 
1. What sparked your interest in class today that you would like to learn more 
about? 
2. Was there any topic that you found uninteresting today? 
3. Was there any topic that was particularly confusing for you today? 
4. Please feel free to add any additional comments about today’s class or previous 
class periods.  (Please specify which class periods you are referring to.) 
The responses to these questions are listed in Table 5., Table 6., and Table 7.  
Responses to Question #4 are described in paragraph form following the tables. 
Table 5. Student Responses to Day Two Exit Survey – Question #1: “What sparked 
your interest in class today that you would like to learn more about?” 
Student Response Frequency of Occurrence 
in Daily Exit Surveys 
The distance between the planets and the Sun 4 
Doppler Effect in space (redshift and blueshift) 4 
Really enjoyed the animation about the different sizes of 
planets (“massive” difference between the sizes of the planets 
and stars) 
3 
Calculating the Astronomical Unit (AU) using radar and the 
planet Venus 
2 
“Radar and how waves move through space” 1 
“Going into more detail with the parallax” 1 
“The closest star” 1 
“Why is everything moving away?” 1 
Time [Students were told that there was not enough class 
time to cover this subject, but this student was interested in 
learning more about this topic in future class periods] 
1 
Bill Nye 1 
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Table 6. Student Responses to Day Two Exit Survey – Question #2: “Was there any topic 
that you found uninteresting today?” 
Student Response Frequency of Occurrence 
in Daily Exit Surveys 
Doppler Effect – already knew that 4 
Conversions – already knew that [referring to the explanation 
of moving between units like ‘kilo,’ ‘centi,’ ‘milli,’ etc.] 
4 
That the Sun isn’t very big compared to other stars (already 
knew that) 
2 
Information about the arcsecond was redundant [The 
researcher reviewed coordinate unit definitions from the 
previous day for stellar parallax calculation.] 
1 
Scale of the universe – already knew that 1 
The math was too easy 1 
Table 7. Student Responses to Day Two Exit Survey – Question #3: “Was there any topic 
that was particularly confusing for you today?” 
Student Response Frequency of Occurrence 
in Daily Exit Surveys 
Parallax 4 
Arcseconds and parsecs 2 
 In the additional comments section, students had diverse responses.  Two students 
wrote that the videos really helped.  One student wrote about their interest in the criteria 
that defined a planet, because this student was confused as to why a “huge ball of gas” 
could be considered a planet.  Another student commented that the class period contained 
a “large amount of information.”  One student commented on the fact that he or she 
wanted to be taught new information, due to previous familiarity with many subjects 
covered during the class period.  One of the comments was, “Kind of dry today, we can 
tell you’re interested in the subject, but did you [the researcher] really get into astronomy 
to talk about math all day?” 
 These comments echoed the findings of the daily exit survey from Day One.  
Students had varying backgrounds on subjects presented in class, and while some 
students were content with the level of information being presented, others found it to be 
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too much information to absorb, while some students considered it to be too low level for 
their background knowledge in astronomy. 
Day Three – Our Moon and Rules of the Solar System 
 The questions included on the third daily exit survey were: 
1. What did you most enjoy about today’s lesson? 
2. What did you least enjoy about class today? 
3. Was there any subject presented today that you feel needs more clarification? 
4. Please feel free to add any additional comments about today’s class or previous class 
periods.  (Please specify which class periods you are referring to.) 
The responses to these questions are listed in Table 8., Table 9., and Table 10.  
Responses to Question #4 are described in paragraph form following the tables. 
Table 8. Student Responses to Day Three Exit Survey – Question #1: “What did you most 
enjoy about today’s lesson?” 
Student Response Frequency of Occurrence 
in Daily Exit Surveys 
Eclipses: Lunar and Solar 7 
The activities (shining the flashlights, physically seeing the 
phases, liked that it broke up the lecture) 
5 
Formation of the Moon 3 
Lunar phases 3 
“Finally understood the phases of the Moon and how it works 
(never really understood until today)” 
1 
“Kepler’s a pretty cool guy.” 1 
“All of it” 1 
Table 9. Student Responses to Day Three Exit Survey – Question #2: “What did you least 
enjoy about class today?” 
Student Response Frequency of Occurrence 
in Daily Exit Surveys 
Lunar Phases 3 
Kepler’s Laws 2 
“The Moon phase activity was a little boring.” 1 
“Hard to pick, I liked everything today.” 1 
I already knew a lot about the stuff discussed so it seemed 
like a big review.” 
1 
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Table 10. Student Responses to Day Three Exit Survey – Question #3: “Was there any 
subject presented today that you feel needs more clarification?” 
Student Response Frequency of Occurrence 
in Daily Exit Surveys 
Tides 2 
Lunar Phases (why some phases are not possible to see at 
night) 
2 
Solar Eclipses 1 
“Terms for being closer and farther away” [The student is 
most likely referring to aphelion and perihelion of planetary 
orbits, as these were only briefly visited in class] 
1 
Planetary Phases 1 
Angular Diameter [referring the differences in the apparent 
size of the Moon and Sun as they pertain to eclipses] 
1 
Formation of the Moon 1 
The student responses in the additional comments section were diverse.  One 
student wrote, “we need a tractor beam for the Moon,” most likely referring to the 
increasing distance between the Earth and the Moon with time as angular momentum is 
conserved.  One student described the amount of time spent on the in-class activity: 
“Spent too long on lunar phases.  The time you [the researcher] spent on eclipses was 
perfect.  Activities were too juvenile.  We’re going to college in a few months.”  Positive 
responses regarding the course included, “Class was fun today,” “I liked the activities 
today.  It was fun and it is nice to stand up every once in a while,” and “I really enjoyed 
learning about eclipses.”  These responses indicate again that there were multiple levels 
of backgrounds in astronomy.  For example, the topic of lunar phases was included as a 
response to all four questions on the survey.  As a whole, the class seemed to enjoy the 
lunar phases in-class activity, and learning about eclipses was also a clear favorite among 
the students. 
Day Four – Telescopes 
 The questions included on the fourth daily exit survey were: 
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1. What did you like most about today’s class? 
2. What part of class did you least like today? 
3. Was there any subject presented today that you feel needs to be focused on again 
in a future class period? 
4. Please feel free to add any additional comments about today’s class or previous 
class periods.  (Please specify which class periods you are referring to.) 
The responses to these questions are listed in Table 11., Table 12., and Table 13.  
Responses to Question #4 are described in paragraph form following the tables. 
Table 11. Student Responses to Day Four Exit Survey – Question #1: “What did you like 
most about today’s class?” 
Student Response Frequency of Occurrence 
in Daily Exit Surveys 
The video about the Hubble Telescope and the Ultra Deep 
Field Image 
13 
Different Types of Telescopes 3 
Learning about the Keck telescopes 1 
UND telescopes 1 
Table 12. Student Responses to Day Four Exit Survey – Question #2: “What part of class 
did you least like today?” 
Student Response Frequency of Occurrence 
in Daily Exit Surveys 
The full class period lecture (sitting all day) 2 
Atmospheric Seeing 1 
Schmidt-Cassegrain Telescope design 1 
Galileo 1 
“That our observatory has no domes” [referring to the roll-off 
roof style of the facilities at the UND Observatory] 
1 
Learning about the parts in the telescope itself 1 
“Mostly all of it, it was really boring this time” 1 
“Focal length discussion, but learning how eyepieces 
magnify was interesting” 
1 




Table 13. Student Responses to Day Four Exit Survey – Question #3: “Was there any 
subject presented today that you feel needs to be focused on again in a future class 
period?” 
Student Response Frequency of Occurrence 
in Daily Exit Surveys 
Explanation of the types of telescopes 1 
Different space terms: don’t exactly understand galaxy, 
nebula, etc. 
1 
Differences between reflectors and refractors 1 
In the additional comments section, two students indicated that they were excited 
for the visit to the UND Observatory now that they had received information about the 
equipment there.  One student wanted to see more images taken at the UND Observatory, 
while another stated, “It was fun learning how telescopes work.”  Another student wrote 
that they really like the videos shown in class.  One student asked to see more of the 
technology that is used in space, like on the International Space Station. 
 Not all students were pleased with this specific class period however, as one 
student wrote, “It felt like you were just telling us info, not explaining,” and another 
student explained, “I understand you have a curriculum, with possibly very strict 
guidelines, however, you can’t just come in and lecture for an hour and expect any 
knowledge to be conveyed in that way.  People don’t learn effectively in this way.” 
 Due to the majority of the class answering that they liked the Hubble video the 
most out of the class period, in combination with the additional comments at the end of 
the daily exit survey referring to the students’ overall perception of the class period as too 
informative as opposed to interactive, it can be concluded that the video may have stood 
out to most of the students as their favorite part of class because the rest of the class 
period was viewed as uninteresting to them in the style the content was presented.  The 
results of this class period reflect findings of previous AER in teaching styles (Adams & 
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Slater, 2002; Etkina, Lawrence, & Charney, 1999; Haney & McArthur, 2002; Johansson, 
2004; Lightman & Sadler, 1993; Miller & James, 2011; Prather et al., 2005; Trumper, 
2006).  Students are more likely to be interested in the learning process if they are 
engaged during the class period with some form of hands-on activity or inquiry-based 
learning. 
Day Five – Asteroids, Comets, and Their “Impacts” 
 The questions included on the fifth daily exit survey were: 
1. What was the best part of class today? 
2. Was there any aspect of class today that you would like to see changed in the 
future to improve your learning? 
3. Was there any topic introduced today that you didn’t fully understand? 
4. Please feel free to add any additional comments about today’s class or previous 
class periods.  (Please specify which class periods you are referring to.) 
The responses to these questions are listed in Table 14., Table 15., and Table 16.  
Responses to Question #4 are described in paragraph form following the tables. 
Table 14. Student Responses to Day Five Exit Survey – Question #1: “What was the best 
part of class today?” 
Student Response Frequency of Occurrence 
in Daily Exit Surveys 
Dinosaur crater activity, calculating the diameter of the 
asteroid 
6 
Star Wars Asteroid Belt Video 5 
Talking about Earth impacts of asteroids and “trying to give 
the right answer to the oral questions” [referring to the group 
discussions] 
3 
Learning about why we study asteroids 2 
“Nothing really, I wasn’t that interested.” 1 
“The whole period was well organized.  I enjoyed the end 
especially.” [the in-class activity] 
 
The PowerPoint presentation 1 
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Table 14 cont. 
Student Response Frequency of Occurrence 
in Daily Exit Surveys 
“Stephen Hawking video was really interesting” [showing 
the formation of the solar system] 
1 
Table 15. Student Responses to Day Five Exit Survey – Question #2: “Was there any 
aspect of class today that you would like to see changed in the future to improve your 
learning?” 
Student Response Frequency of Occurrence 
in Daily Exit Surveys 
“I am understanding pretty well.” 1 
“Don’t change anything. Please.” 1 
“No, everything shown helped me learn about asteroids.” 1 
“The video got a little long.” [Could have referred to the 
formation of the solar system or the scene from Star Wars] 
1 
“I don’t know – I am doing this physics paper on like stars so 
it is really boring to talk about them.” 
1 
Would like to see more opportunities for completing 
calculations 
1 
More history about the past impacts 1 
“The worksheet was not very specific on the second page.” 1 
“I like the activities and maybe go into the computer lab and 
use Google [Sky] or something like that” 
1 
Table 16. Student Responses to Day Five Exit Survey – Question #3: “Was there any 
topic introduced today that you didn’t fully understand?” 
Student Response Frequency of Occurrence 
in Daily Exit Surveys 
Calculating the asteroid diameter from the crater size 
[worksheet] 
3 
“It’s hard to fully understand space.  Not even astronauts 
‘fully’ understand space.” 
1 
Asteroid belt [Perhaps the gravitational effect of Jupiter and 
Mars contributing to the orbital resonances] 
1 
In the additional comments section students wrote, “Good day,” “Cool! Math!,” 
“Today was very good. ☺,” “Best lesson taught today,” and “Today was fun – I like 
activities and videos.”  The fifth day of instruction began with a class discussion in which 
the students were very engaged.  The students were asked why they thought asteroids 
were interesting.  Both class periods came up with the reason of searching for life outside 
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of Earth.  Impacts were also discussed, and the researcher guided the students to come up 
with the ideas of momentum and kinetic energy as they pertain to impacting asteroids on 
their own.  Students were overall very interested in the different sizes of asteroids that 
were capable of entering Earth’s atmosphere, and their potential for destruction.  The 
asteroid Apophis was brought up, and the consequences it could introduce if it were to 
impact either Earth or the Moon.  Students asked about the processes that kept the 
asteroids in a belt in the solar system, and resonances were discussed even though these 
were not included in the PowerPoint presentation.  One student in the first class period 
asked how professional astronomers actually find asteroids, after the researcher 
mentioned the number of asteroids that have been discovered.  This led to a description of 
the process of looking through images for a body that moves against the background stars 
as astronomers search for asteroids, and how it is determined that these are not previously 
discovered asteroids by their orbital elements.  Mistakes in astronomy research were also 
discussed, and the example of classifying a star as a single star instead of a binary star 
system was cited.  Students were extremely interested in asteroids and how to conduct 
modern astronomy research, and this allowed for a very engaging group discussion.  The 
students came up with very interesting questions that the researcher had not even 
expected to encounter. 
Day Six – Remote Observing 
The questions included on the sixth daily exit survey were: 
1. What was most beneficial to your learning today? 
2. What was least beneficial to your learning today? 
3. Was there any subject presented today that you feel needs more review? 
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4. Please feel free to add any additional comments about today’s class or previous 
class periods.  (Please specify which class periods you are referring to.) 
The responses to these questions are listed in Table 17., Table 18., and Table 19.  
Responses to Question #4 are described in paragraph form following the tables. 
Table 17. Student Responses to Day Six Exit Survey – Question #1: “What was most 
beneficial to your learning today?” 
Student Response Frequency of Occurrence 
in Daily Exit Surveys 
The handout (with instructions on writing a script, “the 
packet with the directives, even though the script didn’t 
work, I think I can write a script now”) 
4 
“Having the websites shown to us so we can do some 
observing” 
1 
How to use the simulated observatory [Red Mountain 
Observatory] 
1 
Better understanding of programming 1 
How to find an asteroid in space [Could be referring to the 
use of astronomical databases or observing steps] 
1 
Table 18. Student Responses to Day Six Exit Survey – Question #2: “What was least 
beneficial to your learning today?” 
Student Response Frequency of Occurrence 
in Daily Exit Surveys 
The script didn’t work on the machine [This issue was 
thought to be an issue with the Apple mac computers, as the 
script worked for the researcher on her PC] 
8 
“It would have been nice to see an example of a script.” 1 
Table 19. Student Responses to Day Six Exit Survey – Question #3: “Was there any 
subject presented today that you feel needs more review?” 
Student Response Frequency of Occurrence 
in Daily Exit Surveys 
How the site works [Referring the ACP Observatory Control 
Software] 
1 
 In the additional comments section, responses included, “Nice and easy for a 
Monday,” and “it was fun.”  One student commented that it “would have been cool to see 
some observing.”  This was an interesting point as this was found to be an option for 
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students in past AER, as UK students completed research on telescopes in different time 
zones, allowing them to observe “live” during the school day (Beare, 2003).  Overall, the 
students found the handout to be the most beneficial to their learning for the day (perhaps 
because it was the only deliverable for Day Six), but they found the non-working script to 
be least beneficial to their learning,  
Day Seven – Astrometry and its Applications 
 The questions included on the seventh daily exit survey were: 
1. What aspect of class most helped your learning today? 
2. What aspect of class today did not support your learning? 
3. Was there any topic presented today that you found unclear that you might want 
revisited in class next time? 
4. Please feel free to add any additional comments about today’s class or previous 
class periods.  (Please specify which class periods you are referring to.) 
The responses to these questions are listed in Table 20., Table 21., and Table 22.  
Responses to Question #4 are described in paragraph form following the tables. 
Table 20. Student Responses to Day Seven Exit Survey – Question #1: “What aspect of 
class most helped your learning today?” 
Student Response Frequency of Occurrence 
in Daily Exit Surveys 
The in-class activity (“the worksheet made it more real,” 
“good to do it myself”) [Using the CCD images to calculate 
orbital parameters of an asteroid and ultimately determine the 
plausibility of a NASA mission reaching the asteroid] 
4 
Examples [Could be referring to the packet, the Tunguska 
event, or the Peekskill meteor] 
1 
“Congressional Act – telling NASA they had to find 90% of 
asteroids” 
1 
Meaning of astrometry 1 




Table 20 cont. 
Student Response Frequency of Occurrence 
in Daily Exit Surveys 
Learning about impacts [as they pertain to modern society] 1 
Blinking of images to find the asteroid [talking about how 
both astronomers and computers do this to detect the asteroid 
in the image] 
1 
Table 21. Student Responses to Day Seven Exit Survey – Question #2: “What aspect of 
class today did not support your learning?” 
Student Response Frequency of Occurrence 
in Daily Exit Surveys 
“Learning about CCDs – I am more of a hands-on learner” 1 
Table 22. Student Responses to Day Seven Exit Survey – Question #3: “Was there any 
topic presented today that you found unclear that you might want revisited in class next 
time?” 
Student Response Frequency of Occurrence 
in Daily Exit Surveys 
Distance between, and order of planets [could be referring to 
Kuiper belt objects or the Oort Cloud for comet origination] 
1 
“I was a bit confused with the math, but I think I got it.” 1 
In the additional comments section students wrote, “It was very easy to 
understand,” “cool video” [NASA manned mission to an asteroid], “really interesting 
lesson today – I really liked it,” and “[it] would be nice to see the Jupiter impact of 
Comet Shoemaker-Levy 9.”   One student added that “time was wasted” on the 
worksheet.  The students were given approximately 15 minutes to complete the in-class 
activity, which a majority of the class used, so this comment could indicate that this 
student finished the worksheet faster than others.  This comment could reflect the 
different levels of academic abilities present in the class, or the different levels of interest 
in the subject.  A majority of the class enjoyed the worksheet given at the end of class, 
and connecting astronomy research (astrometry in this case) to actions that can be taken 
by society (designing a mission to an asteroid). 
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Day Eight – John D. Odegard School of Aerospace Sciences Tour 
 Although there was no daily exit survey specifically designed for this day, a 
number of students left feedback on the daily exit survey of the following day, and those 
comments are described in Table 23. 
Table 23. Student Responses to Day Nine Exit Survey –Question #4: “Please feel free to 
add any additional comments about today’s class or previous class periods.  (Please 
specify which class periods you are referring to.)” 
Student Response Frequency of Occurrence 
in Daily Exit Surveys 
The tour was great/really cool 3 
I liked the UND tour (I had never been there before and was 
glad I went) 
3 
Liked how the space part of the tour was more hands-on: 
“simulator was beyond cool” (the aerospace part was 
interesting but could use something more interactive) 
2 
Wished it were longer 2 
Wished the tour had less walking back and forth to allow for 
more time to actually learn about the equipment 
1 
 “Guides were very informative.” 1 
“I loved the tour yesterday!  Very interesting” 1 
“The tour was amazing!  So helpful.” 1 
“The tour was awesome!” 1 
Overall, the students enjoyed the field trip to the University of North Dakota.  
There was more interest in the Space Studies research facilities than the Aviation 
facilities in general.  At one point in the aviation part of the tour, when students were 
asked for a show of hands indicating which of them were interested in studying aviation 
in college, no students raised their hands.  The style of the Aviation portion of the tour 
was more like a typical college visit; rather than discussing current research being done 
or allowing student interaction with the simulators, students toured the simulators and 
learned about the Aviation program.  The GFCHS students were more receptive to the 
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part of the tour discussing college-level research and seeing end products created by 
college students. 
Day Nine – Stars 
The questions included on the eighth daily exit survey (for the ninth class period) 
were: 
1. What supported your learning today? 
2. Was there anything today that you would like done differently next time in terms 
of content or instruction? 
3. Was any subject introduced today that you found confusing? 
4. Please feel free to add any additional comments about today’s class or previous 
class periods.  (Please specify which class periods you are referring to.) 
The responses to these questions are listed in Table 24., Table 25., and Table 26.  
Responses to Question #4 are described in paragraph form following the tables. 
Table 24. Student Responses to Day Nine Exit Survey – Question #1: “What supported 
your learning today?” 
Student Response Frequency of Occurrence 
in Daily Exit Surveys 
Video that summarized everything [Ran out of time to show 
this in the second period class, maybe more students would 
have chosen this] 
4 
Color graphs were helpful [HR Diagram] 4 
The various references to our own Sun 1 
A lot of explanations and examples 1 
Elephants ☺ [comparing the density and weight of White 
Dwarf and Neutron stars to elephants and pyramids] 
1 
Learning about stars 1 
PowerPoint had some great pictures 1 
“The PowerPoint was effective.” 1 
“The teacher, YouTube, notes” 1 
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Table 25. Student Responses to Day Nine Exit Survey – Question #2: “Was there 
anything today that you would like done differently next time in terms of content or 
instruction?” 
Student Response Frequency of Occurrence 
in Daily Exit Surveys 
“Content was good, hard to sit still and concentrate for an 
hour though” [another student expressed similar concerns] 
2 
“Use more videos, they are very helpful and today there was 
only one.” 
1 
“No, very good and interesting” 1 
“Equations with Mars and Pluto” [In calculating the apparent 
brightness of the Sun] 
1 
“Nope, great instructor” 1 
“Show the equation for apparent brightness, and show an 
example rather than talk it through” 
1 
Table 26. Student Responses to Day Nine Exit Survey – Question #3: “Was any subject 
introduced today that you found confusing?” 
Student Response Frequency of Occurrence 
in Daily Exit Surveys 
Apparent magnitude versus Absolute magnitude (seemed the 
same) 
2 
“No, I am really into nuclear engineering, so a lot of this I 
have seen before.” 
1 
“No not really – all made sense.  Just hard to imagine a lot of 
the stuff” 
1 
Hard to comprehend size sometimes 1 
In the additional comments section, one student mentioned that it “would be 
interesting if we focused on this more.”  One student explained that because they were 
currently writing a paper on stars for the physics class (separate from the observational 
astronomy course), the material presented that day supported that particular student’s 
work, and he or she already knew a lot of the information presented.  One student 
commented that the material for the day was “too dry” and more interesting material 
should be included. 
The trend seen in responses to Question #1 for Day Nine reflects student 
appreciation of visual representations of information.  The two topics that most supported 
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the students’ learning were the HR Diagram and the video shown depicting the life of a 
star.  The conclusion that can be made when examining student responses to Question #2 
for Day Nine is that they enjoy doing the math problems and figuring out information for 
themselves rather than being presented with facts.  Again, this finding reflects AER 
completed in the past, in supporting inquiry-based and constructivist learning for students 
as opposed to traditional teaching styles. 
Day Ten – Life in the Universe 
The questions included on the final daily exit survey were: 
1. What was most helpful to your learning today? 
2. What was least helpful to your learning today? 
3. Did any particular topic leave you confused today that you would like to learn 
more about? 
4. Please feel free to add any additional comments about today’s class or previous 
class periods.  (Please specify which class periods you are referring to.) 
The responses to these questions are listed in Table 27., Table 28., and Table 29.  
Responses to Question #4 are described in paragraph form following the tables. 
Table 27. Student Responses to Day Ten Exit Survey – Question #1: “What was most 
helpful to your learning today?” 
Student Response Frequency of Occurrence 
in Daily Exit Surveys 
Drake Equation (pretty cool, it was interesting, how to 
calculate planets with life, % chance to find life) [referring to 
in-class activity] 
9 
Pretty interesting videos 4 
Learning about the possibility of life on other planets 1 
Examples [could have been referring to multiple aspects of 




Table 28. Student Responses to Day Ten Exit Survey – Question #2: “What was least 
helpful to your learning today?” 
Student Response Frequency of Occurrence 
in Daily Exit Surveys 
The Drake Equation (“though sort of fun, was the most 
ridiculous piece of pseudo science I’ve ever been subjected 
to”) 
2 
“Extremophiles thing was a little dry.” 1 
Table 29. Student Responses to Day Ten Exit Survey – Question #3: “Did any particular 
topic leave you confused today that you would like to learn more about?” 
Student Response Frequency of Occurrence 
in Daily Exit Surveys 
“No, they were all explained.” 1 
“Not really, today was very interesting.” 1 
Interstellar telescopes [The student may be referring to space-
based telescopes] 
1 
In the additional comments section students wrote, “the worksheet was fun,” 
“very interesting lesson today,” and “really like the videos.”  Students also included 
comments that referred to the course as a whole because it was their last day of the two 
week course.  Some of these included, “The whole course was very informative and 
interesting,” “really enjoyed having you [the researcher] teach us,” and “the course was 
fun, and had very interesting topics for the most part.”  A majority of the students left 
comments that were positive regarding the instructor, the instruction style, or the course 
overall. 
As the Drake Equation (the in-class activity for Day Ten) and the videos were 
reported to be the most helpful to the students’ learning for the class period, this again 
supports findings that students learn better when they are presented with multiple modes 
of learning.  As Day Ten also included the students’ completion of the post-test, time 
spent on course content was roughly 35 minutes.  The low response rate to Question #2 
for Day Ten reflects the overall student approval of the class period. 
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Pre-test and Post-test 
 The pre-test and post-test given to the GFCHS students before and after the two 
week course were very revealing in illustrating any academic improvement seen in the 
learners’ understandings of various observational astronomy topics covered in class. The 
pre-test and post-test given to the students had the overall objective of measuring the 
academic progress made by students over the course of the two weeks.  They were also 
designed to identify any common misconceptions held by students before the course so 
that these could be specifically addressed in shaping the course content and selecting 
teaching methods, as well as determining if these misconceptions were altered, reformed, 
or replaced in analyzing students’ responses to the post-test questions. 
 There were eight questions included on a two page test, four questions on each 
side.  The student responses to these evaluations are organized by specific question, and 
by pre-test response and post-test response.  Tables are used to illustrate changes in 
student responses as well, only listing responses that appear more than once in either the 
pre-test, post-test, or both.  Remaining responses are described following each table.  A 
summary of findings for each of the eight questions is also included following each table.  
When it is beneficial to the reader in demonstrating a specific finding, copies of students’ 
diagrams are included, or individual changes between pre-test responses and post-test 
responses are discussed.  The pre-test/post-test is included in Appendix E.  
Pre/Post-Test Question #1 
 The first question on both the pre-test and post-test was, “When you hear the 
word ‘astronomy’ what comes to mind?”  The goal of this question was to gauge the 
student perspective on the topic, not necessarily academically, but to simply ascertain 
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their past exposure to the subject.  Student responses to this question are shown in Table 
30. 
Table 30.  Common terms used in responses to Pre-test/Post-test Question #1: “When you 
hear the word “astronomy” what comes to mind?” 
 
Common Response 
Frequency of Pre-test 
Response 
Frequency of Post-test 
Response 
Space 14 8 
Stars 13 10 
Planets 4 5 
Galaxies 3 2 
Telescopes 3 0 
Universe 2 3 
Black Holes 1 2 
“Solar” 0 4 
Solar Systems 0 2 
Nebulae 0 2 
Individual responses specific to the pre-test include: constellations, Greeks and 
Romans, the Big Dipper, the sky, dark matter, moons, asteroids, and Carl Sagan.  Some 
students responded with “space and everything in it,” “anything that involves space,” and 
“space and all of its contents,” which are responses that imply the inclusion of all things.  
Responses specific to the post-test include: astrometry, “astronomical units: azimuth, 
declination, zenith,” star’s life cycle, Galileo, Plato, beginning of Universe, and 
supernovae. 
Student responses to Question #1 became more diverse and included more 
scientific terminology in the post-test.  Where a general term may have been used in the 
pre-test, this was sometimes replaced with a more specific term in the post-test.  For 
example, Student G’s response to this question changed from “study of space” on the pre-
test to “study of the universe” on the post-test.  Student H’s response changed from 
“study of the sky, stars, black holes, dark matter” to “a vast amount of space that we 
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don’t know everything about,” perhaps indicating that this student understood the concept 
of scientific inquiry, and that astronomers and researchers in all fields of science are 
continually searching for answers.  Student L’s response changed from the “study of stars, 
often using tools like telescopes” to “study of celestial objects and observation.”  This is 
an illustrative example of a maturing understanding of how current observational 
astronomy is conducted.  Students were more descriptive in general in their post-test 
responses, and as can be seen from the above table, answers became less centralized as 
students began to branch out in their ideas of astronomy after being exposed to so many 
ideas over the course of the two weeks.  The usage of new terminology is not concrete 
evidence of increased understanding of the subject, but this does at least reflect students’ 
exposure to new ideas. 
On this question, 9 of the 19 students’ responses were considered improved.  Post-
test responses that fell into this category included those that included more diversity or 
showed more sophisticated or scientific vocabulary.  These criteria were considered to 
reflect learning or increased student interest in the subject.  Ten students had post-test 
responses that were similar or simpler than their pre-test responses.  These responses 
were considered to indicate that these students’ ideas of astronomy overall had not 
noticeably changed, or that they showed no increase in interest in the subject.  Due to 
improvements seen in responses to other questions, this was not taken as an indicator of 
no improvement academically. 
Pre/Post-Test Question #2 
 The second question on both the pre-test and post-test was: “What processes 
provide energy for the Sun and other stars?”  In the pre-test, five students mentioned 
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“fusion”, three students mentioned the combination of fusion and fission, and three 
students used solely the term “fission.”  Individual responses included the following: 
solar, big bang theory, “combination and combustion of gases,” induction, “hydrogen and 
oxygen heating up,” and “mini explosions.”  These responses are similar to the results 
seen in past AER when surveying students about common misconceptions in astronomy 
(Agan, 2004).  These responses also support the findings that students will attempt to use 
situations from their everyday life in explaining astronomical principles to which they 
have had no exposure.  For example, students may have heard of combustion, induction, 
or the popular term “big bang theory” in the past, associated with heat or energy.  These 
could have aided in student constructs of explanations for processes they have not yet 
learned, e.g. nuclear fusion.  Student X listed and described the process of nuclear fusion 
in the pre-test response, “burning of hydrogen and helium can be called deuterium fusion 
or heavy hydrogen fusion,” showing that this particular student had some previous 
exposure to the subject.  Student O listed “nuclear fusion” as the pre-test response, but 
expanded this to include a description in the post-test response, “nuclear fusion – 
converting hydrogen to helium.” 
The most exciting part of this question was that every student correctly stated that 
nuclear fusion was responsible for generating energy in stars in their pos-test responses.  
This point was heavily emphasized on the ninth day of instruction, so as this was only 
one day before the administration of the pos-test for a majority of the students, this may 
have also played a part in the unanimous correct response on the post-test.  Considering 
the plethora of incorrect answers given in the pre-test, the significant improvement in 
students’ understanding was considered successful in this area of instruction.  In the pre-
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test responses, five of these students’ responses could be considered correct as they 
mentioned “fusion,” and the number of students with a correct response in the post-test 
increased to all 19 students. 
 Pre/Post-Test Question #3 
The third question on both the pre-test and post-test was: “How do astronomers 
conduct research?  What equipment do they use?”  Student responses to this question are 
shown in Table 31. 
Table 31.  Common terms used in responses to Pre-test/Post-test Question #3: “How do 
astronomers conduct research?  What equipment do they use?” 
Common Response Frequency of Pre-test 
Response 
Frequency of Post-test 
Response 
Telescopes 16 13 
Observatories 4 0 
Satellites 3 2 
Observations 3 0 
Maps (star maps) 2 1 
Hubble 2 0 
Patterns 2 0 
Planets 2 0 
Computers 1 2 
Spacecraft (rovers) 1 2 
Radar 1 2 
Stars (life cycle) 0 2 
Samples (in space and meteorites) 0 2 
Images at different wavelengths 0 2 
Responses specific to the pre-test include calculations, thermal readings, 
technology, “through the use of technology and telescopes they discover other bodies in 
the universe,” “supersonic stuff,” diagrams, “predictions – look at old information,” 
astronauts, cameras, simulators, “they use telescopes to look into the sky and write down 
observations,” “many other tools,” and “create findings.”   A large portion of the pre-test 
responses can be connected to the popular pictures of astronomers looking through the 
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eyepiece of a telescope holding their notepad and pencil to record observations.  The 
response “create findings” is troublesome as it can suggest that astronomers look at the 
sky and then “make up” explanations for what they see.  As findings are never created in 
science, and are instead discovered through observation and experimentation, the 
wording of this response demonstrates a lack of understanding in the scientific process. 
 On the post-test, responses again became more diverse and students included 
more scientific terminology.  Some of these include: astrometry, mirrors and lenses, 
human eye, spectroscopes, equations, hypothesis, asteroids, scientific method, and 
devices.  Some students even mentioned physical characteristics of celestial objects such 
as observing color, size, and change in position, all indicating an increased and more 
comprehensive understanding of modern observational astronomy research.  One change 
to note is that while one student mentioned cameras in the pre-test response, a different 
student mentioned CCDs in the post-test response. 
 It should be noted that the inclusion of this question was based largely on the 
fourth day of instruction, which happened to be the least popular class period of the two 
week course due to the general lack of interest and engagement students felt with the 
presentation of material and no in-class activity.  This could have also contributed to less 
improvement seen in post-test responses to this question.  However, the question was not 
solely based on information presented in the fourth day of instruction.  Students could 
have utilized information from every class period as well as the trip to the UND 
Observatory for responses to this question.  Overall, 13 students showed improved 
answers on the post-test while 6 of the 19 students had similar or simpler answers. 
Pre/Post-Test Question #4 
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The fourth question on both the pre-test and post-test was: “Pictured below is the 
Sun.  If the following were a size and distance scale of the solar system, where would 
Earth be?  Where would Jupiter be?  Where would the nearest star (Proxima Centauri) be?  
(Please draw in the planets and star, or explain where they should be.)”  The students 
were given roughly a third of a page to sketch Earth, Jupiter and Proxima Centauri or 
explain where they should be on this scale, with a 7 centimeter diameter semi circle 
already printed on the left side of the page.  (This was a two-dimensional version on the 
same scale as the solar system of the three-dimensional model described in the in-class 
activity on the second day of class.)  The correct response to this question would include 
a .06 cm diameter Earth 7.5 meters away from the Sun, and a .7 cm diameter Jupiter 39 
meters away from the Sun.  As the specific size of Proxima Centauri was not discussed in 
class, but the question mentioned it to be a star, the distance to Proxima Centauri was the 
focus of the question, rather than its size, and it should have been roughly 2000 
kilometers away from the Sun on the scale presented.  In a completely accurate answer, 
neither of the planets, nor the nearest star would actually fit on the page. 
In all of the pre-test responses, Earth was drawn smaller than Jupiter, and Earth 
was always pictured closer to the Sun.  This was also true in the post-test.  Eight students 
used an asterisks (*) or a five pointed star to represent Proxima Centauri in their 
responses on the pre-test.  One of these eight students included a question mark next to 
the star drawn, indicating uncertainty in their answer.  Only four students represented the 
Sun as an asterisks or five-pointed star on the post-test, indicating that the other four 
students who may not have thought of the Sun as a star that just happens to be much 
closer to Earth now understood that the Sun was in fact a star.  This was reinforced in the 
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ninth class period when the researcher continually made references back to the Sun in 
order to explain characteristics of stars.  Including the Sun as an asterisks or five pointed 
star also reflects the common misconception that the Sun is not a star, but is instead in a 
group of celestial objects separate from stars.  Because stars are visible at night, while the 
Sun is visible during the day, this separation in time and appearance can contribute to this 
idea.  This is an example of everyday experiences leading individuals to hold 
misconceptions in astronomy.  In media and even textbook images this idea is illustrated, 
further supporting ideas that the Sun is different from other stars. 
In the pre-test, six students did not include Proxima Centauri in the sketch.  
Student W wrote, “I don’t know” in regards to its location and Student O wrote, “I have 
no idea where the star would be.”  This number decreased to only three students omitting 
Proxima Centauri in their answers on the post-test.  Nine students showed improved 
distances in their post-test responses, meaning that there were greater distances drawn 
between the planets and the Sun, or the addition of Proxima Centauri with an arrow off 
the page, when it was not present in the pre-test response, or was drawn on the page as a 
part of the scale.  Three of the students showed improved sizes of the planets or star, 
meaning that they were usually drawn with smaller diameters closer to accurate values. 
Two students showed improvement in both size and distance aspects of the scale in their 
post-test responses.  Fourteen of the students improved in their answers but were still not 
fully correct.  Five of the students showed improvement and were very near the correct 
answer in their scale diagrams in both size and distance.  This amounted to every student 
showing some sort of improvement in their post-test responses to Question #4.  Included 
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here are figures of select student responses included because they are interesting or to 
represent common student responses to Question #4. 
Figure 1. Pre-test Response to Question #4 of Student C. 
Figure 2. Post-test Response to Question #4 of Student C. 
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Figure 1. and Figure 2. are included to illustrate a few different points of analysis.  
It is first interesting to note the changes in the sketch of the Earth.  On the pre-test, the 
continents of Earth are shown, yet on the post-test these are absent.  This was also seen in 
the pre-test diagrams drawn by Student I and Student M, as both students included the 
popular Great Red Spot on Jupiter, along with horizontal lines depicting its atmosphere.  
Student M also drew continents on planet Earth in the pre-test.  All three of these students 
did not include details on their planets in their post-test responses.  Students were given 
ample time to complete both the pre-test and post-test, so lack of time to add this detail in 
the post-test was not an issue.  As the planets remain roughly the same size in the post-
test as compared to the pre-test, and the distances do not change, the main improvement 
is seen in the location of Proxima Centauri.  Student C indicates knowledge that it will 
not fit on the page on this scale, but still sketches it as a five pointed star rather than an 
image similar to the Sun, so this could signify that Student C understands the large 
distances between stars in the galaxy, but has not yet grasped the similarity of the Sun to 
other stars.
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Figure 3. Pre-test Response to Question #4 of Student G. 
Figure 4. Post-test Response to Question #4 of Student G. 
Figure 3. and Figure 4. illustrate the exclusion of all eight planets in the post-test 
response as compared to the pre-test response, as well as an improved understanding of 
the placement of Proxima Centauri.  While the nearest star to the Sun was omitted from 
the pre-test response, the arrow indicative of its location on this scale is an improvement 
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in the understanding of scale overall.  Even though the Earth and Jupiter have diameters 
too large and are too close to the Sun, this response still shows improved understanding 
in general. 
The decrease in number of planets drawn in the diagram is similar to the decrease 
in surface detail shown on the planets in post-test responses shown by comparing Figure 
1. and Figure 2.  Four students included all eight planets and names of planets in their 
pre-test responses, but no students included names of all eight planets in the post-test 
responses.  Student J drew small dots in the post-test response, perhaps for reference 
points, but did not label these as planets.  In three of the four pre-test student responses 
including all eight planets drawn, the order of the planets was incorrect in that Jupiter and 
Saturn were switched.  This is seen in Figure 3.  Perhaps students included all eight 
planets in the pre-test to try and best determine an accurate scale distance from the Sun to 
Earth and Jupiter, as knowing the number of planets between these bodies would be able 
to help them estimate these distances.  The absence of all eight planets in the post-test 
could be due to increased understanding in scale, or in the order of the planets so a 
reference was no longer needed. This is only one potential explanation for these changes 
seen from pre-test to post-test however. 
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Figure 5. Pre-test Response to Question #4 of Student N. 
Figure 6. Post-test Response to Question #4 of Student N. 
 The improvement seen between Figure 5. and Figure 6. is an example of a student 
who was nearly correct in the post-test response.  This student had an above average 
understanding of distance scale in the pre-test when compared to classmates.  The post-
test response with arrows indicative of the location of both of the planets as well as the 
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corner sketch of Proxima Centauri, drawing it similarly to the picture of the Sun signifies 
that Student N understands that the Sun is a star, and that there are large distances 
between these objects.  The vertical order of these bodies drawn in the post-test response 
shows that the student knows the proper order of the planets and nearby star, and this can 
also be seen in the pre-test response.  Although the actual distances are not indicated for 
the placement of Earth, Jupiter, and Proxima Centauri, the arrows off the page portray 
Student N’s understanding of scale. 
The wording of Question #4 may have led to results that are often the 
consequence of a “trick” question, in that the question stated the possibility of drawing 
the planets and star on the page.  This was not the intention of the question however.   
Pre/Post-Test Question #5 
 The fifth question on both the pre-test and post-test was: “How do telescopes 
work?”  Student responses to this question are shown in Table 32. 




Frequency of Pre-test 
Response 
Frequency of Post-test 
Response 
Magnify 11 5 
Mirrors 10 11 
Lens 7 6 
Image 7 7 
Light 5 9 
Reflect 4 11 
Focus 2 2 
Refract 1 4 
Glass 1 1 
On the pre-test Student A wrote, “shine light on mirrors” to describe the workings 
of a telescope.  Student O’s response was, “It uses a series of lenses and no computerized 
parts to enlarge the objects it is looking at.”  Although basic, these were correct 
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explanations of the optics of a telescope.  In the post-test response, Student O also 
mentioned the use of cameras, not necessarily demonstrating an improved understanding 
of the mechanics of a telescope, but indicating that they understood modern research 
processes.  Specific instances of the incorrect use of terminology can be seen in two pre-
test responses; Student D wrote, “magnify images using mirrors,” and Student J wrote, 
“reflective lens that form a magnified image.”  This shows that students knew of 
terminology used to describe telescopes, but were unsure of how to utilize it properly.  
Student U stated correctly in the pre-test, “mirrors and lenses focus light to very sensitive 
sensors which image and capture the object.”  This was the most complete and correct 
answer given in the pre-test. 
 Terms seen on the post-test, each only mentioned once are: eyepiece, exposure 
time, computers, sensors, and camera.  On the post-test, three students’ answers were too 
simple to accurately determine if these students understood how a telescope really works.  
These post-test responses included: “use mirrors to magnify,” “they take images of the 
sky,” and “bunch of mirrors that reflect light and magnify.”  The other 16 students had 
correct answers, or showed improvement. 
Pre/Post-Test Question #6 
 The sixth question on both the pre-test and post-test was: “List and describe solar 
system objects.”  Student responses to this question are shown in Table 33.   
Table 33.  Frequency of terms used in student responses to Pre-test/Post-test Question #6: 
















Planets 6 13 4 12 
Black Holes 5 4 3 3 
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Asteroids 5 9 5 12 
Stars 4 10 3 3 
Sun 3 2 1 3 
Comets 3 2 2 2 
Dark Matter 2 0 1 0 
Moons 2 3 1 4 
Satellites 2 0 1 0 
Meteorites 1 0 0 1 
Dust 1 1 0 0 
Meteors 0 2 2 0 
Galaxies 0 1 2 3 
Nebulae 0 0 3 0 
Other pre-test responses appeared in only one student response and include: voids, 
gases, constellations, and aliens.  Additional post-test responses appearing only once 
include Oort Cloud and supernovae.  Only one student included a description of 
constellations in the pre-test response, and two separate students included descriptions of 
rings of dust in their post-test responses.  Looking at these responses alone indicates an 
increase in appreciation for and understanding of astronomy amongst the students. 
The following table lists the terminology used by students when describing one of 
the above objects.  Table 34. refers to terms used to describe either the motion or the 
physical characteristics of the object. 
Table 34.  Frequency of descriptive terms used in student responses to Pre-test/Post-test 
Question #6. 
Descriptive Term Frequency in Pre-test Frequency in Post-test 
Rock 10 10 
Orbits 7 9 
Energy 6 3 
Gas 6 7 
Float 4 4 
Gravity 2 3 
Circle [As in orbits] 1 0 
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Table 34 cont. 
Descriptive Term Frequency in Pre-test Frequency in Post-test 
Revolve 1 0 
Rotate 1 0 
Fusion 0 4 
Hydrogen and Helium 0 3 
Collisions 0 1 
 Two students also include descriptions citing the formation of the solar system, 
both in pre-test and post-test responses.  An example of significant improvement in the 
understanding of stars can be seen as Student C describes stars as “gaseous orbs” in the 
pre-test, while this description evolves into “Stars – gases (helium and hydrogen) burning 
through nuclear fusion and working against gravity” in the post-test response.  A similar 
improvement is seen in Student W’s responses, describing stars as “balls of fire” in the 
pre-test, and maturing into “star – hot ball of hydrogen and helium” in the post-test.  On 
the pre-test, Student F wrote, “planets – rocky, gassy masses; star – hot mass; asteroids – 
rocky mass.”  There was significant improvement seen here as well, as Student F’s post-
test response to Question #6 was, “stars – gas bodies/nuclear fusion and gravity to sustain 
them; planets – orbit a star, can be gas, molten, or Earth-like; asteroids – rocky bodies 
floating in space; comets – ice balls; black holes – gravity vortex, no light.”  Student X 
describes planets as “large balls that have moons and rotate around a star” in the pre-test, 
but modifies this description to “rocky floating objects that have an orbit and can clear it” 
in the post-test response.  This was the only misuse of the term rotate when revolve 
would have been the correct choice.  Many of the students showed progress between the 
pre-test and post-test similar to the ones cited.  Student S simply listed objects in the pre-
test, while each object listed in the post-test also had a description.  Student W had a 
question mark listed next to his or her response in the pre-test, but this was not present in 
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the post-test, indicating confidence in the post-test response.  In general students’ 
responses became more descriptive and specific in post-test responses.  These response 
improvements illustrate that students’ exposure to these subjects even in a short period of 
time (two weeks for this particular course) can be beneficial to their understanding of 
astronomy.  Examination of the overall trend seen in vocabulary used in responses to 
Question #6 reveals that students’ responses become more diverse and include more 
scientific terminology in the post-test as compared to pre-test responses. 
 Some of the objects listed are not necessarily solar system objects.  For example, 
there is no black hole present in the space that comprises our solar system, as in theory, 
this proximity would not allow for the continued existence of any objects in our solar 
system.  Stars can also be thought of as non-solar system objects, as stars outside of our 
Sun are not a part of our solar system, but may still be a part of their own stellar systems.  
In analysis of the answers given by students to this question, it is most likely that students 
took “solar system object” to mean any object in astronomy.  It is interesting that the term 
“stars” appears much more frequently than “Sun” even though the mass of the Sun 
accounts for more than 99% of all objects in our solar system.  It is also possible that the 
definition of solar system was not fully understood by the students, especially in the pre-
test responses. 
 The decrease in frequency of dark matter mentioned in the post-test response is 
also interesting.  Even though only two students mention it in the pre-test, this decreases 
to just one student in the post-test, most likely because this was not a topic covered in 
class, but is a popular topic covered in astronomy news stories, allowing for many people 
to be aware of it, but not fully understand the theory behind it. 
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 No descriptions were given by 6 of the 19 students in the pre-test, while only 
three students did not add a description in their post-test response.  Of these three 
students however, two of them listed more objects than in the pre-test, and one of them 
(Student U) had actually used descriptions in the pre-test, but had a longer and more 
diverse list of objects in the post-test.  So this still indicates improvement in responses, 
and consequently in student understanding.   Student G was the only student whose 
responses to the pre-test and post-test are too similar to clearly indicate any improvement. 
Pre/Post-Test Question #7 
 The seventh question on both the pre-test and post-test was: “If you were going to 
observe an asteroid for the night, what types of things would you need to know before 
planning your observing run?  How would you get this information?”  Student responses 
to this question are shown in Table 35. 
Table 35.  Student responses to Pre-test/Post-test Part One of Question #7: “If you were 
going to observe an asteroid for the night, what types of things would you need to know 
before planning your observing run?” 
Response Frequency in Pre-test Frequency in Post-test 
Location of asteroid 18 17 
Time it is visible 7 4 
Path/orbit/movement 





What the asteroid looks like 3 0 
Weather 3 8 
Distance from Earth 2 1 
Velocity 2 5 
“Orbit Pattern” 2 0 
Time it is visible 0 4 
Name of Asteroid 0 2 
“Part of asteroid belt” 1 1 
Size of asteroid 1 1 
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Table 36.  Student responses to Pre-test/Post-test Part Two of Question #7: “How would 
you get this information?” [Referring to Part One.] 
Response Frequency in Pre-test Frequency in Post-test 
TV or Internet weather reports 3 2 
Textbooks 3 0 






“Google” 3 0 
Online/Internet 3 5 
Telescope 1 1 
 Other responses to Question #7 on the pre-test included: “past observatories,” star 
maps, research, chart, “another reference,” and “taught by someone.”  In response to part 
two, Student A wrote, “no idea.”  One notably favorable pre-test response was Student 
O’s, “a common place an asteroid can be in the sky.”  Most responses on the pre-test 
were focused on where the object was and where it was going. 
Student U mentions the possibility of using a “horoscope?” to find the information 
necessary for observation of an asteroid.  This student includes this response on the post-
test as well, both times with a question mark following the response.  As a large number 
of students were absent Day Six, when most of this information was presented to the 
class, and only about one third of the class was present at the visit to the UND 
Observatory, this could also explain some lack of improvement in student responses.  
However, general improvement was seen overall.  Student C’s response to the pre-test 
question was, “where it [the asteroid] will be located: star maps,” and this answer became 
“coordinates, right ascension and declination” in the post-test response. 
Pre-test responses in general were correct, but they were not specific.  For 
example, the use of the Internet is definitely necessary in finding information required for 
a successful night of observing, but stating that the name of the asteroid needs to be 
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known when looking into past research is a more specific answer and demonstrates an 
increased understanding of the subject.  Seventeen students showed improved 
understanding in their post-test responses, despite the low attendance on Day Six of 
instruction.  One of the two students who did not show improvement in their answers was 
Student O, who explicitly stated as an addendum to his or her answer however, “… but 
I’m not sure – I was not here when we learned this.”   
Pre/Post-Test Question #8 
The eighth question on both the pre-test and post-test was: “Below, describe what 
causes Moon phases using words or diagrams or both.”  The students were given roughly 
a third of the page to do so.  Overall, there were many areas in which improvement was 
seen in student responses, but these improvements did not reflect a complete 
understanding of lunar phases. 
On the pre-test, only two students included a diagram in their responses, and on 
the post-test, nine students included a diagram in their responses.  This indicates an 
increase in the confidence level of being able to explain the cause of the lunar phases.  On 
the pre-test, only one student correctly named and labeled lunar phases, but this was still 
only two of the eight phases.  On the post-test, three students correctly named phases; 
two of the students labeled four phases correctly, and one student labeled two phases 
correctly.  No students included a diagram with correct names for all eight lunar phases.  
The question did not explicitly ask students to name the phases of the moon however, and 
was more focused on the cause of these phases. 
No student demonstrated knowledge that half of the Moon is always exposed to 
sunlight while half of the Moon is in darkness in pre-test responses.  This number 
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increased to four students on the post-test.  The common misconception involving the 
shadow of the Earth falling on the Moon in creation of the phases was described in three 
students’ pre-test responses, while no students mentioned the cause of Moon phases to be 
the shadow of the Earth in post-test responses.  Four students incorrectly mention a 
change in the amount of light reaching the Moon from the Sun in pre-test responses, but 
do not attribute this change to a shadow cast by the Earth.  In this same category, only 
two students incorrectly mention a change in the amount of light reaching the Moon from 
the Sun in post-test responses.  Overall, 11 students showed improvements in post-test 
responses, but their answers were not completely correct.  Four students both showed 
improvement and were correct in post-test responses.  Three students showed small 
improvements or had similar answers in pre-test and post-test responses, but were not 
specific enough for the researcher to discern if they understood the processes behind the 
cause of lunar phases.  Student G’s pre-test and post-test responses were simple, but both 
correct.  Student G’s pre-test response was, “Moon phases are caused by where it is 
located around the Earth,” and the post-test response was, “the way in which the Moon is 
relative to the Sun.”  As no elaboration was included in the post-test response however, 
this was not considered an improved answer.  This amounts to 15 of the 19 students 
considered to show measurable improvement in understanding in their responses to 
Question #8 on the post-test, with one student answering correctly in both the pre-test and 
post-test. 
If a student included a diagram in his or her response to Question #8, and it 
represents one of the levels of improvement previously discussed, it is included in the 
following figures, along with a description of the category of improvement into which it 
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has been assigned.  Both Student D and Student E’s responses are also included because 
they were the two students whom included diagrams in their pre-test responses as well as 
post-test responses. 
Figure 7.  Pre-test Response to Question #8 of Student D. 
Figure 8.  Post-test Response to Question #8 of Student D. 
 In Figure 7. it can be seen that Student D’s response does not clearly indicate 
understanding of the cause of lunar phases.  It is correct that the Moon receives light from 
the Sun, but this fact alone does not determine the phases we see.  The student 
understands that the phases of the Moon follow a sequential pattern by the diagram drawn, 
but as these phases are not labeled, and as the second and third image are not physical 
phases, this reflects a low level of understanding of lunar phases.  There is some 
improvement seen in Student D’s post-test response.  Although the phases drawn of the 
Moon are suggestive of the interference model in which the Earth is shading the Moon 
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from the Sun, two phases are correctly drawn and labeled, and the diagram is more 
comprehensive.  Student D shows improvement in the post-test response, but with 
inaccuracies still present, so this is an example of a student who falls into the category 
totaling 11 of the 19 students.
Figure 9. Pre-test Response to Question #8 of Student E. 
In Figure 9. it seems that Student E has a mixed understanding of the cause of the 
phases of the Moon.  The diagram sometimes indicates that the student understands that 
half of the Moon is illuminated by the Sun, and that it is the geometry of the location of 
the Earth, Moon, and Sun that determines the lunar phase that we see from Earth.  The 
phases drawn next to the labels given however do not reflect this understanding. 
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Figure 10. Post-test Response to Question #8 of Student E. 
The post-test response includes correct names for the first and third quarter phases 
that were not included in the pre-test response, and the position of the Moon relative to 
Earth and the Sun accurately reflect these phases.  The only part of this diagram that is 
misleading again relates to the fact that half of the Moon is always illuminated by the Sun 
regardless of the phase seen from Earth.  The Moon in the first diagram is inconsistent 
with this fact and the other three diagrams, in showing the Moon fully illuminated.  For 
this reason, Student E’s post-test response is considered to fall into the category of 
students who showed improvement but were still not fully correct. 
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Figure 11.  Post-test Response to Question #8 of Student U. 
 The description associated with the above response reads, “As the Moon circles 
the Earth, we only see the lit side, which isn’t always in our line of sight.”  The diagram 
reflects this statement, and although the student does not show or label any specific 
phases seen (as the question does not ask the learner to do so), the answer is correct.  
Student U’s pre-test response included only a text description, “the Moon reflects light on 
the side facing the Sun.  Since we see only half the Moon, the lit side isn’t always facing 
us.”  Although this pre-test response was also correct, it was not as comprehensive as the 
post-test response.  This response is considered to be both improved and completely 
correct, and is categorized in the group of two student responses that meet these criteria. 
Summary of Pre-test/Post-test Responses 
 Overall, the students showed general improvement in understanding of astronomy 
concepts.  Due to the free-response nature of each question, it is difficult to quantify 
student learning, but the open-ended nature of responses allowed the researcher further 
insight into student reasoning behind their answers.  Table 37. summarizes the student 
progress measured in each of the eight questions included on the pre-test/post-test. 
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Table 37.  Number of Students Who Showed Improvements In Post-test Responses. 
Test Question # Showed Improvement Showed No Improvement 
1 9 10 
2 19 0 
3 13 6 
4 19 0 
5 16 3 
6 18 1 
7 17 2 
8 15 4 
On occasion, students used the phrase “I don’t know” in pre-test responses to 
various questions.  This was never used in post-test responses.  Out of the eight questions, 
Question #1 is the only outlier in which a majority of students showed no improvement in 
their responses, and this is attributed to the fact that as Question #1 asks students what 
they think about when they hear the word “astronomy,” this question is less a measure of 
scientific knowledge in astronomy, and more a measure of interest in and exposure to the 
topic, than the other seven questions.  It should also be pointed out that students that have 
knowledge of certain subjects in astronomy such as how telescopes work, or the 
formation processes of solar systems, may not include this as their answer to the question, 
simply because these topics do not first come to mind when hearing the word 
“astronomy.”  This is only a potential explanation for these results however.  Absences 
from class or the trip to the UND Observatory may have contributed to a lack of 
improvement seen in some post-test responses as well, but these were not specifically 
recorded. 
Student Research Project 
 Unfortunately, the student research project never came to fruition.  The main 
reason for this was the lack of time allotted for the observational astronomy course.  In 
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order to include the content level originally developed as well as allow time for students 
to understand proper research methods and complete the data analysis, a period of three 
or four weeks would have been beneficial, as this has been the case in past programs 
(Etkina et al., 1999).
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CHAPTER VI 
DISCUSSION AND FUTURE WORK 
The findings of this study include the effectiveness of various teaching methods 
as well as the identification and addressing of pre-existing misconceptions held by the 
learners.  These were each examined with researcher observation and direct student 
feedback from daily exit surveys and changes seen in pre-test and pos-test responses.  
Overall, the findings of this study corroborate past AER in effective teaching methods.  
Inquiry-based learning was preferred by the learners almost unanimously.  This was seen 
in each of the daily exit surveys, and was clearly evident in learner responses to the 
fourth day of instruction, which included a full class period lecture.  Even though there 
was interaction between the researcher and the students in answering simple 
mathematical equations to understand new terminology throughout the presentation, 
students preferred the hands-on activities and worksheets of the other class periods to the 
lecture style of Day Four. 
The videos, photographs, diagrams, animations, and simulations included in class 
presentations were also appreciated by the students overall, supporting Miller and James 
(2011) in the positive feedback of students to the dynamic PowerPoint presentations.  
Misconceptions were also identified in the study through the analysis of the pre-test and 
post-test responses.  Lunar phases were poorly understood before the two week course, 
and even though all but one student showed improved understanding in this concept, only 
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four of these students had completely accurate answers on their post-tests.  As has 
been stated in previous AER, it is difficult to address astronomy misconceptions in 
education as these are not simple memorized facts.  These are constructs that individuals 
form based on everyday experience to explain the phenomena they observe.  For example, 
shadows are a part of everyday life, so applying this geometry to lunar phases is a simple 
solution, and to aid students in coming closer to an accurate understanding of the cause of 
lunar phases, simple replacement of previously held ideas is not the learning process that 
occurs.  Students must reform and reconstruct past ideas by incorporating new ideas until 
the learner finally reaches the point where the misconception no longer exists.  
Constructivist learning was also seen in students’ physical descriptions of stars and the 
processes by which they produce energy in pre-test responses.  It turned out that these 
ideas were easier to address than the cause of lunar phases. 
Discussion of Student Evaluations 
 In examining the daily exit surveys, the enjoyment of most students of one part of 
the class period can be either positive or negative, in terms of the effectiveness of that 
lesson.  For example, there was this collective trend seen toward enjoyment of the Hubble 
video on Day Four, attributed to the fact that this was the only part of the class period 
considered interesting in general, meaning that the rest of the class period was boring or 
ineffective at promoting learning.  This can also however represent one really interesting 
aspect of class that stood out above the rest, like completing the Drake Equation activity 
on the last day of instruction.  Students also liked other aspects of that class period in 
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general, but most enjoyed calculating the possibility of communication with an intelligent 
life form. 
Future Research 
In future implementations of this course, it is suggested that it run for a total of 
three to four weeks if possible.  This is still a lot of information for students to absorb in 
this amount of time however.  The optimal course of action would be to develop and 
include an entire course on observational astronomy for secondary students, but this is 
much more difficult due to the other science standards teachers must include in their 
classes, the current background knowledge and confidence levels in astronomy of high 
school science teachers, and the logistics of introducing an entirely new course to 
secondary curriculum.  Increasing the course by just one or two weeks would allow for 
the inclusion of a group research project on asteroids, an activity that has been 
demonstrated in past AER to be successful with secondary students. 
 To study more accurately the overall effectiveness of the course in the future, a 
longitudinal study could be conducted in which students could be tested prior to receiving 
instruction, immediately after the course, and then a set period of time later, like one year 
for example.  This could test overall retention of knowledge of topics covered, and test 
more accurately the effectiveness of the curriculum in promoting the reconstruction and 
eventual replacement of student misconceptions with correct explanations. 
 Also, as this was not a mainstream course offered at GFCHS, the students 
enrolled in the course were a subset of the general population of upperclassmen.  These 
were generally self-motivated and academically high-performing students, as described 
by their teacher Mr. Sean Allan.  This could mean that the overall effectiveness of this 
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installment of the two week observational astronomy course might be higher than when 
implemented in a mainstream classroom at the secondary level.  However, as was 
discovered in daily exit survey responses, learners showed varying levels of interest in 
the topics presented, as well as varying levels of background knowledge.  This sometimes 
made it difficult to appeal to the needs of each student, and is an issue present in almost 
all classrooms. 
The level of effectiveness of the course might actually increase in future 
implementation if students have a vested interest in the course if they know it will affect 
their grade for the course.  If this curriculum were utilized as an actual part of a course 
and the student research project or post-test were graded for credit for example, this 
might increase interest in the course overall, and students may demonstrate improved 
understanding as opposed to taking the course with the knowledge of individual 
performance bearing no impact on the student’s grade.  So the inclusion of this 
curriculum as part of a course in testing the levels of motivation felt by the students could 
also be means for future study. 
 Another factor that could have affected the student perception of the course, 
although perhaps minimal, would be the teaching experience of the researcher.  She has 
one year of experience as a teaching assistant for an undergraduate introductory 
astronomy lab course, but teaching in a classroom setting and being the one presenting 
the material does have its differences.  So this was partly a learning process for the 
researcher as well as the GFCHS students and this could have led to an unintentional 
trend in more positive perception of the class periods toward the end of the two weeks, as 
the researcher gained more experience in teaching, and as both the researcher and 
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students became more familiar with one another, and comfortable with the setting of 
instruction.  This is also a potential bias that can be removed when the curriculum is 
taught by the students’ normal instructor, and is taught as unit within regular class time, 
allowing students to receive credit for the work done. 
Future Design of Course 
The general trend in modifying course content for future installments is to 
emphasize aspects of the class that received the most positive feedback, and include more 
topics that follow these aspects in promoting learning.  The modifications of the two 
week course in terms of presentation, teaching style, activities, handouts and course 
content overall are aimed at meeting the needs of the students. 
 There is desire to format the class to include student research even when weather 
at the time of the course does not allow for student observation using the UND 
Observatory.  This could be done using past images taken at the UND Observatory, so 
that students still feel partial ownership of the data and results that they obtain, which has 
been stated to be of importance to students in multiple studies (Beare, 2007; Etkina et al., 
1999; Gehret et al., 2005; Gould et al., 2007; Johansson, 2004).  The analysis of data also 
uses up class time, so the development of a more structured version of research and 
analysis may be beneficial to including as much material as possible in a given time 
period without overwhelming the students.  This could also create an opportunity for 
future AER research, as students may feel partial ownership to the data and researchers 
could study the levels of effectiveness this type of student research offers to learners. 
 In terms of the research project, modifying Day Six, the computer lab lesson, to a 
more structured class period, is necessary in promoting understanding of actual research 
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processes utilized in observing.  As was seen in student responses on daily exit surveys 
for the sixth day of instruction, students wanted more step by step instructions for writing 
scripts and post-test responses indicated that student understanding of observing 
procedures would benefit from this. 
 In the design of in-class activities, it is important to involve each member of the 
class to keep every student engaged in the material.  In addressing the low overall 
performance seen on the post-test regarding the size and distance scale of the solar 
system and the nearest star, it could be beneficial to more heavily emphasize the results 
of the in-class activity regarding this subject.  As this was a class activity, the 
modification of it into a smaller group activity where students calculate for themselves 
the distances between objects, may be beneficial.  In doing so, when attempting to recall 
this information later, students will have an experience to relate to, rather than just the 
recollection of facts presented in class.  Studying the cause of the lunar phases could also 
be more effective with smaller group sizes, by allowing each group member to play the 
part of the Sun, Earth, and Moon, in order to be exposed to all points of view to 
accurately understand this common misconception. 
 In the interest of being able to go into more depth with certain subjects and 
include more activities for students to enhance their understanding, the partition of class 
content into two or more days would be beneficial.  This especially applies to the ninth 
day of instruction on stars.  Students really enjoyed learning this material, but the 
addition of reference examples or media in the presentation as well as more activities for 
students to complete to promote their understanding of the concepts presented were 
requests expressed by the students.  Meeting the general needs of students would allow 
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for the instructor to go into more depth.  This of course would require more than two 
weeks for course instruction. 
 As astronomy is an ever-changing field of scientific discovery, lesson plans will 
need to be continually modified to reflect these changes and additions to human 
knowledge.  This not only applies to course content, but links to media files as well.  
Some videos shown during class instruction in April 2012 have already been replaced in 
course presentations as of the fall semester 2012 due to their inaccessibility. 
 For the scheduled tour of the John D. Odegard School of Aerospace Sciences, 
from daily exit survey responses, students would benefit from either a joint tour between 
Aviation and Space Studies, or solely a tour of Space Studies facilities.  Making this into 
a joint tour would decrease the traveling back and forth between labs and facilities, as it 
would have been more efficient to tour all of the facilities that were physically close to 
one another before moving on to a new lab or facility.   The reason this did not occur was 
because each tour was held completely separately from one another.  Student interest in 
the Space Studies portion of the tour was definitely more substantial than in the Aviation 
portion, and this leads the researcher to believe that in the future, perhaps the students 
should be allowed to spend more time learning about the Space Studies facilities as this 
was the main focus of the two week course. 
 Modification of the Drake Equation activity to make it more mathematically 
intensive, as was suggested by a few students in the daily exit survey, could include more 
history behind its development.  A connection of this activity with real research being 
conducted could also be included by having the students analyze light curves generated 
by the Kepler mission to identify potential exoplanets. 
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 Formatting the modified version of the course and adding background information 
on each of the astronomy topics covered is the next step in making these materials 
available to educators throughout North Dakota.  The intention is to include these 
materials on the UND Observatory website, and if educators are also interested in 
including research projects for their students, or obtaining answer keys to the resources 
posted, contact information is also available on the website so that observing time can be 
set up for the students, as well as the possibility of scheduling visits to the John D. 
Odegard School of Aerospace Sciences Space Studies Department and UND Observatory 
for the secondary students participating in the astronomy unit at their school. 
Conclusions 
In conclusion, this program was shown to be effective in promoting student 
understanding in observational astronomy, even when given only two weeks of class time 
for instruction.  Common astronomy misconceptions were identified and addressed, and 
further research will allow for continued restructuring of these ideas.  The inclusion of 
benchmarks in the North Dakota state science standards are also addressed in this 
curriculum and simple student exposure to these concepts has been shown to be 
beneficial to student learning.  The most effective and enjoyable class periods were those 
that focused most on student engagement and inquiry-based learning.  With continued 
installations of the course, it will only improve to best meet the needs of the students.  
Future research can include the implementation of the course in mainstream secondary 
classrooms, the addition of student research in the curriculum using telescopes at the 
UND Observatory for group projects, and best practices for distributing the class 








ACIT ……………………………………………. Asteroid and Comet Internet Telescope 
AER ……………………..………………………………. Astronomy Education Research 
AP ………………………………………………………………...….Advanced Placement 
BVRI ……………………………………………….… Blue, Visual, Red, Infrared (filters) 
CCD ………………………………………………………...…… Charge-Coupled Device 
EAAE ………………………………..… European Association for Astronomy Education 
FT ……………………………………………………………………... Faulkes Telescope 
GFCHS ……………………...………………………… Grand Forks Central High School 
HR ……………………………………………………………….….. Hertzsprung Russell 
K-12 ………………………………………..……… Kindergarten through Twelfth Grade 
LSC ……………………………………………………………... Latin School of Chicago 
LT ………………………………………………………………….... Liverpool Telescope 
NASA ………………………………….. National Aeronautics and Space Administration 
NEA …………………………………………………………………. Near Earth Asteroid 
NSES ……………………………………….…….. National Science Education Standards 
NSO ……………………………...……………………….. National Schools Observatory 
ND NASA EPSCoR …………. North Dakota NASA Experimental Program to Stimulate 
Competitive Research 
PSO …………………………………………………...… Planetary Sciences Observatory 
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RGB …………………………………………………………..………… Red, Green, Blue 
SBIG ………………………………………………...…. Santa Barbara Instrument Group 
SETI ……………………………………………… Search for Extraterrestrial Intelligence 
SGS …………………………………………………………... Self-Guiding Spectrograph 
UK ………………………………………………………………….…… United Kingdom 
UND …………………………………………………...…….. University of North Dakota 
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Further Information Regarding the UND Observatory 
University of North Dakota Observatory website: 
www.observatory.space.edu 
 
University of North Dakota Observatory facebook page: 
www.facebook.com/UNDObservatory 
 




















 Lecture #1 – Navigating the Night Sky
Ancient Greeks believed stars were attached to a ___
centered around Earth.  Although this sphere is imaginary, it is a helpful tool to 
reference positions of stars in the sky.
 
__________________– Analogous to terrestrial latitude; Measure in degrees, minutes, 
and seconds. 
__________    ___________

















Figure 12. Celestial Sphere
 
The Earth is tilted 23.5°to the _____
 
If there are _______ hours in a day, this means there are _
Ascension (RA) around the equator.  There are ___
means there are _______ degrees in one hour of RA at the equator.
 
________________ - Position of object measured in number of degrees above the 
horizon. Range is from 0° to 90°.




___________   ____
 
____– Analogous to terrestrial longitude; Measured in hours, 
 
____________, the plane in which the planets orbit.
______ hours of Right 







_____________   _________________ - the relative motion of stars as seen from Earth 
(Caused in large part by orbital precession. 
 
____________________ constellation - visible year-round in the Northern Hemisphere. 
 
The __________ of the Earth to the ecliptic is the cause of the seasons.  The changing 
distance of the Earth from the Sun does not affect the seasonal changes. 
 
Units of measure – spherical coordinates 
The basic units of the celestial sphere are degrees, minutes, and seconds.  
    
360°in a circle 
60 arc minutes (’) = 1° 
60 arc seconds (”) = 1 arc minute 
3600” = 1°.       
Radian measure is also useful in astronomy and is convertible between degrees. 1 
radian ~ 57.3°, 2π = 360°   
There are 206,265” per radian.   



















Lecture #2 – Astronomical Distances
1 AU = 1 _____________   ________ 
Sun.  We can measure 1 AU by sending radar pulses to ____________, and reflecting 
them back to Earth. 






1 AU = ________ million kilometers
There are ________ degrees in a circle, _____ arc
seconds in an arc-minute, so this means there are __________ arc
___________   ________________
caused by Earth’s motion around the Sun
____________   _______
waves as the sound-producing object
an object is approaching the observer this is called ________   ___________.  When an 
object is receding away from th
Solar System Scale Predictions:
Earth Size:       A      B      C
Jupiter Size:       A      B      C
Earth-Sun Distance:     A      B      C
Jupiter-Sun Distance:     A      B      C
Proxima Centauri (Nearest star to our solar system) 
The __________ Day (23 hours and 56 minutes), is ~4 minutes shorter than the 
___________ Day, due to the orbit and rotation of the earth.
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- which is the distance between the Earth and the 
 
             Figure 13. Radar
-minutes in a degree, ______ arc
-seconds
– small annual shifts in star’s apparent position 
  
______- the increase or decrease in the frequency 
 moves toward or away from an observer
















Lecture #3 – Rules of the Solar System and the Moon 
Kepler’s First Law: All orbits are _________ with the Sun at one of the foci.  The Sun and 
the Earth orbit a __________   ___________   of gravity. 
Kepler’s Second Law: A line joing the planet and the Sun sweeps out _________ areas in 
_________ times. 
______________ = the closest point to the Sun in a planet’s orbit 
______________ = the furthest point from the Sun in a planet’s orbit 
Kepler’s Third Law: The square of the _________   ____________ is directly proportional 
to the cube of the ___________ - _____________ axis of the orbit. 
The currently accepted theory for the formation of the moon was a giant __________ 
~4 billion years ago. 
The moon phases have nothing to do with ____________.  It’s all about the 
_____________ positions of the Moon, Earth, and Sun. 
 
 
Figure 14. Pattern of Moon Phases 
 
Figure 15. Moon Phases Through Time 
 
Lecture #4 – Telescopes 
The first telescope was invented in ________, by Galileo.
__________   ________________   _________ (LCA) 
can collect per unit time 
The larger the ______________ (or diameter)  of the telescope, the more light the 
telescope can collect. 
______________   __________________ 
can distinguish between two objects
Angular resolution equation: 
Atmospheric ______________ 
convection in the atmosphere.  At the UND Observatory, this commonly ranges from 2
arcseconds. 
Figure 16. Telescopes and Focal Length
__________________ - how man
telescope versus the human eye
Magnification equation: m = 
 
Telescope Types: 
________________ - consists of two or more lenses that focus the light onto the 
observer’s eye or a detector (like a camera)
________________ - uses a curved 
to a secondary mirror  
_____________   _________________ telescope 
for long focal length in compact design





– the amount of light the telescope 
- the smallest angle over which the telescope 
 
α = 1.22λ/d 
- causes a lower quality image due to currents and 
 




primary mirror to gather light and reflects this light 
- combines lenses and mirrors to allow 





Lecture #5 – Asteroids, Comets, and Their “Impacts” 
 
Figure 17. Chicxulub Crater 
Pictured above is the impact crater believed to have caused the demise of the dinosaurs.  
Using information from the picture as well as a few facts about asteroid impacts below, 
estimate the size of the object that created this crater and consequently, the extinction 
of the dinosaurs. 
Density of asteroid (ρ) = 3000 kg/mᶟ 
Velocity of asteroid (v) = 20,000 m/s 
 
 
Diameter of the above crater:________ 
The larger the diameter of the crater, the more __________ energy was involved in 
forming the crater. 
Using the graph on the following page, determine how much Kinetic energy was 
involved in this impact. 
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Energy = _______________ Joules 
 
 
  Figure 18. Log-Log Plot of Crater Diameter Versus Impact Energy 
 
Now you have everything you need to determine the diameter of the asteroid that 
caused the extinction of the dinosaurs! 
KE = ½ mv² (kinetic energy = ½ * mass * velocity squared) 
m = ρV (mass = density * Volume) 




Class #6 – Remote Observing 
Today you’re going to learn how to access online databases of information regarding small 
bodies in our solar system (mainly asteroids.)  The class target for your observing project will be 
main belt asteroid: 
326 Tamara 
 
After today’s class you will be able to: 
• Write a script (observing plan) 
• Use ACP Observatory Control software to upload your script and later download images 
taken 
• Navigate through online databases of information regarding asteroids and other small 
solar system bodies 
 




When you observe… 
1. Check the weather!  It’s hard to see objects in space when there are clouds in the way! 
a. Observatory.space.edu – Under “Facilities” tab, click on “Weather”  The first 
row shows you the cloud cover forecasted on a color scale from white to blue.  
Solid white = complete cloud cover and blue = clear skies. 
2. Make contact with the observatory personnel.   The person who is on call at the 
observatory will contact you when the equipment is set up and ready to go! 
a. Dr. Paul Hardersen: (701) 213 – 6237 
b. Caitlin Nolby: (763) 843 - 6479 
3. Upload your script to ACP and take some images! 
 
Each UND Internet telescope will be accessed through the UND Observatory website: 
http://observatory.space.edu.  
 
To log in to the observatory telescopes when you are observing, you will go to this website, click 
on the “Facilities” tab on the left, and then on the “Network Status” tab.  Depending on which 
telescope you are assigned, you will click on “UND Observatory #1” or “UND Observatory #3”.  
Then you will be able to log in with your username and password (same for the entire class), 
upload your script, and get some images!  Remember, do NOT download any images while 
observing.  Wait until the next day to download the images. 
 
Once logged in, you will click on the “Live Observing” tab on the left-hand side of the screen, 
and then “Obs Plan Checker”.  This will allow you to check your file to make sure that what you 
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have written does not have errors.  “Multiple Objects (Plan)”.  From here you will be able to 
upload your script created in notepad and start observing!   
 
Red Mountain Observatory (Simulation) 
Webpage for practice use with ACP Observatory Control Software: 
http://Simulator.My-Sky.com/ 
 
Login information for today’s class (Or if you want to practice in the future!) 
 Username:    cpines 
 Password:    T5qEg7cN 
 
Making Observing Plans 
Overall Format 
Plan files are text files. Each line of a plan file must be one of the following:  
• Directives (line beginning with '#') 
• Target specifications 
• Comment (line beginning with ';') 
Typically, a plan will consist of some directives followed by a target, some more directives, 
another target, etc. Lines may be indented by tabs or spaces. Any leading or trailing tabs or 
spaces are removed as soon as each line is read from the file. Comments beginning with ';' 
may appear anywhere in a live line, and will be ignored.  
 
It’s important to start each script with a comment describing the date and target 





Repeats the entire plan a given set of times.  This directive may appear anywhere in the plan.  




Schedules a pointing update.  This will verify that the CCD is taking images that are properly 
aligned, just in case there is unwanted drift of the telescope throughout the observing run. 
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#Repeat 
Tells script to take the given number of filter groups of the next target a set number of times 




Pause for the given number of seconds before processing the next target.  For example if you 
needed to wait for 30 seconds in between images to perhaps let the telescope’s mount settle 




Set the target exposure interval for subsequent targets.  For example, this could be a 90 
second or 2 minute exposure time.  For this project, you will be taking 1 minute (60 second) 




Specifies the type of filter you want to use.  Possibilities include: R, G, B (Red, Green, Blue) or 
U, V, C, I (Ultraviolet, Visual, Clear, Infrared).  For this project, you will be using only one 




This variable is subject to the observatory equipment capabilities as well as the seeing at the 
observatory site.  Binning is a process where a square region of pixels on a CCD chip are 
combined during the download process to create a single, larger pixel.  For example, 2 x 2 
binning would group a square of 4 pixels, and 3 x 3 binning would group a square of 9 pixels 
into a single pixel.  For this project, you will be using 3 x 3 binning.  At the UND Observatory, 




Used only when specifying a filter group.  This tells you the number of times you would like to 
take images in a certain filter group.  The directives apply to the respective filters.  In this 
example there are 5 images being taken with the visual filter and 3 images being taken with 
the clear filter. 
#Filter V, C 
#Count 5, 3 
 
Once you have written your script, you will be able to upload it to the ACP Observatory Control 
Software webpage and make sure it works.
Target Specifications
The heart of a plan file is its target specification lines. Most commonly, each target 
specification line contains three pieces of information:
1. The name of the target, 
2. The J2000 right ascension of the target, and
3. The J2000 declination of the target.
Other information may be i
contains the orbital elements of a minor planet or comet, allowing
calculate its position at the precise time of the exposure, and optionally perform orbital 
tracking (if the mount supports it) to follow the motion of the object. Another special target 
specification contains ephemerides for a near
ephemeris records, spaced 1 or 2 hours apart, and ACP will perform a Lagra
on the positions to determine a precise position and velocity (for orbital tracking) of the NEO.
 
Observing Plan Checker
ACP Plan Checker 
ACP Plan Checker will detect many types of errors, including invalid directives, bad coordinate 
or orbital element formats, missing arguments on directives. etc. It will also detect conflicting 
directives such as a plan with both #chain and #shutdown.





Small Bodies Data Ferret:
 
*ACP Observatory Control Software
This is the software you will be using to observe remotely using the telescopes at the UND 








n the line, but it is ignored. One special type of target specification 
 AcquireImages.js to 
-earth object. In this case, you supply several 
nge interpolation 
 
  The Plan Checker will not find all 
’t have ACP installed.
Resources" Tab : 
 http://sbn.psi.edu/ferret/ . 







NASA JPL Horizons ephemeris generator:
Imagiware Hourly Airmass Calculator:
The NASA Astrophysics Data System (ADS) abstract 
service: http://adswww.harvard.edu
IAU Minor Planet Center:
NASA PDS Small Bodies Node:
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 http://cfa-www.harvard.edu/iau/mpc.html . 
























Class #7 – Astrometry of Asteroids: Definitions of Terminology 
How CCDs (Charge-Coupled Devices) Work 
A photon becomes a data number… 
A photon from a star, planet, or galaxy travels millions to billions of miles, passes through 
Earth’s atmosphere, through the telescope’s optics, and  eventually interacts with one CCD pixel.  
 
The photon and its energy are absorbed by the silicon (Si) within the CCD pixel. This creates an 
electron-hole pair, which liberates a negatively charged electron and leaves behind a positive 
charge (i.e., positive hole). Each photon creates an electron-hole pair. 
 
The electrons and positive holes are then segregated within each CCD pixel – essentially stored 
in different areas of the pixel. This continues as long as the CCD is collecting photons from the 
star that is being observed. 
 
After the integration is over, the CCD shutter closes. The electrons are then moved, row by row, 
across the CCD, to the output shift register (OSR). The rows of electrons are moved by varying 
the voltage across each pixel. 
 
Each OSR pixel is essentially a mega-pixel – typically several times larger than a regular array 
pixel.  The charge in a row of pixels is then transferred to the OSR. From there, each pixel’s 
charge is sent to the output electronics, which includes amplifiers and an analog to digital 
converter (ADC).  
 
The current (charge) in each pixel that has been measured as a voltage is converted into a digital 
number. This digital number, measuring the output electrons, is proportional to the original 
number of incoming photons. 
Sample Script Used to Take Images of Asteroid 71 Niobe 
; This is a script that will run September 15, 2008 
; It will conduct astrometry of a main-belt asteroid: 71 Niobe  








00071    7.30  0.40 K08BU 165.03768  267.26360  316.07584   23.26423  0.1761963   
0.21566230   2.7539321  0 MPO  2601   292  41 1864-2008 0.86 M-v 38h Williams    
0000             (71) Niobe      20080603   ;Target Specifications 
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Class #7 – Astrometry of Asteroids 
From the real CCD images below and the information given, ultimately determine when a 












        1 arc-minute 
Figure 19. Two CCD Images of Asteroid 
Time between images = 30 minutes 
The angular distance in arc-seconds (“) that this asteroid has moved between the two images: 
a = _______________ “ 
 
The following equation allows us to convert arc-second values into meaningful distance units 







D = distance the asteroid traveled in the given time interval (km) 
a = angular distance the asteroid traveled in the given time interval (arc-seconds) 
d= distance from the observer to the asteroid (km) 
 
In this example, the distance to this asteroid from Earth has been previously determined by 
other observers using parallax measurements to be 120 million kilometers.
 
(Keep in mind in doing this equation, we are assuming that the asteroid is moving perfectly 
perpendicular to our line of sight, so this is a simplification of actual orbital parameter 
determination.) 
What is the distance (in km) this asteroid has traveled in the time duratio
images? 
 
D = ________________ km
 
Now that we know the distance traveled by the asteroid, and the time interval in which it did so, 
what is the velocity of the asteroid in kilometers/second?
 
v = ______________ km/s 
 
Now we want to launch a spacecraft to rendezvous with the asteroid, so we can learn more 
about it!  If we are able to launch a spacecraft at 11.5 km/s from Earth on a straight line path to 





Figure 20. Spacecraft Trajectory 
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Assuming that the spacecraft and the asteroid reach point X at the same time (meaning it takes 
the same amount of time for the asteroid to travel distance ‘a’ as it does for the spacecraft to 























Time it will take for asteroid to travel distance ‘a’: ________________ seconds = 
_____________ days 
Time it will take for spacecraft to travel distance ‘b’: _______________ seconds = 
_____________ days 





Class #9 - Stars 
Stars form in collapsing giant _______________   _____________ of gas and dust. 
The process that provides energy in stars is called _____________   ________________, 
which is the combining of two or more nuclei into heavier elements. 
The main equation describing this process is: _______________ 
__________________ - total amount of power that a star emits into space, does NOT 
vary with distance to the star 
_____________   _____________– amount of power reaching us per unit area, DOES 
vary with distance to the star  
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The Apparent Brightness of the Sun from the surface of Mars is about _____________ 
of the apparent brightness of the Sun as seen from Earth. 
The Apparent Brightness of the Sun from the surface of Pluto is about _____________ 
of the apparent brightness of the Sun as seen from Earth. 
 
_____________   _________________ - the apparent magnitude a star would have if it 
were at a distance of 10 parsecs (32.6 LY) from Earth 
A star spends a majority of its lifetime on the ________   _______________ of the 
Hertzsprung Russel diagram, burning hydrogen. 
 







Class #10 – Life in Our Universe 
 
Drake Equation - Simple way to calculate the number of civilizations in the Milky Way 
galaxy capable of interstellar communication 
 
N = number of civilizations we might be able to contact 
 = average rate of star formation (stars per year) 
L = avg. lifetime that a civilization remains technologically active 
 = avg. fraction of stars that have planets 
 = avg. # of Earth-like planets per stellar system 
 = avg. fraction of Earth-like planets with life 
 = avg. fraction of Earth-like planets with at least one intelligent species 
 = avg. fraction of Earth-like planets with civilizations capable of interstellar 
communication 
 
*The values you choose for each variable are assuming that the previous conditions 
have already been met.  For example, if you are trying to determine the average fraction 
of Earth-like planets with life, this is assuming that other Earth-like planets do exist. 
 
1. What is  for our solar system?  What would you expect the average value of  
to be for other stellar systems? 
 
 
2. There are at least  stars in our Milky Way galaxy and our galaxy is about 





3. L is the average lifetime for an advanced civilization, which we will say begins 
with the ability to use radio communication.  By this definition, how long as our 









5. Estimate values for the remaining variables (You can jot down your thoughts 





 = _____________ 
 = ______________ 
 = ______________ 
 = ______________ 
 
6. Given all of your above estimates for the variables in the Drake Equation, 


























































4. Pictured below is the Sun.  If the following were a size and distance scale of the solar 
system, where would Earth be?  Where would Jupiter be?  Where would the nearest 













Figure 21. Sun 
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5. How do telescopes work? 
 
 







7. If you were going to observe an asteroid for the night, what types of things would you 
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